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ABSTRACT
Text linguists posit that signals are overt micro features that play 
an important role in the rhetorical organization of written 
discourse, the tack of which may give rise to the phenomenon of 
rhetorical ineptness, which is detrimental to textual 
interpretability. In spite of the consensus regarding this 
theoretical and practical position, the rhetorical organization 
underlying a number of texts in the content area of linguistics 
seems to be inept In this microstructurai, descriptive and 
qualitative text analysis, I investigate rhetorical ineptness in texts 
published in English, applying Hoeys (1983) and Tadros' (1985) 
theories to five chapters written by the linguists: Wallwork 
(1969), Corder (1974), Bolinger (1980), Widdowson (1979), 
Gregory and Carroll (1978). The investigation revealed that 
there are under-signalling and mis-signalling in the rhetorical 
scheme of the analyzed discourses as the circumstances of 
textual implausibility. I propose the micropattem typified as 
Rhetorically Organized Predictions, regulative, global, local, 
persuasive and co-operative metatexts, binary cotexts (V) ~ (D), 
of written scientific discourse. The micropattem maximizes the 
synergy cohesion-coherence, eases the production of text 
frames as a pedagogical potential, and helps persuade the 
reader to move toward the secularized modernization of 
knowledge, science, and technology.
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RESUMO
Lingüistas em análise textual afirmam que sinalização discursai 
é um dos microfatores relevantes na organização retórica do 
discurso escrito, sem o quai o discurso pode promover a 
incongru&nda retórica em detrimento da interpretabilidade 
textual. Não obstante o consenso em tomo dessa posição 
teórico-prática, a organização retórica de um número de textos 
escritos por iingUistas parece incongruente. Nesta dissertação 
investigo a presença de incongruência retórica no discurso 
lingüístico publicado em inglês, aplicando o referencial teórico 
de Hoey (1983) e Tadros (1985) em cinco capítulos de iivros- 
texto escritos pelos lingüistas Wailwork (1969), Corder (1974), 
Bolinger (1980), Widdowson (1979), Gregory e Carroll (1978). A 
investigação revelou a existência de sub-sinalização e pseudo- 
sinalizaçâo na estrutura retórica dos discursos analisados como 
circunstâncias de implausibilidade textual. Proponho o 
micropadrão tipificado Predições Retórico-Organizacionais, 
caracterizado como metatextos reguladores, globais e locais, 
recursos de persuasão e cooperação, cotextos binários (V) ~ 
(D) de discurso científico escrito. O supradito micropadrão 
maximiza o sinergismo coerência-coesão, viabiliza a produção 
de estruturas textuais de informação como recurso pedagógico 
e ajuda a persuadir o leitor à modernização secularizada do 
conhecimento, da ciência e tecnologia.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
Linguistics is a main axis that branches Into three dichotomies, namely, 
synchronic versus diachronic, theoretical versus applied, and microlinguistics 
versus macrollnguistics (Lyons 1981: 34 - 37). Within macrolinguistics, one area 
that has notably expanded its scope recently is Sociolinguistics. Fasold (1990: ix, 
65 - 66) acknowledges sociolinguistics to embrace that which De Beaugrande and 
Dressier (1981) specify as "a newly emerging science" (p. xi) whose evolution is 
"marked by interdisciplinary co-operation” (p. xiH). The science is that "of text and 
discourse” (p. xi) and it is differently termed by different linguists. For instance, De 
Beaugrande and Dressier (op. cit.: 14) term it "text linguistics"; Enkvtst (1987: 26) 
terms it "discourse linguistics"; Fasold (op. cit.: et passim) terms it "discourse 
analysis", etc.
Fasold remarks that discourse analysis is a general heading that is divided 
into the following two branches: the study of texts' (I.e., text analysis), and the 
study of interactive events' (i.e. the study of dialogic interactions or interactive 
events analysis or conversation analysis). In McCarthy's historical overview of 
discourse analysis (1991: 5 - 6), conversation analysis concerns both the modes of 
discourse behaviour stemming from cultural backgrounds and interactive goals,
2and the modes of conversation stemming from problems in Interactive events. It is 
an American tendency based on ethnomethodological criteria to be applied to the 
analysis of Interactive events. Text analysis entails the analysis of both oral and 
written structures of texts. It is a British tendency based on structural linguistic 
criteria to be applied to the analysis of written and oral discourse.
Differently from McCarthy, and Fasold, James (1980:102 -103) states that 
there is "no reason" for such Hdistinctionn between the studies of 'written texts' and 
'dialogic Interaction'. In his simplified classification, however, he considers 
discourse analysis and text analysis as two macrolingulstic areas, both of them 
concerned in greater or lesser extent with aspects of cohesion and coherence.
The differing views on discourse analysis led Schiffrln (1987:1 - 3) to state 
that the new domain is a discipline that has grown into "a vast and ambiguous 
field," and she supports her claim by considering, for example, some definitional 
problems related to the new study. The vastness and ambiguity notwithstanding, 
McCarthy (op. cit.: 7) observes that the discipline into which discourse analysis has 
further advanced
finds its unity in the description of language above the sentence and [in] an 
interest in the contexts and cultural influences which affect language in use. It 
[the heterogeneous discipline of discourse analysis] is also now, increasingly, 
forming a backdrop to research in Applied Linguistics [sic], and second 
language learning and teaching in particular. (Emphasis added.)
Developments abound with theory and practice in the applied, synchronic
macrolinguistics. Most particularly, in the British structural text analysis of the
written medium of expression (within the domain of discourse analysis), to which I
devote my dissertation, recent practical and theoretical developments have been
proposed by structural text analysis, or "text grammarians" (McCarthy, ibid.: 6,168
-169). The theorists intend both to highlight the need to view the organization of
written texts in broader terms than highlighted by traditional developments, for
3instance, in rhetoric, and to fulfill the need. Theoretical frameworks are proposed 
as "stimulation" to those who want "to know more about how discourses are 
organized" and "to mend either their own or others' damaged discourses" (Hoey 
1983: 1 - 3). Such theories relate "conventions of language to ... constraints in the 
reader ['s comprehension]” (Sanford and Garrod, 1981: 12). The 'constraints' as 
condition (derailment, mismatch, etc.) experienced by the reader may be 
circumstanced by overlooked 'conventions' (misuse of macro and micro features) 
in discourse. Accordingly, such theories offer an expanded theoretical conception 
of the role of organizational microfactors and macrofactors, for instance, discoursal 
patterns and rhetorical signalling, as crucial determinants to what I call textual 
plausibility", the balance between coherence and cohesion.
Two theories, to name but a few, representative of the way text analysis has 
accounted for the means whereby encoders and decoders succeed In using 
language to create and process written scientific information, are: (1) the theory of 
the rhetorical organization of discourse (i.e. the microstructure, the micro level), 
which alerts writers and readers to the rhetorical ineptness resulting from mis- 
signalling (or mlscueing) and under-signalling (or undemueing) (see Hoey 1983: 
179 - 183; Bamberg 1983: 420); and (2) the theory of the categories of prediction 
(see Tadros 1985) in discourse, which contributes with many 'rhetorically regulative 
microfeatures' (see Hoey, op. cit.: 179; McCarthy and Hewings 1988: 3; McCarthy, 
ibid.: 168 -169) to the interpretability of written text (or written discourse).
While, theoretically and practically, organizational microfeatures and 
macrofeatures are crucial determinants of the texture and quality of written 
discourse, I place the emphasis here on the micro-level features, most particularly 
on explicit discourse signalling, which Hoey sees as "an important aid to discourse 
analysis" (ibid.: 54), and Tadros as "the mechanics by which the interaction 
[between writer and reader] is produced" without ambiguity (ibid.: 3,6).
4STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Even though there is general agreement among linguists (as writers) that 
signals are overt micro features that play the important role of paving the threads 
of discourse in favour of the relationship between a writer's non-linear writing and a 
reader's linear reading (cf. Hoey, op. cit.: 177), it remains to be investigated how 
linguists help this relationship to occur, that is, how linguists help the reader not to 
lose the threads of discourse produced by them. Put differently and specifically, 
linguists' written discourse remains to be described in terms of 'rhetorical 
organization' (in Hoey's use of the term), which Involves the plausible display of 
signalling. The oversights or failures to signal (or to focus or to form or to cue) 
relations may give rise to 'rhetorical ineptness' (in Hoey's use of the term) in written 
discourse (or written text).
The present study is a microstructural, qualitative, and descriptive text analysis 
of rhetorical Ineptness in texts written by linguists. Rhetorical Ineptness within 
discourse is the phenomenon caused by 'mis-signalling' and/or 'under-signalling', in 
Hoey's (op. cit.: 180) use of the terms, or by undercue{-ing} and/or miscue{-ing}, in 
Phelps' use of the strictly comparable terms (In Bamberg 1983: 420). Under­
signalling (or undercueing) stems from a lack of rhetorical signals/cues, or a lack of 
clearly signalled content relations, or of clear pathway, In the writer's discourse that 
is coherent, though (Hoey, op. cit.: 180 -183). Mis-signalling (or miscueing) stems 
from the use of misleading or conflicting predictive and/or predicted information, 
from "problems of unrealized expectations'* for the reader, from unfilfillment in 
predicted cotexts, in the writer's discourse that is fragmentary and, thus, not 
coherent (id., ibid.). More specifically, in the present dissertation, rhetorical 
ineptness refers to the rhetorically Inept use of cohesive signals of organizational
5prediction in detriment to coherence in texts written by linguists. Again, ineptness is 
given rise to by mis-stgnalilng and under-signalling.
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY
I specify the written discourse of the content area of linguistics for analysis due 
to 'hardship' experienced by myself as a reader of English as "the second 
language" (UtHewood 1984: 2 - 3) when processing linguistic texts as 'raw1 
teaching content material for my linguistics classes. I typify such reader of English 
as a second language for linguistics teaching as a specialist learner.
McCarthy (op. cit.: 148) defines the 'specialist learner* as the reader who 
"tend[s] to have precise reading and writing needs." Under precise reading needs 
Is meant here the content area reading that results from textual plausibility', that is, 
a balance between the ease with which the present reader (representing the 
specialist learner) can build a scenario (Sanford and Garrod 1981) in his mind (i.e. 
content coherence) and the rhetorical organization (i.e., rhetorically organized 
predictive and predicted cohesion) of written texts. Also, under precise writing 
needs is meant here the content area writing of 'information structures' that results 
from textual plausibility*, that Is, a balance between the ease with which the 
present reader can write cohesive and coherent information structures with a 
minimum waste of time/effort and the rhetorical organization of linguistic material. 
Information structures constitute, for instance, text frames" (cf. McCarthy and 
Hewings, op. cit.: 7 -10, et passim) or "pyramid diagram" (Solon 1980: 594 - 596) 
or "mapping" (Hanf 1971: 225 - 230, 270), written from 'linguistic texts' as 'raw1 
content materials for the teaching of linguistics. Admittedly, text frames (either as 
pyramid diagrams or maps) are a "pedagogical potential" (McCarthy and Hewings,
6op. tit.: 9), or "an effective learning strategy" (Moore et al. 1982:10), In classroom 
activities.
According to conventional reckoning, the term 'hardship', which I have used in 
the first paragraph of the present section, denotes 'difficulty* (Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary 1981). The two terms, 'hardship' and 'difficulty*, however, are 
most general because either one may be ''applied loosely to any troublesome state 
of affairs” (emphasis added) (The Cassell Thesaurus 1991). A state of affairs (i.e., 
situation) encompasses both circumstance{-s} and condition{-*} (Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary, ibid.; The Heritage illustrated Dictionary of the English 
Language 1975). The state of affairs I refer to is that in which some hardship or 
difficulty (experienced by myself as a specialist learner) is the condition as resulting 
from a definite circumstance. In this dissertation, circumstance and condition 
connote specific qualities, as follows. Circumstance is a lurking 'cause': the 
'something' that hinders or impairs the present specialist learner's reading course, 
and that demands time to reread passages, and endurance to attain 
comprehension as backing to the writing of text frames. Condition is a ’result of the 
interfering circumstance: the derailment in the content area reading course, the 
recourse to much time to reread, and much effort to attain comprehension due to 
discursive disruptions in the passages.
In accordance with the three following perspectives of linguistic 
comprehension, namely, schematic, cognitive, and psychological, I as a specialist 
learner will next try to express in particular words the circumstance, or better, the 
basis for the condition. In the schematic perspective, text comprehension is
an Interactive process between the reader's [formal and content] 
background knowledge and the text. Efficient comprehension requires the 
ability to relate the textual material to one's own knowledge. Comprehending 
... entire texts involves more than just retying on one's linguistic knowledge. 
(Emphasis added.) (Carrell and Eisterhold 1983:556)
7As for the interactive process, Carreii and Eisterhoid state that it entails top-down 
predictions (i.e., the reader's conceptual predictions through top-down processing) 
and bottom-up information (i.e., the incoming or the input information through 
bottom-up processing), and that both must be compatible (cf. op. cit.: 553 - 573). 
Meurer (1991:172 -174) imparts that bottom-up processing "goes from specific to 
general" and top-down processing "goes from general to specific." He also states 
that "readers derive meaning by the interplay o f... [both] processes" (p. 173).
In the cognitive perspective, likewise, Bransford and McCarrell (1977) consider 
linguistic comprehension the cognitive contributions of the comprehender as well 
as the linguistic characterizations of the input sentences to be a must (emphasis 
added) (p. 389). For the two researchers, cognitive contributions depend on "the 
comprehender’s ... activated knowledge of his [or her] world" (op. cit.: 384), which 
they call "nonllnguistic information" (p. 389). Cognitive contributions enable him/her 
to make use of "the cues specified in linguistic input to create some semantic 
content that allows him/her to understand” (emphasis added) (p. 389). Thus, 
cognitive contributions are "prerequisites for achieving a click of comprehension” 
(emphasis added) (p. 385), that is to say, for 'meaning' which "is 'created' [sic] 
rather than stored and retrieved" (p. 385).
Finally, in the psychological perspective, Sanford and Garrod (ibid.) refer to the 
interactive process above-mentioned by characterizing it as a "contract between 
writer and reader" for a situational model (i.e., a "thematic" scheme or a "mental 
representation"), which establishes the connection between knowledge and 
comprehension. From the situational model created in the reader's mind by the 
writer's linguistic object, the reader draws lexical, extrapolative and evaluative, 
textual inferences. Lexical inference is "called for in solving problems of lexical 
ambiguity or nominal reference" (ibid.: 5); extrapolative inference is called for in 
solving problems of, say, "the sequence of intervening events,” or elliptical
8Information, to be found "beyond" two "actually given” events in text; and evaluative 
inference is called for in solving problems of "value or significance of an event" that 
depends on the reader's knowledge of what may happen in a certain context (ibid.: 
6). Inferences head towards linguistic configuration (i.e., meaning) of the text. In 
short, the linguistic object activates the reader's knowledge structures, or mental 
model, which come{-s> from long-term memory, and the resultant overlap (or 
integration or Interactive process) constitutes the final linguistic configuration of the 
text (op. cit.: 5 -11, 38, 52, et passim).
From Carrell and Elsterhold's, Bransford and McCarrell's, and Sanford and 
Garrod's perspectives of the interactive process of knowledge and comprehension,
I as a specialist learner, can then express in particular words the detrimental 
condition determined by a combination of circumstances. Reading texts in 
linguistics, I have experienced, as the condition, a derailment in comprehension (or 
in linguistic configuration). There is at times a mismatch between my formal-and- 
content-schematic knowledge structures (or situational model, or mental model; or 
cognitive contributions; or top-down predictions) and the hidden schema of a 
number of texts (or bottom-up information; or textual material; or linguistic objects; 
or linguistic input) written by linguists. Conceiving of, and devising, the obstructed 
condition schematically, cognitively, and psychologically, I have undertaken to 
identify the obstructive circumstance by resorting to a "procedural approach" to 
achieve textual plausibility, in other words, I have used cognitive procedures that 
mediate between cohesion and coherence through questions and inferences that 
are supposed to lead to the ease comprehension of the scientific formulations in 
the texts (McCarthy, op. cit.: 27 - 28), and to the ease production of text frames. In 
order to achieve this, I have proceeded as follows.
First, I have tried to create the phenomenon of "coherence" that I regard as 
substantiated by what I call the cophenomenon of "cohesion." Refraining from
9commonplace extremisms In this research, I consider that coherence and cohesion 
{co-}alesce to favour synergy or synergism (Ayto 1989: 371 - 372) of meaning and 
to form' plausible texts. Enkvist (1990: 14, 17) defines coherence as "the quality 
that makes a text conform to a consistent world picture and is therefore 
summarizable and interpretable"; and Sanford and Garrod (ibid.: 53) as semantic 
"knowledge of how things necessarily work." Enkvist (ibid.) defines cohesion as 
"the quality resulting from overt, grammatically describable links on the textual 
surface"; Sanford and Garrod (ibid.: 20 - 21) as "syntactic mechanisms," and 
McCarthy (op. cit.: 27 - 28) as "cohesive markers" that are signals encoded in the 
surface of text, and are "not absolute," or better, not independent. Importantly, 
however, linguistic configuration does not depend on the syntactic mechanisms 
and semantic links only, but on the processing of the linguistic object by the 
decoder.
Secondly, thus, I have also had my pragmatic receptor knowledge activated by 
the linguistic input in order to be able to make lexical, extrapolative, and evaluative 
inferences as defined above (Sanford and Garrod, op. cit.: 5 - 6). Enkvist (op. cit.: 
20) defines inference as "the adding of information not explicitly ... [put] on the 
textual surface" (ibid.: 17). Positively, Bright and McGregor (1970: 31) affirm that 
inference Is "one of the most useful skills of the expert reader" which may, 
however, "be hindered by [materials] at too high a density."
Third, with the help of plain-sense, and follow-up, questions (consistent with 
my special interests - see page 13) which are seen as sine-qua-non for any 
success in my inferences, I have dialogued with the original expository discourse 
unfolding, read it more perceptively, directed my attention to content interplay, 
clarified, or qualified, rhetorically organized predictions in texts. I take for granted 
that "Any question demanding inference from what is said is a proper one" and 
"Any question which helps the [reader] to understand more fully, probe more
10
deeply or imagine more exactly is a good question" (id., ibid.: 89). Here selectively, 
plain-sense questions help clarify references by lexicon; follow-up questions heip 
clarify rhetorical organization, propositional and contextual relations, summaries, 
intentions, situations (id., ibid.: 1970: 87 - 89).
Fourth, in the cognitive act of question posing, I have adopted interactively, 
and under Hoey*s leading theory of rhetorical organization, Tadros' theory of 
categories of signposting prediction (as the basic rhetorical framework to the 
present structural text analysis) so as to answer my questions. Fifth, in the point-to- 
point treatment of a number of reading texts in linguistics, I have labelled textual 
segments formed from the (V) ~ (D) binary relations as text-based structural 
information units, whereby I have deduced rhetorical ineptness in such texts. Such 
ineptness puts paid to the rhetorical organization of text, to even reading, 
comprehension, and the eventual writing of text frames.
Despite my procedural approach just described, the mismatch (or resultant 
condition, difficulty, hardship, derailment, etc.) has still evinced in some reading 
passages. Sixth, I have most carefully and unremittingly revised the step-by-step 
treatment of the texts in such a way as to try to make the top-down predictions' 
and the 'bottom-up information* simultaneously compatible and interactive. In my 
evaluation, unless I persisted to cope syntactically, semantically and pragmatically 
with the mismatch, l could not attain comprehension, nor write text frames, free 
from time-consuming difficulties.
After preliminary questioning regarding the possible disruptive circumstance 
(or cause) of such resultant condition (i.e., lack of ease to comprehend 
troublesome reading passages in detriment to text framing), I felt that a number of 
linguistic texts fail to provide sufficient control centers (see further Francis 1986: 
39; De Beaugrande and Dressier, op. cit.: 95), or textual clues, for an effective 
bottom-up processing mode to activate appropriate formal and/or content
11
schemata. Put differently, it seemed to me that the texts i had read faiied to 
signpost relations among prospective and retrospective parts of discourse and, 
thus, also failed to guide the reader safely and evenly through the predictive and 
predicted parts. My impression has been that some of these texts are 
characterized as rhetorically inept As such, rhetorical ineptness seemed to be the 
obstructive something, or better, the circumstance that contributed to the attendant 
condition the researcher has experienced as a specialist learner in the above- 
mentioned state of affairs. The ineptness seemed to be the major cause to the 
experienced derailment in comprehension and the consequent difficulty in 
constructing text frames.
Rhetorical ineptness gives rise to textual implausibllity. The circumstance 
causes a number of these texts to be - at certain points - dismantled pieces of 
information as to rhetorical organization and content relations. Textual implausibllity 
thwarts the reader's expectations as determined by formal/content schematic 
knowledge plus text-related organized predictions. Thus, the problem seems to be 
data-driven (i.e., to lie on the text), not conceptually driven (i.e., not to lie on the 
reader).
OBJECTIVES
This dissertation is a tentative mlcrostructural descriptive text analysis which 
applies the recent theoretical framework posited by Tadros (op. cit.) to a corpus of 
five selected chapters written by linguists, to investigate the phenomenon of 
rhetorical ineptness as proposed by Hoey (op. cit.) and as expanded by the present 
researcher (in the second and third chapters).
Rhetorical ineptness, which stems from a lack of rhetorical organization in texts, 
is here seen from the perspective of mis-signalling and under-signalling as
12
presented in the previous sections, it shall be dear that the description is tentative. 
As such, I intend to make no claims to comprehensiveness regarding rhetorically 
organized signalling and simple/complex patterning of rhetorically organized 
predictions inherent in the data to be analyzed.
DATA
A corpus of portions of five factual, self-contained chapters, culled from 
textbooks written in English was selected for the purposes of the present 
investigation, namely: "What is Language?" (Wallwork 1969: 1 - 13); "The 
Significance of Learner's Errors" (Corder 1974: 19 - 27); "Another Case in Point: 
The Jargonauts and the Not-So-Golden Fleece" (Bolinger 1980: 125 - 137); "The 
Teaching of Rhetoric to Students of Science and Technology" (Widdowson 1979: 
7-17); and "Code" (Gregory and Carroll 1978: 75 - 85). The motivation to choose 
these specific texts is that they have been raw teaching material for my linguistics 
classes.
The corpus was analyzed according to Hoey*s and Tadros' theoretical 
considerations, here merged into one whole, as previously anticipated and further 
elaborated in Chapter III. In the analysis proper, the first chapter was analyzed as 
texts A and B. The other chapters were analyzed as texts C, D, E, and F, 
respectively. All the writers selected are well-known linguists.
HYPOTHESES
In light of the bipartite theoretical framework on signalling to be summarized in 
Chapter III and applied in Chapter IV, the following hypotheses will be investigated: 
(1) there are published texts written by linguists that can be characterized as
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rhetorically inept discourse because, more specifically, (1.1) they have a lack of 
(i.e., they have less than enough of) intersentential signals, or of clearty signalled 
intersentential relations (which is typified as the phenomenon of under-signalling) 
and (1.2) they have misleading signals and a lack of fulfilled predictions (which is 
typified as the phenomenon of mis-signaliing).
ANALYSIS
'Piain-sense' and 'follow-up1 questions, 'lexical', 'extrapolative' and 'evaluative' 
textual inferences, already defined, were sine-qua-non for the analysis of mls- 
signalling and under-signalling in file corpus. A piain-sense question deriving from 
lexical inference focuses on references and lexicon, for instance, WHAT DOES IT, 
ENCODED IN 13), REFER TO IN TEXT Z? or WHAT ARE THE SURFACE 
REGULATIVE SIGNALS IN THE ENUMERATION STRUCTURE UNDER 
ANALYSIS? or DOES THE WRITER'S CHOICE OF WORD IDENTIFYING THE 
FIFTH LANGUAGE FUNCTION HELP THE READER MAKE A COHESIVE LINK 
WITH THE FOUR PRECEDING FUNCTIONS? or HOW ABOUT NOW AS A 
DISCOURSAL TRANSITIONAL CONJUNCTIVE ROLE? A follow-up question 
deriving from extrapolative Inference focuses on sequence (propositional, 
contextual relations) of events, elliptical Information, rhetorical organization, 
intentions, summaries, in texts, for instance, WHICH TWO INTERPRETATIONS 
DO THE MIS-SIGNALLING FEATURES PROMPT THE READER TO CREATE 
BETWEEN THE PROSPECTIVE 13), 14), 17), 18), AND THE 
RETROSPECTIVE 11) IN TEXT Z? or WHY IS THE PROSPECTIVE MEMBER 
OF PREDICTION (V11) PART OF THE RETROSPECTIVE (D4I) IN TEXT Z? or 
WHAT IS IMPLICITLY SIGNALLED IN THE SECOND GROUPING OF PAIR
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PATTERN? or WHAT STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION DOES THE 
ADDRESSOR TRY TO CONSTRUCT FOR THE V MEMBER OF THE SECOND 
GROUPING? A follow-up question derived from evaluative inference focuses on 
evaluation of input information on the part of the reader, for instance, WHY DID 
(D4i) SUBSUME A MIND-BENDING COMPLEXITY? or WHAT PROMPTS THE 
PRESENT READER TO VALUE (V5) AS MIS-SIGNALLED? or WHY IS [D3] A 
DATA-DRIVEN PROBLEM? or HOW INCONGRUOUS AND CONTRADICTORY 
IS THE TITLE? or HOW NONSTANDARD? As such, questions and inferences 
may be interchangeable.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
In this chapter, I referred to the present research by displaying the introduction, 
problem, justification, objectives, data, hypotheses, analysis, and organization. In 
Chapter II, I will sketch four profiles of classical ancient rhetoric, namely, the 
sophistical, moral, pedagogical, and philosophical, thereby extrapolating 
implications related to the four rhetorical profiles and Hoey*s connotations of 
'rhetorical organization' and 'rhetorical ineptness'. In Chapter III, I will report the 
background rational, which is the coalescence of Hoey's 'rhetorical organization' 
theory and Tadros' categorized 'prediction' theory in text. In Chapter IV, I will 
analyze transcribed portions of the five chapters selected as data for this research. 
In Chapter V, I will draw conclusions.
CHAPTER II
FOUR CLASSICAL PROFILES OF RHETORIC AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR HOEY'S NOTION OF 
RHETORICAL ORGANIZATION AND RHETORICAL INEPTNESS
In this chapter, first, I will sketch four defining "profiles” of rhetoric arisen in the 
Classical period of Ancient history as marked by the boundaries of historical 
periodization and underlying chronology. Next, from the sketch of the four profiles 
as prototypes of classical ancient rhetoric I will extrapolate implications inherent in 
the relationship between the denotational meaning of the term 'rhetorical' and the 
connotationai meaning added to the term 'rhetorical' that premodifies the terms 
'organization' and 'ineptness' as in the phrases posited by Hoey (ibid.: 179 et 
passim) in discourse analysis.
The two modem linguistic terms "rhetorical organization" and "rhetorical 
ineptness" are basic to my dissertation. They are, however, seemingly explicit noun 
phrases in meaning, that is, the denotation of 'rhetorical' in the terms is not actually 
explained by Hoey (Ibid.) in his theoretical framework on focused relations in 
discourse. The conventional meaning of 'rhetorical' needs to be explained because 
its denotation is important to my understanding of the implications inherent in the 
connotation Hoey associates to 'rhetoric' in the two modem nominal phrases: 
'rhetorical organization' as one possibility of description of discourse, the lack of 
which produces 'rhetorical ineptness' (id., Ibid.).
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The foregoing term 'profiles' Is here a "hypemymic'' term that embraces four 
"hyponymlc" rhetorical 'manifestations' (Quirk et al 1985:1439; Nuttall 1982:77-78), 
developed around doctrines of philosophical schools in Ancient history. The 
reference that I make to 'manifestations' is most evident in the following illustration: 
"This riot is only one manifestation of people's discontent" (Oxford Advanced 
Learner's Dictionary 1989). The instance implies a cause-and-effect relationship in 
which the causative 'discontent1 generated a behavioral 'manifestation'. So, 
'manifestation' Is an effect that took the form of the effective 'riot* visible to local 
people in that scene. By analogy, the Sophistical rhetoric', for instance, is a 
'manifestation' of the causative 'Empiricism' (as an ancient philosophical school). In 
the new cause-and-effect relationship, Empiricism generated an intellectual 
'manifestation' from basic attitudinizing conventions which is the resultant 
Sophistical profile of rhetoric. By attitudinizing conventions I mean attitude- 
influencing standards, agreement on certain practices, values or attitudes, 
principles having active consequences. Thus, by revealing hyponymic noun 
phrases (formed with the determiner in definite specific reference the' plus 
denominal adjectives denoting philosophical styles plus the common count-noun In 
my ciassificatory sense as the noun phrase head 'profiles'), similar to the 
Sophistical profile' (Quirk and Qreenbaum 1973: 59-125), I will be listing four 
different manifestations from attitudinizing conventions which will satisfy the 
present need for the hypemymic 'profiles of rhetoric in Ancient history*.
As far as historical periodization and chronology are concerned, I will focus 
specifically the Classical civilization of Ancient history in Cellarius' European 
periodization of history based on Exiguus and Bede' Christian chronology (Bames 
1963: 348). 2 particularize the Classical period only because, in Duhamel's words, 
"the rhetoricians of the Classical Period [sic]... established the art [of rhetoric] and 
the direction it was to take for a long time afterwards" (1949: 344). In the frame of
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Classical civilization in Ancient history, I will intersperse references to the Classical 
stylistic period of Greek literature, and to the Western doctrinal schools of the 
Socratic period in Greek philosophy whenever such references will be favourable 
for my sketch.
On the one hand, chronology is dating. In the Christian chronology, the dating 
frontier fixed between B.C. ("Before Christ") era and A.D. ("anno Domini": in the 
Year of our Lord) era is marked by Christ's birth (or the Incarnation, or the Nativity). 
Such mid-point method in chronology was arbitrarily introduced by the 6th-century 
Scythian monk, Dionysius Exiguus (b. c.500; d. c.560 A.D.), but only made known 
far and wide in usage by the 7th-century Anglo-Saxon chronologist, the Venerable 
Bede (b. 673?; d. 735 A.D.) (id., ibid.). On the other hand, Gtenisson (1983: 52) 
defines historical periodization as "delimitation and subdivision of a given historical 
process ... in terms of chronology." The Christian periodization of history, that is, 
the threefold division of history, was drawn in I685 by the 17th-century AD Dutch 
Humanist historian, Christoph Keller (b. 1634; d. 1707), better known as Cellarius, 
a Christian teacher with the University of Halle, in Germany (Spitzlberger 1973: 
280; Gl&nlsson 1983: 45). The taxa of Cetlarius' humanistically conventionalized 
group of historical periods are as follows: Ancient history, Medieval history, and 
Modem history (Barnes 1963: 16, 173, 330; Besselaar 1974: 90-91; Gtenisson 
1983: 46).
( According to Cellarius (Bames, ibid.: 173), Ancient history spans from the 
Creation up to the last phase of the reign of Constantine the Great (b. A.D. 280?; 
d. A.D. 337). In my dissertation, however, Ceilarius' descriptive label has to be 
shortened because of space limitations saved for a portion of generalizations 
related to classical ancient profiles of rhetoric only. More specifically, the time- 
honored label is here narrowly related to the time stretch that covers the Classical 
Greek civilization, that is, the one that covers the Classical period in Greek
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literature: from B.C. 500 to B.C. 301, the ending part of pre-Socrafic period: from 
B.C. 500 to B.C. 450, and the Socratic period in Greek philosophy: from B.C. 450 
to B.C. 301, the three of which following the end of the Archaic period revival in 
ancient Greece: from B.C. 750 to B.C. 500. Accordingly, Ancient history, limited as 
it was by Cellarius, here is narrowed down to two centuries only, namely, the 5th 
and 4th centuries before the mid-point in history.
THE SKETCH OF THE FOUR PROFILES OF CLASSICAL ANCIENT 
RHETORIC
I will sketch the following cluster of general manifestations via basic 
attitudinizing conventions that are "meaninglul only within the context of the author's 
system taken as a whole" (Duhamel, op. cit.: 344). The conventions will define 
rhetoric differently. Before I sketch the defining manifestations of rhetoric, however, 
I shall say that Lucas et al. (1986: 399) class rhetoric as a "genre," and Raby et al. 
(op. cit.: 849) typify it as a language and literary art form." Besides defining 
rhetoric as a genre, or an art form, likewise poetry, comedy, tragedy, oratory etc. in 
the taxa of the literary genre group, I realize that defining rhetoric further than that 
is a challenge facing he/she who lacks some knowledge at least of its defining 
profiles in Classical time. It is a challenge because rhetoric is a content word that 
has undergone shifts of results in centuries. Indeed, rhetoric effected renewed 
attacks and searching criticisms on it, which have generated its changing 
manifestations or profiles in ensuing centuries from the 5th B.C. onwards.
Within the narrow stretch of Ancient history for my work, the defining Classical 
profiles of rhetoric (here used hypemymically) may be traced in the following "ad 
hoc" literary and philosophical taxa: in the Classical stylistic period of Greek 
literature; and in the pre-Socratic, and Socratic, periods, of Greek philosophy as
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well. The Classical stylistic period encompasses the ending part of the pre-Socratic 
period, and the Socratic period, of Greek philosophy. Then, Greeks portrayed 
rhetoric not less than in four profiles (here used hyporrymically), namely, (1) 
Sophistical, (2) moral, (3) pedagogical, and (4) philosophical.
THE SOPHISTICAL PROFILE OF RHETORIC
The first defining profile of rhetoric in the Classical period of Greek literature 
encompassing the ending part of the pre-Socratic, and half the Socratic, periods of 
Greek philosophy, is the Sophistical profile, which was portrayed by the Sophists. 
The hyponymic term 'Sophistical profile', which I here adopt for characterizing the 
first Classical rhetorical profile, comes from Wilkins' use of the terms "Sophistical 
Rhetoric" (sic) and "sophistical rhetoric" (sic) (1962:26,28), and Plebe's use of the 
term 'Sophistical rhetoric' (1978: 27). Also, It is a phrase syntactically parallel to 
such syntactical forms used by Mora (1981) as "re1utacl6n soffsticas," "recursos 
soffsticos," etc.
Like rhetoric, Sophist is another content word whose intensional aspect of 
meaning has been difficult to state by reason of diverging connotational references 
to the word in treatises ensued from the Sophists' remaining reputation as well as 
from the Sophists' remaining fragments of works. The difficulty is well alleged by 
the Stranger from Elea whom Theodorus and Theaetetus had brought to one of 
the seven last dialogues of Plato entitled Sophist (cf. [218]), as in the following 
excerpt:
I [the Eleatic Stranger] should like you [Theaetetus] to make out what he 
[the Sophist] is and bring him [the Sophist] to light in a 
discussion, for at present we are only agreed about the name 
[Sophist], but of the thing to which we both apply the name 
possibly you have one notion and I another.
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Admittedly, the Sophists arose from at least two crises in Great Greece, 
namely, one philosophical and the other political. The two crises defined the term 
Sophist differently but complementarity. The political crisis, however, was most 
important on account of the fact that It prompted Sophists to produce a course of 
attitudinizing conventions or theories leading to the Sophistical profile of rhetoric.
The first philosophical crisis is that which happened to Great Greece at the end 
of the pre-Socratic period of Greek philosophy, in which cosmological speculations 
(derived from earlier cosmogonic ideas) had been performed by the lonely thinkers 
of the Ionian, Eleatic, Atomist, etc., schools. The Socratic period followed the pre- 
Socratic mistakes and few truths, and in turn, it concerned metaphysical problems. 
Sophists appeared at some point in the transition between the two periods of 
Greek philosophy. Then, the Sophists capitalized on the pre-Socratic mistakes and 
few truths to establish a moral crisis in philosophy, and to acquire H[p]ower and 
prestige" (Cockcroft et al. 1992: 5). They ridiculed and defied the pre-Socratic 
cosmologies. Noisily, and before long, they introduced to the public the Sophistical 
thinking on anthropological problems by debating, for instance, the Itindamental 
antithesis between 'nature1 and 'custom' (Franca 1940: 6 - 65). Consequently, the 
Sophistical arguments against moral preconceptions and for the freedom of the 
natural state tended to appeal to the youngsters as their first supporters. From the 
foregoing reference, the term Sophist primarily connoted "challengers to 
orthodoxy" (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica 1986: 17) on account of their 
readiness to deny "the existence of any external or objective standard of right" 
(Wilkins 1962: 30) and their prospective interest to change human behaviour 
(Kerferd 1986: 602-605).
Most importantly, the political crisis, as follows, is that which happened first to 
Sicily, soon to Athens, and later to the whole Great Greece, in the beginning of the 
Socratic period, in the later half of the 5th century B.C. Under the "tyrants" as
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rulers, Greeks were deprived from their citizenship rights, and from their properties 
in dwelling and land. People were sent into exile. The tyranny of despotic rule set 
Greek life in a state of social chaos. At last, people managed to depose the ruling 
tyrants and, thus, Greeks witnessed the rise of democratic forms of governments 
(Wilkins, op cit.: 27). The Greek democratic society, although lasting short, began 
in certain of the city-states of ancient Greece. Greek democracy was, then, a legal 
body of ideas that were shaped by the egalitarian government of Syracuse. Under 
such democratic legal system, Syracusan and Athenian exiles whose homecoming 
was at last allowed by the new legislature, could rightfully enter into litigation for the 
return of their estates. "Derangement" (id., ibid.) over civil rights and rival property 
claims required "claimants of property" (id., ibid.) to go to court to plead their own 
cases. However, only skillfully persuasive speakers as pleaders or litigants could 
manage their claims to the public panel of officials as judges to try the merits of 
such controversies. Thus, the ability of self-expression in private lawcourts became 
a matter of importance in the middle of the 5th century before the Incarnation (id., 
ibid.; Barthes 1975:151; Plebe, op. cit.: 1 - 3; Perelman 1986: 808 - 810).
Likewise in the moral crisis reported above, Sophists availed themselves of the 
political crisis existing in the founding of Greek democracy so as to pose theoretical 
and practical questions on the nature of language, and thus to prepare handbooks 
of 'conventions or theories on {speech-making1. As its most literal, 'speech' 
denotes 'oral delivery’, and 'oral delivery* denoted 'oratory*; the making' (of speech) 
denotes the composing' (of speech), and the 'composing of speech' denoted 
'rhetoric'. Consequently, Sophists appealed to people in need of systematic 
instruction in rhetoric for oratory. From the foregoing reference, the term Sophists 
connoted, then, "rhetors," or "rhetoricians," or better, "teachers of rhetoric and 
oratory." So, the term rhetoric generally connoted the "formal" and "empiricist"
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(Plebe, op. cit.: 23 - 24) art of composing oral and written speech, or the technique 
of orators (Kennedy 1969:425).
In general, some of the attitudinizing conventions that conditioned the 
Sophistical profile of rhetoric, for instance, in Athens, were manifestations of the 
ancient Empiricism mainly. In its broad senses listed by Quinton (1986: 617 - 620), 
the ancient Empiricism postulated by the Sophists was based on the moral 
experience of men in different societies as the 'facts' from observation, or better, 
as "the proper objects of [the Sophists'] philosophical inquiry." The ancient 
Empiricism was present in their skepticism about the wrong and the right, about 
any preconceived notions and conventional claims determined by the moral code 
to men's conduct; in their "hard-headed refusal" to restraints on ambition; in their 
"blunt resistance to received opinion" bequeathed by tradition (id., ibid.).
I will arrange some of the Sophistical conventions under three basic definitions 
of Sophistic rhetoric. Sophists' stance on the nature of language postulated that 
rhetoric was, first, a body of theories and techniques.
By means of rhetorical theories and techniques speakers could deal with 
different kinds of prose, individual, circumstance, etc., skillfully. As skilled private 
teachers highly paid by the landed and landless men, laymen and aspiring 
speakers, statesmen and would-be politicians, intellectual newcomers, etc., the 
Empiricist Sophists professed to teach a curriculum focusing mainly on 
anthropological attitudes toward morality, besides rhetoric and oratory. Regarding 
rhetoric and oratory specifically, rhetoricians emphasized the practice of theories 
and techniques for the argumentative discourse in forensic and epideictic oratory or 
prose, toe use of sonorous and solemn language, the creation of inductive belief or 
disbelief in public audience, the congeniality as standard, the formulation of untrue 
arguments from the appearance of experiences of facts, the skill learned from the
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interpretation of the subsequent, effects, facts or particulars of a case, from the
artftil flattery, from actual rehearsals of verbal arguments, etc.
Further, the Empiricists postulated that rhetoric was the will to "power."
"Power" referred to rhetorical power, or to the "word" as the men's greatest good,
which could direct the speaker's discourse to rule over or counterfeit popular
assemblies qualified to act in judicial matters, or better, to persuade hearers (i.e.
legislators or judges) into believing, for instance, that the intrinsic wrongs of a
controversy were the rights (falsely), and the rights were the wrongs (falsely). As
for the power of the word, the Sophist Gorgias (5th c. B.C.) made the following
hypothetical statement, first simplifying and subsequently generalizing, to Socrates,
in the excerpt from Plato's Gorgias ([452]):
[If] you [Socrates] have the power of uttering this word, you will 
have the physician your slave, and the trainer your slave, and the 
money-maker ... will be found to greater treasures, not for 
himseif, but for you who are able to speak and to persuade the 
multitude.
Moreover, the skeptical men postulated that rhetoric was the means to "vjrtue." 
"Virtue" connoted "qualities" by which shrewd Greeks with or without family backing 
could either achieve practical success in public life and debate in Greek council, 
assembly, and lawcourts, gain influence on people, and pursue selfish, personal 
ambitions based on the conceptual thinking that man was the measure of all things 
(as posited by the Classical rhetor Protagoras). In fact, Sophists' target was the 
suasive arguments grounded on the rhetorical qualities. Within the purview of 
Sophistical rhetoric, some of the rhetorical qualities to be hold by the wise speakers 
were posited by some of the Classical rhetors as follows: the methods of 
argumentation from 'arrangement1 and 'probability* (i.e., deceptive or obscured 
demonstration for lack of 'documentary evidence') in forensic oratory, and the parts 
of a speech, posited by Tisias and Corax (5th c. B.C.); the emotional appeal in
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ceremonial oratory via the artificial use of stylistic devices such as 'balanced' or 
symmetrical clauses, figures of speech, 'unfamiliar* words, clarity of diction, posited 
by Gorgias; highly rhythmical prose effects, the elaborately artificial diction, in 
language, posited by Thrasymachus; the tricks of expression posited by Polus; the 
shades of meaning, posited by Prodicus (Plebe, op. cit.: 1-19; Wilkins, op. cit.: 26 
-31), etc.
The Sophistical profile of rhetoric had been thus portrayed by the Empiricist 
Sophists, on which the Athenians Socrates (b. c. 469; d. 399 B.C.), and Plato (b. c. 
427; d. 347 B.C.), to name but a few, led attacks in the Socratic period (450 - 300 
B.C.), the second period of Greek philosophy. Socrates' and Plato's strictures 
passed on the Sophists may be said to have comprised the anti-Sophistical rhetoric 
whose profiles were the moral and the pedagogical respectively.
THE MORAL PROFILE OF RHETORIC
The second defining profile of rhetoric in the Classical period of Greek 
literature encompassing the pre-Socratic, and half the Socratic, periods of Greek 
phiosophy, is the moral profile, that was portrayed orally by Socrates, but written 
by Plato. The hyponymic term 'moral profile' or 'moral rhetoric' here adopted is 
influenced by Mora's words regarding the "carácter moral" or the "cuestión moral" 
in Socrates' view of man's reality (op. cit.); by Taylor's statements vis-à-vis the 
moral commitment in Socrates who was "the founder of the doctrine of an absolute 
morality based on the conception of a felicity that is the good ... of man as man, as 
part of universal humanity" (1986: 488), and by Fritz's information regarding 
Socrates' moral adherence to "the principle never to do wrong nor to participate, 
even indirectly, In any wrongdoing" (1986: 747).
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In general, some attitudinizing conventions that conditioned the moral profile of 
rhetoric were mainly manifestations of Platonic Socrates' faith in the Homeric Zeus. 
The evidence for such faith on the Orphic mysteries on the part of Socrates is 
abundant and plain in Socrates' utterances from Plato's Gorglas. Like other 
Platonic dialogues, Gorglas was written from notes found in some reminding pads 
of Plato's lessons taught without fees by Socrates.
In that dialogue, Socrates manifested himself against Sophistic Skepticism by 
clearly fostering in men love of truth and virtue of justice from faith. He did not only 
disclose his faith to the Sophists in such bits of speech as "I [Socrates] believe" 
(Plato, Gorglas [523]), or "I [Socrates] am persuaded of the truth of these things 
[consequences from Zeus' law respecting the judgment day]" (cf. ibid., [526]), etc., 
but also he quizzed Gorgias, Polus, Chaerephon, and Callicles, about the nature of 
Sophistic rhetoric. Throughout the dialogue, Socrates simulated ignorance to win 
arguments against the opponents' tricky dissent, and he resorted to maieutics to 
instruct the opponents about his moral theory. Despite unwilling to be 
"discourteous" (cf. ibid., [462]), at Callicles' house, Socrates flatiy attacked the 
practical opportunists' rhetoric by defining it as "the habit of a bold and ready w it... 
to manage mankind," the habit which he summed up under the word "flattery" and 
under the phrases "bad ignoble," "the ghost or counterfeit of a part [Greek 
democracy] of politics" (cf. ibid., [463]), and "an experience" (cf. ibid., [465]) 
mastered by Sophists in Greek philosophy, or better, "a mere empiric knack" 
(aiming at disguising "falsehood or Ignorance as plausible truth") as the word 
'experience' was also translated into English as reported by the Professor Emeritus 
of Greek, Armstrong (1986: 883), and Cockcroft et al. (op. cit.: 5).
I will arrange some of Socrates' conventions under one of the Socratic 
functions of moral rhetoric. Socrates' outward stance on the moral function of 
language postulated that moral rhetoric "should be used ... with a view to justice,"
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the practice of which was both "the best way of life" and "every virtue in life and 
death" (cf. Gorglaa, [527]). By Socrates' moral rhetoric speakers could "exhort all 
men" (cf. ibid., [527]), on the one hand, to know about "the Islands of the Blessed" 
on which men living "in justice and holiness" on earth, quite unlike Sophists, should 
be judged suitable (by Minos, Rhadamanthus, or Aeacus) to live after death "in 
perfect happiness out of evil," and on the other hand, to know about "the house of 
vengeance and punishment which is called Tartarus," to which men living "unjustly 
and impiously," quite like Sophists, should be judged to go (cf. ibid., [523]).
On the causative faith, Socrates grounded his moral arguments some of which 
were addressed mainly to those whom he ironically typified "the three wisest of the 
Greeks of our [Athenians'] day" (cf. ibid., [527]), the only exception being 
Chaerephon. Within the purview of moral rhetoric, some of the moral qualities to 
be hold as standards of truth or conduct by speakers were as follows: (1) 
"happiness" consisted in a person's being "gentle and good" in the matter of 
education and justice" (cf. ibid., [470]) because the "unjust or doer of unjust actions 
[should be as] miserable [as Sophists had been]" (cf. ibid., [473]); (2) rhetoric 
should be serviceable to the man as a means "to excuse his own injustice ... 
himself being the first to accuse himself and his own relations" (cf. ibid., [480]); (3) 
the moral imperative was "know thyself' (Franca, op. cit.: 38), etc.
The moral profile of rhetoric had been thus portrayed by Socrates but worded 
by Plato in the Socratic period of Greek philosophy. In some dialogues, Plato's 
strictures passed on the Sophists may have also comprised the anti-Sophistlcal 
rhetoric with the pedagogical profile which follows.
THE PEDAGOGICAL PROFILE OF RHETORIC
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The third defining profile of rhetoric in the Classical period of Greek literature 
encompassing the pre-Socratic, and half the Socratic, periods of Greek 
philosophy, is the pedagogical profile, that was portrayed by Plato. The hyponymic 
term "pedagogical rhetoric" here adopted comes from Abbagnano's (1963) 
address to Plato's dialectic as the "pedagogical or educational rhetoric," which is 
my direct translation from Spanish into English of the descriptive label "R. 
pedagógica o educativa" (sic).
In general, some attitudinizing conventions that conditioned the pedagogical 
(or educational) profile of rhetoric mainly in Athens were manifestations of Plato's 
Rationalism (or "intellectualism" or "apriorism") as the "most fundamental 
antithesis" of the skeptical Sophists' ancient Empiricism. Traditional Rationalism 
searched for truth based on 'reason' (i.e., on 'cause', on 'a priori' belief, on the 
former grasped by the Intellect), as opposed to 'particulars' (i.e., to 'effects', to 'a 
posteriori' experience of facts, to the latter). The a priori beliefs "arise ... from 
intellectual intuition, the direct apprehension of self-evident truth." Rationalism 
stressed "the claims of authority, intuition, imaginative reasoning as sources of 
reliable belief as reported by Quinton (ibid.: 617). Rationalism is rooted in Plato's 
rhetoric referred to in Phaednis as the "true ... art of speaking" ([274]) 'tor the 
purpose of teaching" ([277]).
Rationalism led Plato through Socrates' speech in Phaedrua to attack 
Sophists' inductive rhetoric by verbalizing Plato's position to Phaedrus, under a 
plane-tree, by the banks of the lllssus. In his anti-Sophistical and deductive 
reasoning, Platonic Socrates stated that Sophistical rhetoricians were "ignorant of
truth" because they did not seek for reasons, they aimed at "appearances" of 
experience of facts, and they attained "an art of rhetoric which [was] ridiculous and 
[which was] not an art at all" (cf. [262]). To Plato, rhetorician was a devious teacher 
of rhetoric who by force of suasive argument could make "the same thing appear
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to the same persons to be at one time just [true], at another time ... unjust [false]” 
(cf. ibid., [261]), or they could make "the little appear great and the great little," or 
else they could disguise "the new in old fashions and the old in new fashions" (cf. 
ibid., [267]). Sophistical rhetoricians were "Skillful speakers" of mercenary actions 
because they imparted "their skill to any who [was] willing to make kings of them 
[of Sophistical rhetors] and to bring gifts to them [to Sophistical rhetors]" (cf. ibid., 
[266]). Moreover, Plato remarked that the Sophistical rhetoricians had taught that:
he who would be an orator has nothing to do with true justice, 
but only with that which is likely to be approved by the many who sit 
in judgment; nor with the truly good and honourable, but only with 
opinion about them,"
and that "from opinion [came] persuasion, and not from the truth" (cf. ibid., [260]). 
Sophistical rhetoricians were "inferior" (cf. ibid., [263]) proponents of "a mere 
routine and trick" (cf. ibid., [260]), "an imaginary art" (cf. ibid., [269]) whose nature 
they were "unable to define" (cf. ibid., [269]), and whose method proceeded 
"witaut analysis ... like the groping of a blind man" (cf. ibid., [270]). Most 
importantly, Plato typified Sophists' rhetoric as a "false art of speaking" as opposed 
to Hb "true ... art of speaking" (cf. ibid., [274]).
8 will arrange some of Plato's conventions under his definition for pedagogical 
rhetoiic. Plato's stance on the nature of language postulated that such rhetoric 
was:
a universal art of enchanting the mind by arguments ... [to be] practised not 
only in courts and public assemblies, but in private houses also, having to do 
with ail matters, great as well as small, good and bad alike, and ... in all 
equally right, and equally to be esteemed (cf. ibid., [261]).
By Plato's pedagogical rhetoric speakers could base their arguments in reason
and proof so as not to fall into contradiction as did the Empiricists. Reason was
"the chief source and test of knowledge," "a faculty that [could] lay hold of truths"
as in Blanshard's report (1986: 649).
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On the causative Rationalism, Piato grounded his pedagogical arguments, 
some of which were addressed to Phaedrus. Within the purview of Plato's rhetoric, 
some of the qualities to be hold as standards of truth and conduct by speakers, or 
writers, were as follows: (1) "to arrive at the truth" but to know that "mere 
knowledge of the truth [would] not give [men] the art of persuasion" ([260]) "for the 
purpose of teaching" ([277]); (2) to "understand the ... nature of everything" ([262]), 
or better, 'to ... acquire a distinct notion of [truth, justice, good, reality, as well as 
the untruth, injustice, evil, and dream]" ([263, 277]); (3) to "recognize a rhetorical 
necessity in the succession of the several parts of ... [a] composition” ([264]) that 
"he [a man] is writing or speaking" ([277]); (4) to know that "every discourse ought 
to be a living creature, having a middle [body], beginning [head], and end [feet], 
adapted to one another and to the whole" ([264]); (5) to "define his [the speaker's] 
several notions" in order to make "meaning clear" ([265]) etc. "And those who ... 
[had] this art [the art of pedagogical rhetoric as specified above], I [Plato's 
Socrates] ...[had] ... been in the habit of calling ..." ([266]) "lovers of wisdom or 
philosophers" ([278]), who were able 'to handle arguments according to rules of 
[Plato's true] art" ([277]).
The pedagogical profile of rhetoric had been thus portrayed by Plato (through 
Socrates' speech) which was supported by Aristotle in the Socratic period of Greek 
philosophy. In Aristotle's Rhetoric, his strictures passed also on the Sophists 
mainly, advanced his attitudinizing conventions of rhetoric with the philosophical 
profile that follows.
THE PHILOSOPHICAL PROFILE OF RHETORIC
The fourth defining profile of rhetoric in the Classical period of Greek literature 
encompassing the pre-Socratic, and half the Socratic, periods of Greek
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philosophy, is the philosophical profile, that was portrayed by the Stagirite Aristotle 
(b. c. 384; d. 322 B.C.). The hyponymic term "philosophical rhetoric" or 
'philosophical profile' here adopted is borrowed from Wilkins (op. cit.: 43) in the 
reference he makes to Aristotle's "philosophical treatment of Rhetoric," and from 
Atkins (1953: 766) in the reference he makes to the Aristotelian rhetoric.
In general, some attitudinizing conventions that conditioned the philosophical 
profile of rhetoric portrayed by Aristotle were mainly manifestations of Rationalism, 
likewise the conventions of the pedagogical profile of Platonic rhetoric. This is 
substantiated by Aristotle's claim in Rhetoric that "the use of rational speech is ... 
distinctive of a human being" (1.1.1355b [35]).
Aristotle's Rationalism led him to assess the prior treatises on the art of 
Sophistical rhetoric as of restricted scope, in Aristotle's Rhetoric, his reasoning is 
that "the framers of the ... treatises on rhetoric ... [had] constructed but a small 
portion of that art" (I. 1. 1354a [10]). By the phrase "a small portion" Aristotle 
referred to the "accessory" (id., ibid.) or "non-essentials" (id., ibid. [15]) inherent in 
the preceding rhetoric. The prior rhetors had theorized about "non-essentials" only, 
such as, 'the contents of the 'introduction' or the 'narration' or any of the other 
divisions of a speech" (cf. ibid., I. 1. 1354b [15]); "the arousing of "prejudice, pity, 
anger, and similar emotions" in hearers; the structure of the personal appeals to 
judges (cf. ibid., I. 1. 1354a [15]), whom they had "to put... into a given frame of 
mind" (cf. ibid., I. 1. 1354b [20]), etc. In Aristotle's reasoning, it was "not right 'to 
pervert the judge by moving him to anger or envy or pity" (emphasis added). Soon 
Aristotle justified his assertion on the following ground:
[So] much influenced by feelings of friendship or hatred or self-interest... [the 
judge and the members of the assembly] ... [lost] any clear vision of the 
truth and ... [had] their judgment obscured (cf. ibid., i.1.1354a [20 - 25] - 
1354b [5-10]).
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I will arrange some of Aristotle's conventions under the Aristotelian definitions 
and functions of philosophical rhetoric. Aristotle's outward stance on the nature of 
language postulated that philosophical rhetoric was that which had both 
demonstrative, and emotional, arguments. In other words, its function was not only 
"to succeed in persuading [emotionally]" (as had been usual with Sophists' 
rhetoric), but also "to discover the means of coming ... near... the circumstances 
[i.e., causes, etc.] of each particular case [demonstratively]" (cf. ibid., 1.1 .1355b [5 
-10]).
By using Aristotle's philosophical rhetoric a speaker could "make the argument 
of his speech demonstrative and worthy of belief," and "his own character... right" 
and "put his hearers ... into the right frame of mind" altogether (cf. ibid., II. 1 .1377b 
[20]).
Within the purview of philosophical rhetoric, some of the essentials or 
"systematic principles of Rhetoric [sic]" (id. ibid. 1.1 .1354b [20]; 1.1 .1355b [20]) to 
be hold as standards of truth or conduct by speakers, or writers, in the political, 
forensic, and ceremonial branches of oratory of display (Cf. ibid., I. 3. 1358b [5]), 
were as follows: (1) truth and justness should "prevail" over their opposites; (2) 
"exact knowledge," and "notions possessed by everybody," should be used as 
"modes of persuasion and argument" to effect conviction; (3) persuasion that "is 
cleariy a sort of demonstration" (ibid. I. 1. 1355a [30]), should be employed "on 
opposite sides of a question" in order to disclose the "facts" from which "opposite 
conclusions" were to be drawn "impartially" (cf. ibid., I. 1. 1355a [20 - 35]); (4) 
arguments should depend upon the three means/modes of persuasion: 
demonstration of proofs and apparent proofs, the speaker's right character, and 
the hearers' right frame of mind (cf. ibid., I. 2. 1356a [1 - 20]); (5) credible speech 
should rely on inductions and deductions (cf. ibid., I. 2. 1356b [1 - 25]; (6) 
arguments should be connected with the several emotions (such as anger,
)friendship, fear, shame, kindness, indignation, envy, and emulation) that were to be 
produced or dissipated in the hearers (cf. ibid., II. 1 -11. 1377b [10] - 1388b [25]); 
(7) arguments should be adapted to the youthful, prime, and elderly characters of 
the audiences affected by good birth, wealth, or power (cf. ibid., II. 12 .1388b [30] - 
1391b [5]), etc.
The philosophical rhetoric concludes the Socratic period of Greek philosophy, 
and the Classical period of Greek literature likewise. The philosophical profile of 
rhetoric portrayed by Aristotle completes my sketch of four rhetorical profiles by 
reference to which I will extrapolate implications of relationship between the term 
'rhetorical’ and the terms 'organization' and 'ineptness' In the British structural text 
analysis adopted in the present dissertation.
Hie following two hundred and thirty years forms another distinct period for 
rhetoric. In It, the Hellenistic stylistic period in Greek literature (from B.C. 323 to
B.C. 30), and the first part of the post-Socratic philosophy (from B.C. 300 to B.C. 
30) moulded rhetoric differently. Numerous collaborations on the rhetorical art 
spanned the whole period in the schools that had ensued from Plato's and 
ArisMe's prototypal frameworks: the Peripatetic school of Theophrastus (B.C. 371 
- 287}, tie Epicurean school of Epicurus (B.C. 340 - 270), the Stoic school of Zeno 
(B.C. 340 -263) of Citium, the Eclectic school of Cicero (B.C. 106 - 43), to name 
but a few. According to conventional reckoning, Plebe (op. cit.: 55) states that the 
period saw the extensive development of details and requirements to be fulfilled in 
literary and oratorical practices, and Kennedy (op. cit.: 425) specifies that "the 3rd 
and 2nd centuries B.C. saw extensive development of the details of rhetoric, 
including the study of memorization and delivery." Further, Kennedy refers to 'the 
philosophical and rhetorical rivalries' bred by the conquered Greeks for the 
Romans' support, upon the establishment of Roman hegemony in the Middle 
Republic (from B.C. 264 to B.C. 133), Late Republic (from B.C. 133 to B.C. 31),
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and soon after upon the foundation of the Early (from B.C. 31 to A.D. 193) and 
Later Roman Empire (from A.D. 193 to 476) over many formerly Greek provinces. 
So he does as in the following excerpt:
In the 2nd century B.C. rivalry for the allegiance of Romans who began to take 
interest in Greek thought broke out between [Greek] teachers of philosophy 
and [Greek] teachers of rhetoric. Roman practicality decided for the 
rhetoricians, and rhetoric became the center of [Roman] secondary education. 
The ideal orator became the symbol of the [Roman] patriotic statesman, and 
the practice of declamation, or delivery of speeches In imaginary suits, 
became a popular social grace [in the Roman Empire]. (Id, ibid.: 425)
As such, rhetoric reached across the B.C. era toward the A.D. era, and thus
through the Greco-Roman period of Greek literature (from B.C. 31 to A.D. 330),
and the second part of the post-Socratic philosophy (from B.C. 31 to A.D. 325)
that encompassed the arrte-Nicene period of patristic philosophy (from A.D. 101 to
325). The exposition up to this point has paid heed to the rhetoric of the Classical
period in the Ancient history that comes to an end in 330 A.D.
IMPLICATIONS INHERENT IN HOEY'S TERMS
From the foregoing scheme of traditional principles that come within the 
pumsw of the Sophistical, Socratic, Platonic, and Aristotelian rhetoric kept at a 
ratier isigh level of generality, I am led to extrapolate some of the implications that 
lie within the relationship between the classical ancient denotation of the term 
'rhetorical' and Hoey*s modem connotation to the terms 'rhetorical organization' 
and 'rhetorical ineptness'. The traditional denotation will be made prior to Hoey*s 
connotation, from both of which my inferences will follow, then.
The Sophists' inductive Empiricism, Socrates' reasoning on morals, Plato's 
deductive Rationalism, and Aristotle's inductions and deductions each contributed 
to the moulding of the Classical profile of rhetoric as the formal art of composing
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oral and written discourse in Ancient history. The Classical profile of rhetoric was 
mirrored in a language fraught with artistic contrivance, or better, rhetorical qualities 
or stylistic devices. The devices were devised at least to perform some relatively 
particular tasks and have certain effects. More specifically, the Sophistical 
rhetorical qualities were devised to achieve persuasion to the fulfillment of material 
and social advantages congenial to the Sophists; the Socratic rhetorical qualities 
were devised to achieve persuasion to the discernment of goodness and badness 
in human behaviour; the Platonic rhetorical qualities were devised to achieve 
persuasion to teaching; the Aristotelian rhetorical qualities were devised to achieve 
persuasion to the production of a demonstrative argument.
The Sophistical, Socratic, Platonic, and Aristotelian, persuasion may be said to 
have reflected such different practices, functions, or results as the immoral, moral, 
pedagogical, and philosophical. Despite the different shifts of emphasis, 
persuasion was retained as a trait common to the classicists' use of language. 
They practiced the rhetoric denoting the use of language for persuasion. They 
used to persuade meaning either to make the persuaded willing to ... at the 
persuader's personal advantage (as in Sophistical rhetoric) or to produce to the 
persuaded the persuader's cooperative venture (as in Socratic, Platonic, and 
Aristotelian rhetoric). The Classical ancient denotational meaning of rhetorical 
seems to me to be, therefore, of the use of language either for personal 
advantage or for cooperative venture. Classical rhetoric enclosed within its 
configuration of theories such rhetorical ingredients as the 'essentials' and 'non- 
essentials' (in Aristotle's use of the terms) to be used for 'a rhetorical necessity* (In 
Plato's use of the term) in oral and written speech, all needed to effect persuasion.
And so likewise does the British structural text analysis in the science of 
discourse analysis. Text analysis is a fund of theories, one of the major thrust of 
which is developed by Hoey (op. cit.), for instance. By reference to Hoey text
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analysis actualizes some possibilities of description of discourse. One of the 
possibilities is that which he terms 'rhetorical organization'. Hoey's term connotes 
the possibility of description of 'focused' relations and 'Hilfilled* discourse acts, the 
lack of both of which produces 'rhetorical ineptness' in the form of 'mis-signalling' 
and 'under-signalling'. In other words, the connotational meaning of 'rhetorical' 
organization is that of an ordered whole In discourse realized by such rhetorical 
ingredients as signalling of, and fulfillment of, discourse act (Hoey, op. cit.: 21 - 30). 
Such devices in written discourse help to produce 'rhetorical aptness' with regards 
to the organization of discourse. Conversely, the absence of such devices in written 
discourse gives rise to 'rhetorical (in-}aptness'. Rhetorical ineptness is the resultant 
of mis-signalling as the encoder's failure to give proper care to the fulfillment of 
discourse acts in D cotexts or to the predictive cues in his discourse, thus, 
fragmentary and non coherent. It is also the resultant of under-signalling as the 
encoder's failure to give proper attention to the anaphoric and cataphoric 
signposting in his discourse, though coherent.
Given the denotations meaning of 'rhetorical' and the connotational meanings 
Hoey associates to the terms 'rhetorical organization' and 'rhetorical ineptness', I 
come upon the implications that underlie the relationship, which fall into the 
following basic gist.
The seemingly objective phrase 'rhetorical organization' broadly refers to the 
use of a kind of written language, that is, the rhetorical ingredients, whereby the 
modem encoder ventures cooperation with the modem decoder's comprehension 
of written discourse 'as means to an end': the encoder wants the decoder to move 
toward modernization that is basically conditioned by secularization (Germani 
[1969]: 15; 1973: 80, 93; 1986: 255). More specifically, rhetorical organization 
refers to the writer's arrangement of overt micro features on the textual surface of 
discourse, and fulfillment of acts of discourse, as ingredients that persuade
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favorably the reader to move toward the secularized modernization of knowledge, 
science, technology, etc. (id., 1973: 93). Put differently, the rhetorical ingredients 
clear the reader's pathway in the writer's discourse toward the amassing of 
scientific knowledge, its application to technology, and efficiency, which are 
supported by the reader's choice to change and to specialize institutions. Scientific 
knowledge is "the central dynamic component of modem society" or "its prime 
mover" because it represents "the principles of secularization applied virtually 
without limit" (id., 1986: 258). Scientific knowledge maximizes the reader's choice 
to expand knowledge, the reader's change by applying knowledge, and the 
reader's specialization to increase efficiency together with "critical judgment" and 
"wisdom" (Nida 1993: 485; German! [1969]: 15; 1973: 80-82, 91), in the modem
society. Modem society is "fact-oriented" (Wallwork 1969: 7) because
Technology and science may control the environment, but they too rest upon 
language and [upon] the passing of Information and commands, whether 
the language takes the form of complex mathematical symbols, or abbreviated 
jargon, or highly complex sentences [in highly complex discourses]. (Emphasis 
added.) (Id., ibid.: 6 - 7.)
In fact, "in such a society language is of course very important" (id., ibid.: 7). 
Accordingly, the writer's course of action to signal relations and fulfill discourse acts 
prevents rhetorical ineptness in modem scientific discourse. Conversely, to 
oversight focusing and fulfilling (V) - (D) (see next chapter) relations is to produce a 
discourse at the expense of the reader's comprehension of statements of 
knowledge "at a time when the results of present-day scholarship in linguistic [for 
instance] ... need to be as widely accessible as possible” (emphasis added) 
(Germani 1973: 477). In this case, the writer’s discourse does not seem to 
persuade the reader into sharing modernization of knowledge to societal and 
personal transformations, "especially in the developing countries of the world” 
whose people "desperately need meaningful access to the kinds of information
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that is indispensable if such societies are to 'catch up* in ... communication," for 
example (emphasis added) (id., ibid.), and "want to read a wide variety of materials 
..., want to learn - through reading - about... specialized areas of knowledge that 
may lie outside of their field of study" (Dubin and Olshtain 1980: 354).
Oversimplifying Germani's essay (1986: 255 - 260) and chapters ([1969]: 9 - 
21, 149 -151; 1973: 76 - 105), secularization underlies modernization, or better, 
secularization makes modernization feasible. Without secularization, modernization 
In science, technology, economy, politics, personality, social relations, institutions, 
etc., is impossible. Modernization is characterized by expanding knowledge, 
applying knowledge to technology, maximizing efficiency, fostering "critical 
judgment1, and "wisdom" (Nida, op. cit.: 465) as well. Secularizing involves 
choosing (as social action), changing and specializing institutions. Modernization 
depends on secularization that legitimizes the modem expansion of knowledge 
through choice, the modem application of knowledge through change, and the 
modem maximization of efficiency through specialization. Modernization depends 
on the unification of recurrent struggles, transformations, or revolutions in order for 
the world to be a secularized context of civilization, or better, "a new world 
civilization" (Germani 1986:255).
Looked at In this way, mitten language "acts as a powerful tool" (id., ibid.: 
256), and written discourse is a "social action," a dialectical struggle between the 
language system and the social system (1) 'to make texts do more fully what 
[writers] wish them to do," (2) to create "cooperation," "sharing of meaning," 
understanding and agreement," "contact with people of different symbolic 
communities," development of [the reader's] symbolic repertoire," etc.; (3) to 
produce "successful, forceful communication," "statements of knowledge," 
"features of social structure," etc. (Bazerman 1988:18-24; 291 - 298), all toward 
"heterogenetic" (Germani [1969]: 149), "rational" (id., 1973: 80-81; 1986: 255 et
passim), societal transformation. Complementarity, in so far as writers make their 
"findings as widely acceptable as possible," they are "beneficiaries of a ['secular' or 
secularized] society" (Nida, op. cit.: 485; Germani 1973: 80), which is "rationally 
organized around impersonal and utilitarian values and patterns" (Germani 1986: 
255). Written discourse is one "path" (id., ibid.) leading toward modernity. Written 
discourse affects the individual's attitude toward transformation. In written 
discourse, rhetorical ingredients may be said to be a kind of language that help to 
maximize such societal transformation because they rid the readers of 
obstructions, hindrances, difficulties, or the like, in the reading process toward 
comprehension of statements of knowledge. Accordingly, the lack of rhetorical 
ingredients effects rhetorical ineptness In discourse, which delays transformation 
onto secularization in modem society. To tackle rhetorical ineptness in written 
discourse, finally, writers shall "attend to the rhetorical process in [their] 
understanding and production of knowledge texts" (Bazerman, op. cit.: 24). Such 
then are the implications thus far.
CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND RATIONAL
This chapter specifies the theoretical framework' that I will use In the present 
qualitative research into the phenomenon of 'rhetorical ineptness' of texts written by 
linguists, from the perspective of 'coherence' and 'cohesion'. The theoretical 
framework subsumes two parts. The first and leading part of the framework, under 
which I will arrange the second part, concerns the 'rhetorical organization' of 
discourse, as posited by Hoey (op. cit.). The second concerns the categorized 
signals of prediction as expounded by Tadros (op. cit.). Here, I will conflate Tadros' 
part into Hoey*s inasmuch as the signalling studied by Tadros focuses (or forms or 
signals) content relations in discourse and thus organizes discourse rhetorically as 
studied by Hoey. Hoey's rhetorical organization and Tadros' signalling of prediction 
coalesce to substantiate cohesion and coherence. Tadros' notions are the 
supportive theoretical part that embeds into the leading part posited by Hoey. The 
two form the ad hoc unifying theoretical framework in my research.
Here, cohesion and coherence do not express the extremism in the cause- 
effect relationship as, for example, treated by Carreli (1982). In other words, I 
neither see cohesion as the cause of coherence nor cohesion as the effect of 
coherence. The two are viewed as follows.
I advocate reading and writing as two acts of co-operation that maximize 
comprehension of scientific knowledge texts for societal secularization by
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expanding knowledge, applying knowledge to technology, acquiring efficiency, 
critical judgment and wisdom. In the present fact-oriented society, the two acts 
must interact. Writer and reader engage and the process starts. They act co­
operatively. The writer's co-operation is in his contract, "the finished product - the 
text itself' (Dubin and Olshtain, ibid.: 355). The reader's co-operation is in the 
Intrinsic formal and content schemata activated by the input information of the 
written contract. The written contract is intermediate between the two mutually 
unknown individuals as Dubin and Olshtain explicitly state: "It is true, the writer and 
reader do not share the same physical space; indeed they may be very distant 
from each other in both time and space. Nevertheless a relationship still exists" (id., 
ibid.: 354). As mutually unknown entrants, therefore, they ultimately depend on the 
contract for any starting interaction or 'relationship': the contract conditions the 
reader's decoding of the writer's coded scientific formulations. Interaction is the 
ultimate proof of a straightforward and untroubled negotiation between the parties. 
Prompt interaction Is the ultimate proof of textual plausibility. Interaction, in turn, 
depends on the 'synergy* or 'synergism' of meaning (created by the contractual 
cohesion and recreated by the contractual coherence). The intensional meaning of 
synergism is the combining of such two elements as coherence and cohesion to 
create a whole greater than a mere sum of the parts: their common ends favoring 
secularization and societal transformations.
As such in this research, coherence is global meaning not inscribed in the 
finished product; the phenomenon of meaningly content relations reconstructed by 
the reader from both the data constructed by the writer and the bipartite schemata 
inherent in the reader. Cohesion is contractual prediction inscribed in contract; the 
cophenomenon of content coherence; explicit rhetorical information or conventions 
or contrivance or qualities or Ingredients; stylistic micro features used to 
disambiguate scientific writing; the writer's predictive and predicted purpose
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straightforwardly signalled, or declared, on the surface of text as contract; the 
rhetorical focusing, signalling, forming of the writer's commitments and eventual 
fulfillment; rhetorically organizational micro features that reveal the textual threads; 
overt signals of prediction that counteract failures in rhetorical relationships of 
English technical and scientific texts as finished products.
Coherence and cohesion are to be synergetic in scientific and technical 
discourse. As such, the two coalesce into common ends: to produce co-operative 
venture to smooth away failures in comprehension of input statements of written 
scientific knowledge that contributes significantly to modernity; to tailor time-sparing 
texts and interpretations. Cohesion and coherence are the provision against 
differing interpretations of scientific formulations; against the conditions in the 
receptive process, such as, hindrances, constraints, stops, hardship, difficulties, 
derailment, bumps, mismatch, obstructions, jolts, disruption, backtracking, and the 
like, arisen from rhetorical ineptness, mis-signalling (unfulfillment, conflicting cues, 
deferment, fragmentary discourse), under-signalling (lack of cues/signals, no clear 
pathway), non coherence, non cohesion, etc. Sinergetically, cohesion and 
coherence are against the barrier to scientific knowledge; they create such great 
whole as the access to secularization of scientific knowledge. One is not sufficient 
without the other for committed writers of scientific discourse.
Committed writers purpose to produce a scientific discourse to be 
unambiguously interpreted by a humanity of experts or non-experts in the particular 
subject field of linguistics, English native or non-native literate readers scientifically 
aligned to societal transformations. Committed writers do not play hide-and-seek 
with the reader, hiding coded messages In a maze. They do not challenge the 
reader's capacity and patience for the deciphering of, for implicit rhetorical 
information of, for arbitrary content structure of, or tricky scheme of, time- 
consuming knowledge texts. They do not refuse to commit themselves on the
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issue. Their products are not devoid of resources that foster the synergism of 
meaning in text or discourse.
Here, I will use the two recurrent terms text* and 'discourse' as one. As such, 
they are conceptualized "as linearizations and groupings by conjunction and 
embedding of ... predictions in a text base" (Enkvist 1990: 24), "as a linguistic 
object" or "as a series of instructions that tell the reader how to utilize the 
knowledge he [or she] already has, and contingently modify this knowledge in the 
light of the literal content" (Sanford and Garrod, ibid.: 8), and "as an operational 
instance of language [ that] implies ... a shared system of verbal symbols"(Gregory 
and Carroll, op. cit.: 75).
RHETORICAL ORGANIZATION OF DISCOURSE
Hoey's (ibid.: 179) theoretical formulations about the organization of discourse 
are structured around the notion that written discourse may be viewed from three 
major descriptive perspectives: first, the description of the total set of relation 
network of discourse; second, the description of the signalled relations in 
discourse; third, the description of tie  reader's interpretation of discourse. As it 
would take me too far here to try to summarize the kernel of the three 
perspectives, I will embark into summarizing roughly the second perspective only, 
whose kernel is within the scope of my descriptive research.
In the second perspective, the organization of written discourse is viewed as a 
dialogue that reflects the decoder's linear reading. Accordingly, discourse is "a 
dialogue in which the reader matches his or her expectations against the answers 
received" (id., Ibid.: 177) from the non-linear discourse. The reader's expectations 
are, say, about discourse rhetorical patterns as micro patterns that are nurtured by 
coherent and cohesive relationship between the prospective and retrospective
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content in discourse. In the receptive process of linear reading, the reader poses 
his/her questions, produces his/her paraphrases, and searches for signalling as 
rhetorical Ingredients produced in the written medium of expression. Accordingly, 
questions, paraphrases and signalling are useful means whereby the reader may 
head safely and smoothly for content relations and interpretation. Hoey typifies the 
descriptive text analysis of the 'organization of signalling' In discourse (i.e., the 
organization of focused patterns, or formed relations) as the description of 
'rhetorical organization' (id., ibid.).
The notions advanced by Hoey (ibid.) highlight that signalling is an important 
factor in the encoding and decoding of discourse because signalling disambiguates 
discourse. Signalling eases the reader's job of weaving relations together to reach 
a click of comprehension of discourse. Signalling happens on the micro level, in the 
rhetorical organization of discourse, and enables the encoder to succeed in 
communicating to the decoder all that his/her discourse may. Signalling is put in tie 
surface of text to guide the reader explicitly and smoothly through the parts of a 
discourse. Signalling may enable the encoder to make gaps in the relationship 
between 'non-linear network1 and 'dialogue' less difficult to the reader to bridge. 
Signalled relations maximize comprehension and interpretation in scientific writing. 
Hoey defines signalled relations as "relations given focus by the encoder and are 
therefore those most readily decoded by the reader/auditor" (id., ibid.: 178). If, 
however, the encoder fails to relate sentence(s) to sentence(s) in his/her discourse 
by means of regulative signalling, the encoder will be producing fragments of a 
discourse (id., ibid.: 177, 180) to be presented to the decoder. The encoder will 
consequently give birth to the phenomenon Hoey calls 'rhetorical ineptness' in 
discourse (id., Ibid.: 179 - 183).
As for the attendant 'rhetorical ineptness', it stems at least from the two kinds 
of frustration for the reader which Hoey typifies as 'mis-signalling' and 'under-
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signalling' in discourse, and which Phelps (In Bamberg, op. cit.: 420) name 
undercue{AnQ} and m/sa/efing}. The two are textual circumstanced 
entanglements In discourse. The distinction between the two circumstances is 
essential to this study, which is as follows.
Mis-signailing is the outcome of the encoder's setting up to the reader of an 
expectation that he/she does not satisfy in the latter parts of his/her discourse. 
Here, "the writer... [tells] the reader to expect a particular question to be answered 
and then ... [he or she delays] supplying information ... as an acceptable answer to 
that question" (Id., Ibid.: 183). The unfulflllment in D cotexts, or ever deferred 
fulfillment, of mis-signalled (or mis-formed or mis-focused) and misleading 
predictions causes problems of "unrealized expectations" to the reader (id., ibid.) in 
a discourse that is fragmentary and, thus, "not... coherent" (id., ibid.: 180).
Under-signalling is the outcome of the encoder's failing to focus (or to form, or 
to signal) explicitly the relations in his/her discourse. Here, the writer fails either to 
supply sufficient information or to relate prospective and retrospective parts; 
readers find "no clear focus of attention," "clear pathway through the parts" (Id., 
ibid.), or too few cues, in the writer's "coherent" discourse (op. cit.), though. The 
under-signalled (or under-formed, or under-focused, or under-cued) relations 
cause problems of rhetorical organization, possibly leading to divergent 
interpretations about the scientific formulations.
Differently from Hoey, Phelps generalizes about the "failures in coherence 
[which] occur either because writers undercue - provide too few cues for readers to 
let them perceive the relationships between parts of a text - or because they 
mlscue - give conflicting or misleading cues." Accordingly, signals or focuses or 
cues "facilitate a reader's integration of details in a text into a coherent whole" (id., 
ibid.). In brief, I view rhetorical aptness in scientific, technical, and mainly unfamiliar 
material, as 'contingent1 upon the two circumstances: mis-signalling (unfulflllment,
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deferred fulfillment, unrealized expectations, conflicting cues, fragmentary 
discourse) and under-signalling (lack of rhetorical cues, too few cues, no overtly 
signalled relations). Both circumstances may endanger cohesion and coherence.
In the above leading part as posited by Hoey (ibid.), which I supplemented by 
quoting Phelps' formulations, the signalling (or focusing or cueing or forming) to 
which I have referred will be drawn from the theoretical part as posited by Tadros 
(ibid.). Put differently, the pointers (I.e., explicit signals, focuses, cues, forms) 
whereby I will investigate 'rhetorical ineptness' lie within the purview of Tadros' 
framework of prediction. Illustratively, to this framework belong such signalling of 
prediction as textual place reference items', 'linear and non-linear text words', 
'reporting past-time adjuncts', 'recalled data', 'nominalizations', to name but a few. 
In short, the ad hoc signalling here assembled is from Tadros' theoretical part, 
which I will reconcile around Hoey's leading part: the general framework of two 
interrelating systems in this research. Thus, rhetorical organization is here 
performed by, and connected with, such micro devices as the categorized signals 
of prediction, as follows.
PREDICTION IN TEXT
Tadros' theoretical formulations about the organization of discourse are 
structured around the notion that prediction in text is a linguistic device that 
unambiguously discloses to readers a writer's foregoing commitment to provide 
specific textualizations in an ensuing part of his/her written text. According to 
Tadros, written text is the medium for, or the mediation of, 'negotiation' between 
the writer's construct of experiences and the reader's reconstruction of such 
experiences. In her view, written text is interactive (although non-reciprocal) and its 
interaction is maximized by six categories of prediction, namely: Enumeration,
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Advance Labelling, Reporting, Recapitulation, Hypothetlcality, and Question. 
Each category of prediction for interaction in written discourse has specific signals 
and criteria for identification of types. Here, I will summarize the signals and criteria 
in structural representations. Illustrations will be provided in square brackets, below.
The criteria enable the researcher (or the reader) to identify each category in a 
binary relation made up by the basic structural unit of discourse. The basic 
discourse unit to which Tadros refers is the pair made up of a predicted item 
embedded into a predictive item. The predictive item she calls V member. The 
predicteD item she calls D member. The V member comes first and advances a 
prediction that is fulfilled by the D member, that is, the textualization coming 
afterwards in text. Every pair of V and D members carries distinctive signals of 
prediction by means of which the writer enables readers to grasp, apprehend the 
writer's discourse act (commitment, promise, claim, prediction) in an 
unambiguously written text as Tadros then declares:
A piece of text which does not have a signal of prediction cannot be said to 
unambiguously [emphasis added] commit the writer to a certain course of 
action and it is by virtue of the signal that the reader will be able to recognize 
the commitment. (Id., ibid.: 6)
Furthermore, Tadros conclusively comments on the categorized signals of
prediction as follows:
Thus if there is a signal the reader can predict what the writer will do; if there is 
no signal the reader may anticipate [guess] what the writer will do, making use 
of his own common sense, knowledge of the world, etc. and relying upon tacit 
assumptions of human cooperation without which no interaction can proceed. 
(Ibid.)
Needless to say, 'anticipation' and tacit assumptions', when in a discourse that 
does not provide the decoder with any suitably 'signalled encoding scheme' of 
experiences, may lead the reader to become entangled in his/her decoding, 
specially in the case of long texts, as the ones analysed in this dissertation. This
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assumption is consistent with Phelps' observation that "When such cues are 
missing [in discourse], readers may [emphasis added] be unable to make this 
integration" (id., ibid.). In other words, a discourse that fails to signal does not 
venture explicit help to free the reader from misinterpretation and misunderstanding 
of the content relations there imparted.
The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'involvemenf plus 'realization' in, the V and D members of Enumeration (as the 
first category of prediction), are here summarized together in the following three 
structural representations: (1) A plural subject + a verb + a colon in V, + the 
cohesive realization as new information in D, for instance: [Clause relations may be 
divided into: logical sequence, and matching relations.] (2) A cataphoric textual 
place reference item + a plural noun + a colon in V, + the cohesive textual 
realization as new information in D, for instance: [Matching relations are as follows: 
contrast, and compatibility.] (3) An exact numeral or an inexact numeral + a sub- 
technical noun or a discourse self-reference noun in V, + the cohesive textual 
realization of new information in D, for instance: [Two tasks of discourse analysts 
are: to discover what favours the reader's interpretation, and to discover what 
ensures that interpretation occurs.] Hence for the V member the author use 
signals, such as: colon, textual place reference Items (i.e., the following, as 
follows, etc.), sub-technical nouns (i.e., aspects, functions, etc.), discourse self­
reference nouns (i.e., definitions, examples, etc.), exact numerals (i.e., two, 
three, etc.), Inexact numerals (i.e., a number of, several, etc.), etc. The signals for 
the 0 member of Enumeration structure may be the features of textual layout, or 
devices of cohesion, such as: italics, numbering, punctuation, sequencing 
signals, grammatical parallelism, lexical repetition, new Information, etc. (id., 
ibid.: 17-22).
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The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'involvement plus authorial 'realization' in, the V and D members of Advance 
Labelling (as the second category of prediction), are here summarized together in 
the following three structural representations: (1) The writer's prospective labelling 
of discourse act in V, + the realization by a linear text in 0, for instance: [It will be 
helpful to distinguish between broad questions, narrow questions, high-level 
questions, and low-level questions. Broad questions allows for convenient 
generalization. Narrow questions reflect the relationship holding between the two 
parts of a particular discourse. High-level questions elicit a large portion of text. 
Low-level questions elicit a small portion of discourse.] (2) The writer's prospective 
labelling of discourse act + a non-linear text noun in V, + the realization of the non­
linear text in 0, for instance: [It will be helpful to distinguish between broad 
questions and narrow questions in the following table. The TABLE.] (3) The 
writer's prospective labelling of "two" discourse acts implied in 'Consider1 + a non­
linear text noun in V, + the realization of the non-linear text in Da + the realization of 
the attendant linear text in Db, for instance: [Consider the following TABLE. In the 
foregoing table, broad questions are ... whereas narrow questions are ... ] Hence 
for the V member the author use signals, such as: 'Let us', 'Consider', verbs (i.e., 
classify, discuss, examine, etc.), verb phrases (I.e., make clear, put forward, deal 
with, etc.), non-llnear text word9 (i.e., Tables and Figures), etc. The D member of 
Advance Labelling structure may be: linear text (i.e., the writer's explanation 
toward interpretation, etc.), and non-llnear text (Tables: index, output, payment, 
quotations, etc.; Figures: bill, curve, diagram, graphic, etc.) (id., Ibid.: 24-28).
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The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'detachment1 plus authorial 'evaluation' in, the V and D members of Reporting (as 
the third category of prediction), are here summarized in the following structural 
representation: (1) A reporting and reported pair or a quoting and quoted pair or a
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reporting past-time adjunct in V, + an evaluation: a rebuttal or a non-rebuttal In D, 
for instance: ['There is no reason why this should be so, since written texts have to 
be coherent as well as cohesive, and there is ample evidence that dialogic 
interactions conform to the rules of cohesion as well as being coherently 
negotiated," said James (1980: 103). However, we shall insist on the difference 
between texts analysis' and 'discourse analysis' on account of the fact that ...] 
Hence the signals for V member, such as: reporting matrix clauses (i.e., factive 
or non-factive reporting verb/verb phrase + that1 complement or a nominal group 
complement + an appositional that* clause; factive or non-factive quoting 
verb/verb, + the quoted part), factive reporting verbs (i.e., verbs that prevent D 
rebuttal, e.g., prove, show, etc.), non-factive reporting verbs (i.e., verbs that 
predict D rebuttal, e.g., think, believe, etc.), verb phrases (i.e., look on/upon, point 
out, etc.), reporting past-time adjuncts (i.e., adjuncts that predict D rebuttal, e.g., 
formerly, at first, etc.), 'It was customary', 'It used to be', opening and closing 
double and single quotation marks, etc. The signals for the 0 member of Report 
structure may be: the shift from V past tense to D present tense, conjuncts (as 
the concessive contrastive 'however*), an Incompatible 0 proposition, etc. (id., 
ibid.: 28-35).
The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'involvement* plus new authorial 'information' in, the V and D members of 
Recapitulation (as tire fourth category of prediction), are here summarized in the 
following four structural representations: (1) A writer's discourse act as past 
predicator in finite declarative clauses + a textual time relationship adverbial 
emphasizing recency and/or a place reference item in V, + new and contrastive 
data in D, for instance: [It has already been seen that 'network* and 'signalling' are 
two potential descriptions of any discourse. To these descriptions, however, 
another has to be added, namely, that of the reader's 'interpretation' of discourse.]
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(2) A writer's discourse act as past participle predicator in non-finite declarative 
clauses + a textual time relationship adverbial and/or a place reference item in V, + 
new and contrastive data in D, for Instance: As already noted, 'network* and 
'signalling' are two potential descriptions of any discourse. To these descriptions, 
however, another has to be added, namely, that of the reader's 'interpretation' of 
discourse.]
(3) A writer's discourse act as past participle predicator in nominallzations + a 
textual time relationship adverbial and/or a place reference item in V, + new and 
contrastive data in D, for instance: [Reference has been made to 'network* and 
'signalling' as two potential descriptions of any discourse. To these descriptions, 
however, another has to be added, namely, that of the reader's 'interpretation' of 
discourse.] (4) The paragraph-initiating conjunct of inferential nature 'Then' in V, + 
new and contrastive data in D, for instance: ['Network* and 'signalling* are then two 
potential descriptions of any discourse. To these descriptions, however, another 
has to be added, namely, that of the reader's 'interpretation' of discourse.] Hence 
the following signals in the V member: recalled data, Inflectional bound 
morphemes for regular and irregular past and past participle predlcators (i.e., 
fed}, {-en}, etc.) as the writer's discourse labelled act, verbs (e.g., discuss, 
examine, etc.), verb phrases (e.g., find out, point out, etc.), Unite declarative 
clauses (e.g., 'It has been seen', etc.), non-flnlte declarative clauses (e.g., 'As 
already noted', etc.), textual recency-emphasizing adverbial (e.g., already, just, 
etc.), place reference Items (e.g., above, in the preceding chapter, etc.), 
nominallzations (e.g., 'Rectification was defined', etc.), the Inferential conjunct 
'Then', etc. The signals for the D member of Recapitulation structure may be: new 
and contrastive data, etc. (Id., ibid.: 35-42).
The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'detachment* plus authorial 'involvement* in, the V and D members of
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Hypothetlcallty (as the fifth category of prediction), are here summarized in the 
following five structural representations: (1) The pragmatic introductory particle of 
the first person of imperative mood 'Let us* + a lexical verb + a nominalization in V, 
+ a 'factual' generalization in D, for instance: [Let us consider the case of a 
rhetorically inept text that is long, complex, and monolithic. Conflicting 
interpretations may arise in readers.] (2) The pragmatic introductory particle of the 
third person of imperative mood 'Lef + a noun phrase + 'be' + a noun phrase in V, 
+ a 'factual' generalization in D, for instance: [Let the textual problem be under­
signalling. There is a lack of rhetorically organized predictions in text.] (3) A 
fictitious proper name in V, + a 'factual' generalization in D, for instance: ["When 
Robinson Crusoe found a quantity of gold coins in the wrecked ship he was 
doubtful whether they were worth the trouble of taking them ashore." Doubt implies 
reservations about persons, acts, etc.] (id., ibid.: 45). (4) The simple subordlnator 
'If + a non-factual noun phrase + a past subjunctive verb in a verb phrase (in the 
subordinate conditional clause), + a noun phrase + a verb phrase: a past modal in 
a perfective or nonperfective construction (as the matrix clause) in V, + a 'factual' 
generalization in D, for instance: ["If the factors, land, labour and capital had to be 
combined in a fixed proportion in order to carry out any particular kind of 
production, there would be no problem of proportions to be solved ..."] (lb., ibid.: 
45). (5) The simple subordlnator 'If (unparaphrasable by 'whenever') + a nonfactual 
noun phrase + a present indicative or subjunctive verb in' a verb phrase (in the 
subordinate conditional clause), + a noun phrase + a verb phrase: a present or past 
modal in a perfective or nonperfective construction (as the matrix clause) in V, + a 
'factual' generalization in D, for instance: ["If a man is confronted by a choice 
between living in a larger house and running a motor car, the real cost of running 
the motor car, if he chooses that alternative, would be the larger house he had to 
do without/I (Id., ibid.: 45).
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Hence the signals for the V member, such as: specificity (i.e., simplification), 
nonfactual data (i.e., noun phrases, world), 'Let us', 'Let, lexical verba (e.g., 
assume, suppose, consider, etc.), verb phrases (e.g., there would be, would be, 
had to be combined, etc.), nomlnallzatlona (i.e., noun phrases, e.g., The actor's 
bad performance of the role', 'The role's bad performance by the actor1, etc.), 
nonfactual proper names (Sheriok Holmes, Ebenezer Scrooge, etc.), 'If, present 
indicative verbs, past subjunctive verbs, subordinate conditional dauaea with 
direct hypothetical (or closed or unreal or rejected or nonfactual or counterfactual 
or marked) condition, matrix clauaea, past modala In perfective or 
nonperfectlve constructions, etc. The signals for the D member of 
Hypotheticality structure may be: nonspecificity (i.e., generalization from the 
specificity of the hypothetical statements), factual data (i.e., restatements of 
hypothetical statements), the reinforcing subtype of additive conjunct 'Again', the 
assertive and negative determinative and intensifler 'No', etc. (id., ibid.: 42-48).
The signals and criteria that isolate the types of, and the notions of authorial 
'detachment1 and authorial 'involvement1 in, the V and D members of Question (as 
the sixth category of prediction), are here summarized in the following two 
structural representation: (1) A question not as heading In V, + the writer's 
'straightaway* state of knowledge about the V question, in the D, for instance: 
["Can this statement be reconciled with a theory of scarcity? Indeed, it can, since 
..." ] (id., ibid.: 50). (2) A question as heading In V, + an intervening discussion , + 
the writer's ’deferred’ state of knowledge about the V question, in the D, for 
instance: ["What Is 'Text Frame'?" Pedagogical implications have to be treated 
before the answer. The efficient teacher... Text-decoding skills can be exercised 
through ... Text frame is a powerful pedagogical tool that enable readers not only 
to draw attention to the micro and macro structures of a text but also to provide a 
systematic way of approaching other aspects of teaching with text.] Hence for the
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V member the author use signals, such as: an Interrogative sentence at section 
level, Interrogation mark, a Socratlc question, etc. The 0 member of Question 
structure may be: the writer's answer to the V question (id., ibid.: 48-52).
The six categories of prediction may happen in simple patterning or complex 
patterning (id., ibid.: 53). Simple patterning is the occurrence of a predictive 
member and the appendant predicted member. Complex patterning is the 
occurrence of predictive and predicted members intermingled with one another as 
discontinuity, embedding, and overlap pair patterns of prediction (illustrated below 
in three rhetorical structures framed in accordance with the transcription 
conventions for this dissertation). The discontinuity pair pattern is "the physical 
occurrence in text of one pair or pairs within another pair" as In (V1), (V2) ~ (D2), 
(D1). The embedding pair pattern Is the physical occurrence in text of "one pair 
acting as one member of another pair" as in (V1) ~ (D1): (V2) ~ (D2). The overlap 
pair pattern is "a kind of discontinuity where the V member of one pair occurs 
physically between the V and D members of another pair" as in (V1), (V2), (D1), 
(D2) (Id., ibid.: 53 - 54).
THE COALESCENCE OF HOEY’S AND TADROS’ THEORIES
The coalescence of Hoey*s and Tadros' foregoing theoretical considerations 
prompt me to conceive of one whole, and devise it to be the axis of the theoretical 
framework for the present research. I typify the axis the rhetorically organized 
prediction, which I conceptualize as control centers (De Beaugrande and Dressier, 
ibid.: 39), "points from which accessing and processing can be strategically done" 
in discourse, or as control metatext{-s} (Enkvist 1990: 24), language that describes 
the rhetorical composition of a written text (discourse, operational instance of 
language, linearizations, groupings, linguistic object, knowledge material), or as
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textual forestructures, the textual threads anticipatively outlined by the writer to 
guide subsequently the Interplay of written scientific formulations. The control 
metatext is a positive orthographic rhetorical prediction in knowledge text; a micro 
pattern of cohesive rhetorical organization of content coherence In scientific 
material, it is identified by the predictive and predlcteD categorized signals 
(interaction mechanics, Integration mechanics, rhetorical cues or clues, rhetorical 
ties, rhetorical micro-features, stylistic rhetorical devices, rhetorical conventions, 
rhetorical pointers, rhetorical ingredients) for rhetorical balance. Characteristically, 
the rhetorically organized prediction is regulatory, global-local, and persuasive- 
cooperative micro-patterns planned in the productive process of scientific material 
In favour of the ease with which the receptive processing is to be activated.
A micro-pattern is 'regulatory’ because it controls and adjusts discourse for the 
textual plausibility of scientific formulations, in conformity to the requirements 
specified by the structural representations of Enumeration, Advance Labelling, 
Reporting, Recapitulation, Hypotheticality, and Question categories of prediction. 
The categorized requirements qualify a prediction as standard (superficially 
positive, plausible, explicit, signalled, direct, overt, formed, focused, cued, and the 
like) or substandard (nonstandard, unsaid, nonpiausible, anomalous, implicit, 
indirect, covert, unsignalled, pseudo-forestructure, etc.). It clarifies the rhetorical 
encoding scheme of formulations. It favours content relations and Synergetic 
meaning in the non-linear productive process and the chain-like, linear, receptive 
process, it paves the trail of encoding and decoding, it supports explicitly the (V) ~ 
(D) members of prediction-based pair patterns. It nurtures formulations, and helps 
to eliminate detrimental conditions in the receptive processing. Regulatory micro- 
patterns steer the language of written discourse, mainly the instructional language 
of technical and scientific description, away from the circumstanced rhetorical 
ineptness, and ease the reader's building of the overall coherence, and of the
-o
\
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dlagrammatically represented information structure, of a contract (see Enkvist 
1990:13-21; 1987:24-26).
A micro-pattern is 'global-local' because, as a signally intertwined (V) ~ (D) 
simple or complex rhetorically organized pair-pattem of prediction, the global (V) 
cotext introduces the general content of a text. Global prediction Is a part-whole- 
relation-based prediction; it syncretizes different, local, predictive members of 
textual prediction; it reconciles into an introductory amalgamation all the differing 
local predictions, each of which to be developed in ensuing groupings. The global 
cotext reveals inclusiveness, and thus encompasses the local cotexts. The global 
forestructure exhibits explicitly the rhetorically organized scheme of predictions. 
Local prediction is a whole-part-relation-based prediction, a predictive member of 
textual prediction, a predictive member of the global amalgamation. The local 
cotext is the individual treatment of a prediction in a specific grouping. An 
illustration of global prediction is as follows: "In this chapter, we purpose to evaluate 
jargon after, first classing it, second illustrating it, third listing its five defining 
ingredients, fourth explaining its semantic traits, and finally reporting some 
recorded objections to its use" (Text D, Chapter IV, this dissertation). Each of the 
existing prediction included in the above global forestructure is a local prediction. 
Still, global and local (V) segments advance signally an authorial "definite 
commitment" to events in discourse and the (D) segment grants co-responsively 
the physical "occurrence" of the discourse events (Francis, op. cit.: 34). Global- 
local explicit members encapsulate cohesively and coherently the scope of the text.
A (V) -  (D) micro-pattem is potentially 'persuasive' and 'co-operative' because 
it has the Interactive nature of the agreement between the committed writer 
(addressor, encoder, text sender, author) and the specialist learner (reader, 
addressee, decoder, text receiver, comprehender) to negotiate the 'synergism' 
between corrtent-coherence-cotext-cohesion and 'secularization' of knowledge
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required by the present fact-oriented society. By considering the 'essentials' (as the 
suasive categorized stylistic micro features) to tailor 'rhetorically organized 
predictions' (as micro-pattems of written texts), committed writers try to help to 
persuade favorably readers to move toward transformations. The essentials help to 
nurture the course of reasoning to fit the reader's need for the secularized 
modernization of scientific knowledge. Persuasive micro-pattems venture the 
necessary co-operation through discourse as a means to definite ends.
The persuasive-cooperative, global-local and regulatory control metatexts are 
micropattem-based sources of printed help, and happen in simple pair patterning 
and/or in such complex patterning, which specifies/specify the physical place of 
pairs occurring in text. Complex patterning may be: discontinuity, embedding, 
overlap, and that which I call amalgamation. I conceptualize the 'amalgamation' 
complex patterning as the prospective cotext of prediction that explicitly: ( ), or 
implicitly: [ ], engulfs two or more (V) members at the same time, for instance, (V1- 
V2), etc., encoded in the same complex or compound orthographic sentence. An 
amalgamated predictive member is one double or threefold, etc. structure of 
prediction, whose (D1), (02) cotexts are to be appendant at the writer's 
convenience. Failures in attention to simple or complex control metatexts evince 
the phenomenon of rhetorical ineptness, the causes of which are mis-signalllng (or 
miscueing) and under-signalling (or undercueing).
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF TEXTS
In this chapter, I will analyze transcribed portions of five chapters selected as 
data for this research. In considering Hoey*s words with regard to the fact that 
"close analysis is never easy reading" (op. cit.: 62), I shall recommend readers a 
carefUl reading of the five chapters provided in the Appendix, as absolutely 
necessary to any understanding of the questions I will raise.
Text A (Wallwork 1969:1 -13)
The actual matter under consideration in Wallwork's chapter is the various 
uses of language. Language is there outlined to be used for: phatic communion, 
ceremonial purposes, action, records, orders, information, influence, self- 
expression, and thought. Each use of language is examined individually. The 
examination as a whole is attempted to be a perhaps possible and preliminary 
definition of language.
At a first reading, text A struck me as mis-signalled and, therefore, rhetorically 
inept. Guided by surface cohesion, content coherence and my schematic 
knowledge, I anticipated that text A would admit of improvements. In this text, the 
first prediction is present in the overt signal What is Language? in the title, and in 
the Question category of prediction. The interrogative sentence in syntax, at section 
level, as heading in (V1), posed at the beginning of the thirteen-page chapter, 
commits the encoder to provide the reader with a relevant answer in the chapter. I
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classified the overt signal What is Language? as in the predictive category of 
Question because it is an example of the 2nd structural representation of Question. 
Sampling the bottom-up information to confirm my top-down prediction about a 
printed answer to (V1) resulted in a not compatible and not interactive movement. 
Actually, the (V1) Question, which enticed me as a specialist learner into reading 
the chapter as raw content material needed for the teaching of linguistics, seemed 
to be unfulfilled. The unfulfilled predicted member of the predictive category of 
Question seemed to be the disruptive circumstance present in text A because the 
response the encoder supplies iater, with long deferment, is not the specific 
linguistic event elicited by the predictive Question structure.
In order to clarify the rhetorically inept organization of the discourse as the 
disruptive circumstance in the condition experienced, I as a specialist learner 
revised the following transcribed portion of text by positing inferentially plain-sense, 
and follow-up, questions.
(V1): (V2-V3), (V4)
(V1) (1:1) - "What is Language?" (2:1) - At least one book has been entitled 'What is 
Language? (...) (V2-V3) (3:1) But if What is Language? Is for the moment, difficult to answer, 
it is perhaps possible to begin by looking at the various uses people make of language. (...) (V2- 
V3) (4:2) - Let us examine some ways of using human language. [D2] [D3] (5:2) - Jones (.-•)• 
(...) (6:12) - Language is used for: (...). (D1] (7:12) - But the question ‘What is Language? still 
remains unanswered. (8:12) - The answer will inevitably be complex, and if a listing of the uses 
of language helps to an understanding, it is still only a preliminary. (V4) (9:12) - In order to 
attempt an answer, it will be necessary to chop language up in rather arbitrary ways (...).
DOES THE WRITER PROMISE TO DO SOMETHING IN TEXT A? Yes, he
does it by means of (V1) In 1) and 2), to begin. WHAT DOES THE WRITER
PROMISE TO DO IN (V1)? To answer his posited Question What is Language?
despite being difficult to answer it, as admitted in 3). DOES THE WRITER FULFIL
HIS (V1) PROMISE? No. In fact, he acknowledges at the end of the thirteen-page
chapter that the predictive question What is Language? still remains unanswered,
in 7). WHAT DOES STILL IMPLY IN 7)? Inferentially, still In 7) (as a time-
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relationship subjunct) seems to correspond in semantic force to the concessive 
relation between a 'past* moment with a 'present* or 'future* moment in 3). In the 
sentence But the question What is Language?' still remains unanswered, still can 
carry the implication that the answer to the Question structure 'is not fulfilled in the 
preceding section of the chapter* but' is likely to be fulfilled in the foregoing section 
of the chapter*. In the former, the writer attempts the first answer to (V1); in the 
latter, the writer attempts the second answer to (V1).
THE FIRST ATTEMPT 
WHAT IS THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO PROVIDE THE ANSWER PREDICTED 
BY (V1)? The tentative answer elicited by the amalgamated prediction following 
(V1). WHICH AMALGAMATED PREDICTION? The following (V2-V3) prediction in 
3): it is perhaps possible to begin [to answer the (V1) Question] by looking at the 
various uses people make of language, which is recurrent in 4): Let us examine 
some ways of using human language. WHICH IS THE FIRST ANSWER 
ELICITED BY THE (V2-V3) AMALGAMATION? The [D2] exam/naftion} of [D3] 
functions of language in eleven pages of the chapter that are represented in the 
transcribed portion above from sentence 5) up to 6). IS THE FIRST ANSWER 
UNDER (V2-V3) COMPATIBLE AND INTERACTIVE WITH THE (V1) 
QUESTION? No, because the ensuing first answer tentatively provided under (V2- 
V3) to (V1) is later qualified by the author himself as only a [possible] preliminary. 
WHY IS THE TENTATIVE ANSWER TO (V1) A [POSSIBLE PRELIMINARY]? 
First, because the writer thinks that it is perhaps possible to begin to answer his 
posited (V1) Question by engaging in an Advance Labelling amalgamated with 
Enumeration structure as (V2-V3) to look at the various uses people make of 
language as in 3). Second, because the exam/na{-tion} of, and the uses of 
language under (V2-V3) are a first attempt that later is seen to demand a second 
attempt to the answer. The first answer is not made compatible and interactive with
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the 'definition* elicited by the (V1) Question. Tentatively, though, my extrapolative 
textual inference creates the following definition elliptical from the formulations 
encoded in text A: [human language seems to be a tool by which people 
communicate various functions]. No predicted definition is explicitly put on the 
textual surface indeed.
THE SECOND ATTEMPT
WHAT IS THE SECOND ATTEMPT TO PROVIDE THE ANSWER 
PREDICTED BY (V1)? The attempt encoded in the ensuing (V4) Advance 
Labelling structure: to chop language up in rather arbitrary ways as in 9), which he 
does not fulfil at least in the chapter. WHY A SECOND ATTEMPT? Because the 
(V2-V3) amalgamation is considered only a preliminary. As such, the writer 
engages in (V4).
In text A, the (V1) title What is Language? is a rhetorical signalling that does 
not nurture or describe "the content of the chapter" as it implies by its semantic and 
pragmatic nature that it would (Turablan 1987: 10). The overt micro feature on the 
textual surface of discourse persuaded me unfavorably to read the thirteen-page 
text not to find the [D1] answer to the (V1) Question. The caption is a deceiving 
signalling because the content of the chapter only starts the encoder on the fulfilled 
(V2-V3), the various uses (...) of language In 3), and on the unfulfilled (V4), 'the 
cuts of language', not on the conceptual meaning of Language as promised in 
(V1).
The encoder of text A poses one interrogative sentence whereby he requests 
himself to one definite commitment, which he does not fulfil. He does not supply in 
an adjacent [D1] the bottom-up information elicited by the (V1) Question structure, 
and needed as well as expected by me as the specialist learner. The encoder is 
fUlly aware from the start to the end of the chapter that the predicted answer is 
difficult as shown in 3), and complex as shown in 8), to supply, and his promise is
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hopeless for the moment In 3), that is, for the first chapter actually devoted to listing 
various language functions. The predictive (V1) Question structure What is 
Language? in 1), 2), 3) and 7), remains unanswered up to the end of the chapter, 
as openly acknowledged by the encoder in 7).
Accordingly, text A is rhetorically inept with regards 'mainly' to the unfulfilling 
predictive category of Question. The rhetorical ineptness is the résultent of mis- 
signalling on account of the fact that its encoder fails to give proper care to the 
cataphoric realization of a discourse act, that is, to define language rather than list 
language functions or chop language up. The language functions on which he 
lingers throughout the chapter could have been more effectively signalled in/by a 
chapter title like [What are the ways of using human language?] as In 4) or like 
[What are the functions of language?] so as to avoid the circumstance of mis- 
signalling at the beginning of the text and the consequent frustrated expectation in 
the reader. In this knowledge text, therefore, the writer does not attend to the 
rhetorical process of organizing text due to the fact that the (V1) member of 
prediction mainly, which is never fulfilled, mis-signals the contract.
Text B (Wallwork 1969: 2 -12)
At a second reading of text A, now considered as text B, I ventured to qualify 
text B as both rhetorically organized and rhetorically inept. On the one hand, it is 
rhetorically organized in forming two explicitly signalled predictive members 
encoded in an amalgamated pair patterning of prediction: the (V2) Advance 
Labelling that amalgamated the (V1) Enumeration structure: Let us examine some 
ways of using human language. Notice that reference to V and D now is 
independent from the analysis carried out in the previous section. The (V1-V2) 
amalgamation definitely commits the encoder both to examining ways of using
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human language, as (V2), and to enumerating some of the ways, as (V1). 
Seemingly, text B is rhetorically nurtured by the amalgamated prediction.
On the other hand, it is rhetorically inept in under-signalling the predicted 
member of (V1) Enumeration to be treated below. Accordingly, the encoder fulfills 
the (V2) ~ [02] pair of prediction of Advance Labelling by truly examining the ways 
of using human language. As for the (V1) ~ [D1] pair of prediction of Enumeration, 
however, [D1] is fulfilled but not in a rhetorically organized D plan. In the [D1] 
member of Enumeration (inherent in the [D2] realization of the manifest V2 
member of prediction of Advance Labelling), the encoder does not enumerate by 
means of explicit signalling the ways in the linear text. The encoder fails to form 
clearly the [D1] language functions on display in the [D2] cotext of examination, in 
other words, the encoder does not attend to the rhetorical focuses to organize 
unambiguously the implicitly predicted outline examined in the prospective cotext. 
The [D1] information sought by the (V1) member of Enumeration is rhetorically 
insufficient for the optimal (V1) realization. The [D1] information follows the 
amalgamation without clear focus of attention along the [D2] realization under the 
(V2) commitment of the contract, to the point of blurring to the comprehender the 
boundaries, or adjacent groupings, of formulations. The linear text that covers the 
[D1] language functions under [D2] examination lacks sequencing ties of cohesion, 
i placed the disruptive circumstance of text B, therefore, in file unfocused (or 
uncued or unformed or unsignalled), or better, under-signalled linearizations of the 
[D1] member of the Enumeration structure in the amalgamated prediction.
In order to organize rhetorically the literal content of the underlying predicted 
member of Enumeration in a text frame and to tackie the eventual derailment in 
reading, I revised analytically the following illustrative, transcribed portions of texts 
by posing plain-sense, and follow-up questions, and by resorting to lexical, 
evaluative and extrapolative inferences as follows.
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(V1-V2)
(V1-V2) (1:2) - Let us examine some ways of using human language.
WHAT DOES THE WRITER PROMISE TO DO IN THE EXPLICIT V2 AND
V1 MEMBERS OF THE AMALGAMATED PREDICTION? In (V2), to examine (...) 
ways of using human language, prior to whose fulfillment the writer is, in (V1), to 
enumerate some ways, on account of the fact that a [D1] 'examinee' has to be 
formed in advance of a [D2] 'examination'. Admittedly, the encoder predicts that he 
is to list some ways, truly listing them in the cataphoric linear text. By using some 
the encoder's responsibility to explicit signalling is intentionally or unintentionally 
reduced but is not dismissed. WHICH ARE THE SIGNALS? The double prediction 
is overtly signalled by the writer's prospective labelling of discourse act Let us 
examine in 1), by the inexact numeral some and the sub-technical plural noun of 
the Enumerabies class ways, together with the linear text the writer provided ahead 
as the new information to the context of text B.
[D1],[D2]
(WAYS AND EXAMINATION)
IS THERE A PERCEIVABLE ORDER INTO WHICH THE ENCODER SETS 
THE [D1] ENUMERATION AND THE [D2] EXAMINATION OF WAYS'? There is a 
perceivable order but of the interfering circumstances inherent in [D1] and [D2] 
encoded portion of text. WHAT ARE THE INTERFERING CIRCUMSTANCES 
PERCEIVABLE IN THE [D1] AND [D2] MEMBERS? The nonplausible terminating 
lines between groupings of [D2] examination, and nonplausible list of [D1J ways of 
using human language. Under-signalling is inherent in [D1] and [D2]. HOW MANY 
WAYS DO I IDENTIFY FROM THE UNDER-SIGNALLED STRETCH? 
inferentially, seven [D1] ways here identified as [DliJ, [Dlii], [D1IHJ, [D1ivJ, [D1v], 
[D1vi], and [D1vii] to be illustrated and treated below.
[D1i], [Dili]
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(THE 'PHATIC' WAY AND THE 'CEREMONIAL' WAY)
[D1i] [D2q (2:2) - Jones is exercising his dog in the park and meets Smith with his dog. (3:2) 
Jones says cheerfully, 'Morning, Peter. How's things? (4:2) Smith grunts and says something 
that sounds like 'So-so'. (...) - (5.3) In its private form this 'phatic' communion, as Malinowski 
called this part of speech behaviour which is mainly polite talk, greetings and rather meaningless 
exchanges of words, is socially necessary, (...). (6:4) - Private 'phatic' communion then, serves 
primarily to establish our social relationships with each other.
[D1ii] (D2ii) (7:4) There is a (...) more public, use of language (...). (8:4) (...), whereby we seek to 
soften the desolation of life, or to assure future wellbeing, either in life or death. (9:4) (...), the 
'ceremoniar communion may seek to establish a relationship between man and god, or between 
man and some abstract and formal ideal. (10:4) When such ritual and ceremonial use of 
language is (...). (11:5) - It is not, of course, true that in all ceremonial or ritual uses of language, 
choice of words is of such relatively minor importance; (...). (12:5) Sometimes words have the 
power of action themselves. (13:6) - In using language to give orders, to control other people 
and things, a precise and logical use is necessary.
DOES THE WRITER FORM THE [D1] WAYS TO BE EXAMINED IN [D2]? 
The first two ways or functions are formed in nonstandard rules that deprive the 
text of predicted rhetorical accuracy. HOW NONSTANDARD? By the use, for 
instance, of a pair of single quotation marks, or better, a single inverted comma at 
the beginning of, plus a single apostrophe at the end of, each of the first two ways, 
supposedly to distinguish the two in the two groupings of examination of functions. 
The two groupings are distinguished from the under-signalled rest of the [D1] and 
[D2] sections of text. WHICH ARE THE TWO FUNCTIONS FOCUSED BY 
NONSTANDARD RULES IN [D1] OF TEXT B? The [D1I] function: the 'phatic' in 
5) and 6), and the [D1ii] function: the 'ceremonial' in 9). WHAT ORTHOGRAPHIC 
SENTENCE MARKS IMPLICITLY THE TERMINATING LINE BETWEEN THE 
[D1iJ, [D2i] GROUPING AND THE [D1iil, [D2ii] GROUPING OF LANGUAGE 
FUNCTIONS AND EXAMINATION? The comparative clause of nonequivalence 
There is a (...) more public use of language, in 7). HOW? By the use of the clause 
element more public in the matrix clause that specifies the implicit standard of 
comparison: puMc{-ness} in 7). WITH WHAT BASIS OF COMPARISON DOES 
THE CLAUSE ELEMENT 7) RELATE? With the 'phatic' use of language given in 
the correlative subordinate clause 6), which is eHiptical in 7). WHY ELLIPTICAL IN
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7)? Because part of the correlative subordinate clause in 6) is an implied repetition 
of an explicit part given in the matrix clause 7). WHAT EXPLICIT PART? The use 
of language. WHAT IS THE FULL COMPARATIVE CLAUSE OF 
NONEQUIVALENCE IMPLIED IN THE CLAUSE ELEMENT AND THE BASIS OF 
COMPARISON GIVEN IN 6), 7) AND 9) TOGETHER? ['Ceremonial', in 9), use of 
language, in 7), is more public, In 7), (...) than the 'phatic' use of language (is), in 
5) and 6)]. [The phatic way is private] as in 5) and 6).
[D1iii]
(THE FACTUAL WAY)
[D1iiQ [D2iii] (14:6) - To some extent we control our present in the light of our past. (15:6) A 
primitive people preserves its history (...). (16:6) A more sophisticated society deposits its 
records in printed, written, taped or filmed form (...). (17:6) No language, no history. (18:6-7) 
Technology and science may control the environment, but they too rest upon language and the 
passing of information and commands (...). (19:7) - Such factual uses of language are essential 
(...).
WHAT ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE MARKS IMPLICITLY THE 
TERMINATING LINE BETWEEN THE [D1ii], [D2ii] AND THE [D1iil], [D2iii] 
GROUPINGS OF EXAMINATION AND LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS? Sentence 
14): To some extent we control our present in the light of our past. WHY? 
Because sentence 14) introduces abruptly a change of topics. WHAT NEW 
TOPICS? New underlying links made by language, for Instance, between the 
human present and past in the transcribed 14), and between technology and 
science in 18): Technology and science may control the environment; but they too 
rest upon language and the passing of information and commands. WHAT [D1iii] 
LANGUAGE FUNCTION DOES THE NONSTANDARD FOCUS INTRODUCE? 
The factual in 19): Such factual uses of language are essential. The factual way 
embraces hypemymically the anaphoric hyporrymic terms 'present' , past' , 
technology and science.
[D1iv]
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(THE EMOTIVE WAY)
[D1iv) |D2tv} (20:7) But the mass of verbiage (...), the streams of fact (...). (21:7) (...) tend to 
bring the status of 'fact' into question. (...) (22:7) Again, the often emotive use of language used 
to report a 'fact' adds an extra quality (...) not distinguished from the fact itself. (23:7) The 
emotive use of language (...).
WHAT ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE FOCUSES THE TERMINATING 
LINE BETWEEN THE [D1lii], [D2iii] AND THE [Div], [D2iv] SECTIONS OF 
EXAMINATION AND LANGUAGE USES? Sentence 20): But the mass of 
verbiage (...), the streams of fact (...). WHY? Because the introductory conjunction 
But In 20) expresses an upcoming contrast, thereby introducing the fourth function 
or way. [D1iv] is prefaced by the replacive subtype of contrastive conjunct Again in 
22). WHAT IS THE FOURTH FUNCTION? The [D1iv] function is the emotive, in 
22) recurring in 23).
[D1vj, [D1vi], [D1vii]
(THE SELF-EXPRESSION-RELATED, THOUGHT-RELATED, AND
PERCEPTION-RELATED, WAYS)
[D1v] [D2v] (24:7) - Is there anything common between a hearty 'Damnation!' and the strains of 
'Marriage of Figaro' issuing from the bathroom? (...) (25:8) (...), for the use in these cases is 
largely one of self-expression (...). (26:8) This is self-expression (...). (27:8) - To the relief and 
pleasure of such (...) self-expression which we call literature, especially poetry (...).
[D1vi] [D2vi] (28:9) - (...), and when the relationship between language and thought is 
considered (.•.)• (29:9) That there is a close relationship between thought and language is 
obvious (...). (30:10) For most people language and thought are mutually interdependent (...).
[D1vii] [D2vii] (31:10) - (...) No two languages are identical (...). (32:11) Just how different two 
languages may be (...). (...) (33:11) - Different people view the same objective facts in different 
ways, and express their perceptions in quite different language forms. (34:11) (...) reactions (...) 
will be expressed in different linguistic terms (...). (...) (35:11) (...) our view of the world is largely 
conditioned by our mother tongue (...). (36:11) (...) our views are coloured by the language 
readily at our disposal. (...) (37:11-12) (...) the more flexible and wide-ranging a person's 
language is, the richer is likely to be the quality of his life. (38:12) Conversely, the more 
restricted and limited his language, the more restricted and limited may be his life. (...)
WHAT ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE SIGNALS THE BOUNDARY
BETWEEN THE [D1iv], [D2iv] AND THE [D1v], [D2v] GROUPINGS OF
LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS AND EXAMINATION? Sentence 24): Is there anything
common between a hearty 'Damnation!1 and the strains of 'Marriage of Figaro'
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issuing from the bathroom? WHY? Because sentence 24) Is a predictive 
interrogative sentence that declares a 'new* state of knowledge on the part of the 
writer who shares it with the reader straightaway, in the [D1v] fifth way. WHAT IS 
THE FIFTH WAY? The [D1v] is the self-expression, in 25), 26), and 27), In the 
above transcription. DOES THE WRITER'S CHOICE OF WORD IDENTIFYING 
THE [D1v] FUNCTION HELP THE READER MAKE A COHESIVE LINK WITH 
THE FOUR PRECEDING FUNCTIONS? Neither choice of words identifying the 
fifth, the sixth and the seventh functions showed in the three forthcoming parts of 
discourse helps the reader. WHY? Because neither self-expression as the [D1v] 
function in 25): (...), for the use in these cases is largely one of self-expression 
(...), nor thought as the [D1vi] function in 28): (...), and when the relationship 
between language and thought is considered (...), nor perceptions as the [D1vii] 
function in 33): Different people view the same objective facts in different ways, 
and express their perceptions in quite different language forms, endorses lexically 
the cohesive grammatical parallelism realized ineptly by the lexical set to which 
'phatic' (D1i), *ceremonial' (D1ii), factual (D1iii) and emotive (D1iv) ways (the last 
two without single quotation marks) belong. Furthermore, because the outline of 
seven functions above, which I infer from the under-signalled predicted stretch of 
text, does not match the writer's outline as recapitulated in the ensuing (V3) in 39), 
40) and 41) below.
(V3)
(RECALLED INFORMATION STRUCTURE OF FUNCTIONS)
(V3) (39:12) - In this chapter I have tred (sic) to look at language as a whole by looking at some 
of the ways it [language] is used by people. (40:12) What has been said at some length can be 
said here in a much more precise form: (41:12) - Language is used for: (0 phatic communion 
(i.e. as a social regulator); (ii) for ceremonial purposes; (HO as an instrument of action; (Iv) to 
keep the records; (v) to convey orders and information; (vi) to influence people; (vii) to enable 
self-expression; (viii) to embody or enable thought. (...) (D3) (42:12) - (...) it will be necessary to 
chop language up (...).
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From the circumstanced organization of the implicit D1 member of text B, 
HOW MANY WAYS OF USING HUMAN LANGUAGE DOES THE TEXT 
IMPART TO THE PRESENT READER? I infer extrapolatively and evaluatively that 
the text imparts the following 'seven' ways of using human language. I manage to 
link the 'seven' ways by syntactical parallelism in my information structure to be 
represented diagrammatically either in a text frame, pyramid diagram or mapping, 
as follows: (i) the phatic way; (il) the ceremonial way as in ritual (whose 'choice of 
words is unimportant1), action and order (whose 'choice of words is important*); (iii) 
the factual way as in history, technology and science-, (iv) the emotive way; (v) the 
[se/f-express/o/7-related] way as in literature and poetry, (vi) the [thought-related] 
way; and (vii) the [perception-related] way. However, the present reader's efforts to 
construct meaning and to integrate the seven unfocused groupings of ways and 
examination into a coherent whole are doomed to frustration. WHY? Because of 
the resultant mismatch between the decoder's information structure, and the 
writer's recalled information provided in the immediate forthcoming (V3) pair 
pattern of Recapitulation structure evinced from 39) to 41) in the above 
transcription. WHICH RECALL SIGNALS INTRODUCE THE (V3) 
RECAPITULATION STRUCTURE? Broadly conceived, (V3): In this chapter I 
have [tried?] to look at language as a whole by looking at some of the ways it is 
used by people, in 39), endorsed by What has been said at some length can be 
said here in a much more precise form:, in 40), is the 'anchorage' introduced by 
the main recall signs: the place reference item In this chapter plus the verb phrase 
in finite declarative clause I have tred [sic] to look at that labels the encoder's (V3) 
action, and predicts (D3) 'new' information from 42) onward. WHAT DOES (V3) 
IMPART? Specifically, (V3) imparts the writer's recalled information structure (of 
the [D1] cotext) branched into 'eight* language functions, which does not match my
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inferred text framing branched into seven language functions. The new condition Is 
generated by the insufficient cohesive ties to signal information in the implicit D1 
member. WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR THE MISMATCH BETWEEN THE 
IMPLICIT D1 MEMBER OF ENUMERATION AND THE EXPLICIT V3 MEMBER 
OF RECAPITULATION? Simplifying the state of affairs, I adduce not less than four 
reasons why the [D1J member of Enumeration and the (V3) member of 
Recapitulation seem to be mismatched as the following figure contrasting my list of 
language functions and the writer's shows. In the figure, my outline of a tentative 
nature comes first because it was developed prior to the finding of, and 
confrontation with, the writer's recalled outline, in the reading process.
THE PRESENT READER'S OUTLINE THE WRITER'S OUTLINE
Some ways of using human language are: Language is used for.
(i) the phatic way (0 phatic communion (i.e. as a social regulator);
(ii) the ceremonial way as in ritual (whose 
choice of words Is unimportant), action and 
order (whose choice of words is important)
(a) for ceremonial purposes;
(iii) the factual way as in history, technology and 
science
(a) as an instrument of action;
(iv) the emotive way (iv) to keep records;
(v) the [se/f-express/on-related] way as in 
literature and poetry
(v) to convey orders and information;
(vO the [ftougftfHreiated] way (vi) to influence people;
(vii) the [perception-related] way (vS) to enable self-expression;
(via) to embody or enable thou&it.
THE FIRST AND SECOND REASONS
WHAT IS THE FIRST REASON FOR THE MISMATCH BETWEEN THE 
 ^READER'S AND THE WRITER'S OUTLINE OF WAYS? Only two of the ways 
appearing in the writer's (V3) recalled outline happen to coincide with the first two 
in my deduced outline, namely, the 'phatlc' and the 'ceremonial' ways. WHAT IS 
THE SECOND REASON? Three ways appearing In the writer's outline happen to
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have a syntactic form different from the form appearing In my outline. In mine the 
three are rearranged to be in grammatical parallelism with the two first ways 
(phatic and ceremonial) while in the writer's the three are given without parallelism, 
namely, to influence people, to enable self-expression and to embody or enable 
thought. Instead of to influence people, under (vi) in the illustrative 41), the writer 
might have used, for instance, emotive way to be in accordance with the 
hyporrymic phrase emotive use of language appearing in 22), which encapsulates 
the fourth grouping ranging from 20) introduced by But, 22) introduced by Again up 
to 23). Instead of to enable self-expression under (vii) in the Illustrative 41), the 
writer might have used to use, for instance, [self-expression-related] as I infer from 
the fifth grouping ranging from 24) introduced by an interrogative sentence up to 
27). instead of to embody or enable thought under (viii) in the illustrative 41), the 
writer might have opted for, let us say, [thought-related] as inferred from the sixth 
grouping ranging from 28) to 29).
THE THIRD REASON
WHAT IS THE THIRD REASON FOR THE MISMATCH BETWEEN THE 
OUTLINES? The action under (iii), the records under (iv), and the orders and 
information under (v), appearing in the writer's outline in 41), do not seem to me to 
be implied hyponymic ways of using human language but only some 'illustrations' 
of different ways as explained below.
Concerning action and orders, they seem to be misplaced words in the writer's 
outline. Inferentially, action and orders were to be considered examples of the 
hyponymic ceremonial way, under which the two misplaced items were to be 
s^uitably arranged. Deductively, the ceremonial way is shown to depend on the 
'important* and ’unimportant* choice of words. On the one hand, some human 
ceremonies might be considered illustrations of 'unimportant* choice of words. On 
the other hand, some other human ceremonies might be considered illustrations of
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'important1 choice of words as the writer states explicitly in 11): choice of words is 
not unimportant in all ceremonial (...) uses of language. Deductively, there are 
ceremonies in which the choice is important. Accordingly, the nonspecific, indefinite 
predeterminer all occurring before the premodifier, ceremonial of the plural count 
head noun uses of language in 11), prompts me to think of 'some' exceptionable 
ceremonies. As such, action is a citing of specific material to supplement, explain, 
or demonstrate part of the ceremonial function. Similarly to action, orders also 
require a precise and logical use of words as stated in 13): In using language to 
give orders, to control other people and things, a precise and logical use is 
necessary. The two, action and orders, were to be two examples of important 
choice of words.
Concerning records and information, they also seem to be misplaced words in 
the writer's outline. The two items were to be considered other examples of the 
hyponymic factual way, under which the two were to be adequately placed 
together with history, technology and science. The records as shown in 16), the 
history as shown In 15), the Technology and science in 18) are all inserted within 
the general passing of information as shown in 18), or better, "the passing of facts 
and information" (Id., ibid.: 7). Both the reinforcing additive conjunct too in 18), and 
the anaphoric pro-form, or pro-modifier, Such in the Such factual uses of language 
in 19), assure me of the above deductions. The predeterminer specifically, refers to 
its sentential antecedent within which the items records, information, history, 
technology and science are all inserted. The sequence of sentences in the 
anaphoric segment referred to by Such ranges from the orthographic sentence 14) 
}up to 19) transcribed under the factual-way section identified as [D1iii].
THE FOURTH REASON
WHAT IS THE FOURTH REASON FOR THE MISMATCH? The [perception- 
relatedJ way is omitted in the writer's outline. The omission is objectionable
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because the orthographic sentence 31): No two languages are identical (...), may 
be considered to mark implicitly the terminating line between the sixth and the 
seventh groupings of functions and examination, in fact, sentence 31) touches on 
the aspect of language with regards to cultural perceptions specifically, or better, to 
the bond between 'ethnicity* and language. By stating that no two languages are 
identical, in 31), the writer introduces some reflection on different perceptions 
codified differently by culturally different people conditioned by different languages. 
As such, language is used also for encoding culturally different perceptions, which I 
identify in my outline as the (D1vli) way.
THE UNORDERED AND RECALLED DATA 
DO THE RHETORICALLY UNORDERED DATA IN [D1] AND RECALLED 
DATA IN [V3] CONFIRM MY GUESSES? Not surprisingly, the rhetorically 
unordered and recalled data in the text of 'stack-like structure' do not confirm most 
of my guesses; do not create co-operation, sharing of statements of knowledge as 
scientific findings, contact with the present specialist learner of a different symbolic 
community; do not maximize secularization of knowledge; do not facilitate the 
present reader's attempts to construct the diagrammatic information structure of 
the text within which I challenge my background and prior knowledge to integrate a 
coherent whole. IS THE [D1] COTEXT RHETORICALLY PRECISE? The 
organization of the [D1] cotext is positively 'not* much rhetorically precise, what is 
implied in 40): What has been said at some length can be said here in a much 
more precise form:. More properly, by admitting that a much more precise form 
has to be developed cataphoricaliy as promised in the (V3) of Recapitulation 
structure, in 40), the writer acknowledges the quality of the sentential antecedent or 
anaphoric [D1] as having been said In [a much less precise form] at the point of 
having to be said again much more precise{-ly}.
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The organization of [D1] cotext is rhetorically nonplausibie and, thus, inept as a 
result of the pervasive phenomenon of under-signalling. The under-signalling in the 
progressive relation of language functions, like a chain, gave rise to the disruption 
of reading, to at least two disparate interpretations as those in the writer's and in 
the reader's resultant outlines. The perceived absence of regulative 'features of 
layout* in the underlying D1 member of Enumeration structure, such as, the exact 
enumerative conjuncts (e.g., first, at the outset, second or secondly, next, third or 
thirdly, or in the first place, in the second place, or first of all, second of all, or I, II, 
II, or A., B., C., or a., b. c., or i, ii, iii, etc.) plus grammatical parallelism and lexical 
repetition of way or function altogether (e.g., [A fourth way of using human 
language is the self-expression-related way]; [A fifth way of using human language 
is the thought-related way], and so on, obscures the predicted taxa of hyponyms 
embedded into the ad hoc superordinate situational and classificatory term of the 
predictive member ways. Coherence stemmed from my cognitive contributions 
and ability to rearrange the building of the ad hoc universe of discourse around the 
text.
C(Corder 1974:19-27)
The subject-matter under consideration in Corder*s chapter is on the 
significance of systematic errors to learners, teachers and researchers. Such 
significance is grounded on theoretical contributions from teaching methodology, 
linguistic and psychology.
Constrained to create global textual coherence in text C by the absence of a 
standard and regulative global prediction, I can say that the text struck me as 
rhetorically inept due to under-signalling and mis-signalling.
A number of successful local predictions in the text notwithstanding, for 
instance, In the field of methodology there have been two schools of thought in
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respect of learners'errors, in 4), and The opposition between systematic and non- 
systematic errors is important, in 22), etc., a rhetorically organized pair pattern of 
prediction whereby I could identify regulative cues for constructing the global 
meaning of the text, and thus write a cohesive and coherent Information structure, 
was difficult to locate. To process this nine-page text, I as a specialist learner had 
to backtrack once and again from the groupings of multifarious scientific 
formulations in search of global relations to organize rhetorically a text frame. 
Guesswork took place.
In the guesswork, questions and inferences were used, as follows. WHAT IS 
THE ENCODER'S EXPLICITLY GLOBAL AND STANDARD PREDICTION IN 
TEXT C? Properly, no explicitly global prediction is found. WHAT EXPLICIT AND 
STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT THE GLOBAL DIRECTION OF TEXT C 
DOES THE WRITER PROVIDE THE PRESENT READER NOT TO GET LOST? 
Admittedly, no explicit and standard instructions about the global textual direction is 
found. DOES THE PRESENT READER MENAGE TO WRITE A COHESIVE 
AND COHERENT INFORMATION STRUCTURE IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE 
FIRST READINGS OF TEXT C? Not without time-consuming guesswork. WHY? 
Because of the non cohesive and not coherent rhetorical organization of the text. 
HOW SO? First, text C is non cohesive in that it requires: (i) a global prediction 
right at the beginning of discourse to uncover the global rhetorical scheme of (V) ~
(D) cotexts (or groupings), and (ii) some editing from 9) to 10):
(8:21) - (...) the most widespread hypothesis about haw language are learned, which I have 
called behaviourist, is assumed to apply in both circumstances. (9:21) These hypotheses (...). 
(10:21) If (...) these hypotheses (...) are being questioned (...), it would seem reasonable to see 
how far they might also apply to the learning of a second language.
In the stretch, the two pro-forms of text-dependence these and they seem to be
particularly inept at establishing a coreferencial bond with the sentential antecedent
supplied by the linguistic context of the singular count noun hypothesis (specifically
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that of the behaviorist type), in 8). Secondly, text C does not guide the reader 
unambiguously, through the overall content relations (to be shown below) intended 
to create a meaningful unity of groupings of scientific formulations.
DOES THE WRITER ANNOUNCE IMPLICITLY A GLOBAL PREDICTION 
TO TAKE LOCAL COURSES OF ACTION IN TEXT C? Probably an implicit 
announcement of two commitments encoded in the rhetorically 'substandard' 
orthographic sentence 2): It Is of course true that the application of linguistic and 
psychological theory to the study of language learning added a new dimension to 
the discussion of errors (...), and supported by now in 16): We can now return to 
the consideration of errors made by learners. The circumstanced sentence 2) 
together with the circumstanced now produce for the present reader two differing 
contingent interpretations about the global rhetorical scheme of text C.
THE ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE 2) AND
THE CIRCUMSTANCED NOW IN 16)
(...) (2:19) It is of course true that the application of linguistic and psychological theory to the
study of language learning added a new dimension to the discussion of errors; (...).
(...) (16:22) - We can now return to the consideration of errors made by learners.
ON WHAT ACCOUNT IS THE ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE 2) 
SUBSTANDARD? Appropriately enough, sentence 2) is substandard on account 
of the fact that actual features present in it render it not to function as a standard 
prediction. So it seems to be because its rhetorical flaw is the laclc of supportive 
minimum ingredients required to identify it unambiguously as in a structural 
representation of categorized prediction, and to accomplish specific predictive and 
predicted goals. Inferentiaily, however, sentence 2) is a 'potential predictive 
member* in text C. As such, I venture to consider it as either a pseudo global 
Reporting prediction or a pseudo global Advance Labelling amalgamated structure 
of prediction. The two predictive alternatives entail two different interpretations. 
WHAT PROMPTS THE PRESENT READER TO IDENTIFY 2) AS A
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’POTENTIAL PREDICTIVE MEMBER1 FOR TEXT C IN FACE OF 
CIRCUMSTANCED FEATURES IN THE STRUCTURE? Circumstanced features 
notwithstanding, the orthographic sentence 2) seems to encapsulate the incoming 
subject-matter covered in the linear text ranging from sentence 3) up to sentence
30) (to be transcribed below, in the first and second interpretation sections). The 
pseudo global metatext in 2) may be viewed, on the one hand, as predicting 'to 
discuss' linguistic and psychological theory, and, on the other hand, 'to specify* a 
new dimension (which applied theory added) to the discussion of errors. Both 
inferred discourse acts may be considered local predictions. Both seem to be the 
scope of text C. WHY DO I INFER 2) AS AN ADVANCE LABELLING 
STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION? An Advance Labelling prediction entails an act- 
invoivement-based predictive cotext, and a realization-involvement-based 
predicted section. In my first textual interpretation (to be developed below), I view 
the implicit content relations in text C as organized around a pseudo amalgamated 
Advance Labelling prediction, [V1-V2], supported by the circumstanced now in 16) 
here considered as a discoursal-transitional conjunct. Such rhetorical 
microstructure is interpretative on account of the fact that sentence 2) is a 
substandard structure of prediction. Actual features, however, render it not to 
lunction as a prediction. WHICH ACTUAL FEATURES RENDER 2) TO BE A 
PSEUDO ADVANCE LABELLING AMALGAMATED STRUCTURE OF 
PREDICTION AND THUS NOT TO FUNCTION AS SUCH? One feature: the 
factive verb added prefacing a new dimension to the discussion of errors. In fact, 
the verb added seems to be far from being the writer's prospective labelling of 
discourse act because its subject is the application of(...) theory, in 2). The other 
feature: the lack of an explicit prospective labelling in 2) to be fulfilled by the writer. 
The unspecific item dimension in 2), however, calls for 'specification'. Inferentially,
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[specifying dimension] may be taken to be one of the writer's prospective labelling 
of discourse act, following the act of [discussing theory].
WHY DO I INFER 2) AS A REPORTING STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION? A 
Reporting prediction entails a report-detachment-based cotext, and an evaluation- 
involvement-based predicted section. In my second textual interpretation (to be 
developed below), I view the implicit content relations in text C as organized around 
a pseudo Reporting prediction, [V1], supported by the circumstanced now in 16), 
here considered as a resultive conjunct. Such rhetorical microstructure is 
interpretative because sentence 2) is a substandard prediction. Actual features 
render it not to function as a prediction. WHICH ACTUAL FEATURES RENDER 
2) TO BE A PSEUDO REPORTING STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION AND THUS 
NOT TO FUNCTION AS SUCH? The features are in the prefaced matrix clause it 
is of course true that, which evinces the writer's attitudinal evaluation of the 
pseudo-Reporting proposition. Admittedly, the clause does not set prediction and 
delay. By inserting of course as an attitudinal content disjunct in the matrix clause 
the writer expresses 'conviction1 as a direct claim. By inserting true as an adjective 
occurring predictiveiy in the clause the writer adds his comment and judgment on 
the 'truth value' of the declarative report clause, on the 'truthfulness' of 'the act of 
add{-ing}' (i.e., addition or contribution) performed by the application of theories. 
Sentence 2) fails to meet a minimum level of need in the matter-of-fact Reporting 
prediction, that is, the need of the writer's detachment. The undeferred evaluation 
invalidates the writer's tentative prediction.
WHY IS A/OWIN 16) CIRCUMSTANCED? Because now is ambiguous. WHY 
IS NOW AMBIGUOUS? The absence of a standard, overt, rhetorically organized 
global prediction in C is detrimental to the identification of the exact 'import1 of the 
item now appearing in 16), which supposedly signals the borderline between two 
groupings of information. Accordingly, the hidden 'import' of now is not
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unambiguously identifiable in the writer's prediction in 16). Given the linguistic 
context in C, now elicits differing interpretations out of lexical, extrapolative and 
evaluative inferences as the following ones: now in C is likely to play either a 
discoursal-transitional conjunctive role (in supporting my contingent amalgamated 
Advance Labelling prediction) or a resuttive conjunctive role (in supporting my 
contingent Reporting prediction).
FIRST INTERPRETATION: [V1-V2] ~ [D1], [D2]
(TWO INVOLVED ACTS AND TWO INVOLVED REALIZATIONS)
(1:19) - "The Significance of Learner’s Errors". (...) [V1-V2] (2:19) It is of course true that the 
application of linguistic and psychological theory to the study of language learning added a new 
dimension to the discussion of errors; (...). [D1] (3:19) The major contribution of the linguist to 
language teaching was (...) contrastive study of the systems of the second language and the 
mother tongue of the learner; out of this would come an inventory of the areas of difficulty which 
(...). (...) (4:20) - In the field of methodology there have been two schools of thought in respect of 
(earner's errors. (...). (5:20) - Both linguistics and psychology are in (...) 'flux and agitation' (...). 
(...) (6:20) One effect has been (...) the emphasis (...) from (...) teaching towards (...) learning. 
(...) (7:20) This has (...) led to (...) the question whether there are any parallels between (...) 
acquiring the mother tongue and the learning of a second language. (...) (8:21) - (...) the most 
widespread hypothesis about how language are learned, which I have called behaviourist, is 
assumed to apply in both circumstances. (9:21) These hypotheses (...). (10:21) If (...) these 
hypotheses (...) are being questioned (...), it would seem reasonable to see how far they might 
also apply to the learning of a second language. (11:21)- Within this new context the study of 
errors takes on a new importance and will I believe contribute to a verification or rejection of the 
new hypothesis. (12:21) - This hypothesis states that (...). (...) (13:21) - The application of this 
hypothesis to second language learning is not new and (...). (...) (14:22) - The principal feature 
that then differentiates the two operations is the presence or absence of motivation. (...) (15:22) 
- 1 propose therefore as a working hypothesis that (...).
(...) [D2] (16:22) • We can now return to the consideration of errors made by learners. (...) 
(17:23) - (...) the best evidence that a child possesses construction rules is the occurrence of 
systematic errors (...). (...) (18:23) (...) by reducing the language to a simpler system than it is 
(...). (19:23) - (...) it would be wise to introduce a qualification here about the control of input 
(which (...) we call the syllabus). (...) (20:23) (...) or more properly his intake. (...) (21:24) - (...) 
his built-in syBabus (...). (...) (22:24) - The opposition between systematic and non-systematic 
errors is important. (...) (23:25) The errors of performance will (...) be unsystematic and the 
errors of competence, systematic. (...) (24:25) (...) errors of performance as mistakes, reserving 
(...) error to refer to the systematic errors of the learner from which we are able to reconstruct 
(...) his transitional competence. (25:25) - Mistakes are of no significance to the process of 
language learning. (...) (26:25) - A learner's errors (...). (27:25) (...) are significant in three 
different ways. (28:25) First to the teacher (...). (29:25) Second, (...) to the researcher (...). 
(30:25) Thirdly (and in a sense this is their most important aspect) they are indispensable to the 
learner himself, because (...).
HOW ABOUT NOW AS A DISCOURSAL TRANSITIONAL CONJUNCTIVE 
ROLE IN THE FIRST INTERPRETATION? Lexically inferred as a discoursal
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transitional conjunct, now seems to signal the 'shift* of the writer's 'attention' from a 
foregoing topic to a new, incoming one. As such, it guided the process of my first 
reading and of my first tentative interpretation for text framing. Admittedly, the 
discoursal transitional conjunct now well-established in mid-position of the factual 
clause 16) seems to signal the [D2] textualizatlon (under the [V1-V2] prediction). 
The transitional conjunct can have the import of focusing the shift of attention from 
the [D1 ] member to the [D2] member as labelled In the transcription above. WHAT 
[V1-V2] COMMITMENTS DOES THE PRESENT READER CREATE FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF NOW AS A TRANSITIONAL CONJUNCTIVE SIGNALLING 
DEVICE? In my inferentially amalgamated prediction, [V1] and [V2] are different 
amalgamated commitments implicitly encoded in the substandard 2). On the one 
hand, I tentatively inferred that the writer purposes, as [V2], [to specify] a new 
dimension, in 2), of the significance (I.e., underlying meaning and importance) of 
systematic errors, which he begins to satisfy only from page 22 on, that is, from 
16) up to 30) in the transcription, only three and a half pages further down 
sentence 2). On the other hand, I inferentially notice that the writer purposes, as 
[V1], [to discuss or introduce or consider] some theoretical data in teaching 
methodology, linguistics and psychology, seemingly from 3) up to 15). Admittedly, 
in the [V1] ~ [D1] overlap the writer hangs illustratively on theoretical issues, 
multifarious linguistic formulations, as bases for the [V2] ~ [D2] overlap grouping of 
assertions. In fact, [V1] ~ [D1] prefaces [V2] ~ [D2].
DOES THE [D1] PART CAUSE DERAILMENT IN THE READING OF THE 
[D2] PART? Aside from the importance of every information lectured on in [D1], 
the writer's 'unformed' prediction, under which [D1] would subsume, intervenes to ( 
derail the reading process in the [D2] part which seems to be cut off, or hanging 
loosely, from the [D1] part. Both parts seem to structure the seemingly 'twofold 
unity* of text C. WHAT TWOFOLD RHETORICAL UNITY OF TEXT? The unity
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made up of two commitments, namely, [To discuss or consider or introduce some 
theory] and [to specify a new dimension], implied in the contingently amalgamated 
structure of prediction, in 2). The first, for example, being seemingly the [V1] ~ [D1] 
prerequisite introductory grouping to the [V2] ~ [D2] forthcoming grouping. In the 
[D1] part, inferentially, the writer [discusses or introduces or considers] some 
theoretical contribution^s} in 3), from linguistics and psychology in 2), 5), and 
methodology in 4), to language teaching and language learning, such as: the 
contrastive study, the inventory of the areas of difficulty in 3), the change of focus 
from teaching to learning In 6), the differences between acquiring the mother 
tongue and learning (...) a second language in 7), the behaviourist hypothesis in
8). In the [D2] part, apparently grown from the previous [D1] discussion, the writer 
specifies the significance of the learners' systematic errors to the construction 
rules in 17), by reducing the language to a (...) system in 18), in his [or her] 
transitional competence in 24), made up of input as syllabus in 19, or intake in 20), 
to the built-in syllabus in 21), to teacher{-s} in 28), researchers} in 29), and to 
leamer{-s} in 30) whose strategies are different. WHAT CONTINGENT 
AMALGAMATED STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION DOES THE READER 
IDENTIFY AS INHERENT IN THE SUBSTANDARD 2), CREATED FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF NOW AS A TRANSITIONAL CONJUNCTIVE DEVICE? At a 
guess and at my cost, the implicit amalgamated [V1-V2] Advance Labelling 
structure of prediction, which may be global to nurture the content scheme of text 
C, and to dispense with the guesswork. WHICH TWO AMALGAMATED LABELS 
OF PROSPECTIVE DISCOURSE ACT CAN DISPENSE WITH THE 
GUESSWORK? Any standard prospective discourse acts, which I safely expected 
the writer to provide at the outset to his own discourse, and by which I could 
recognize 'promptly' both the writer's local roles encoded in cataphoric/anaphoric 
cotexts of discourse and the global relations. WHICH EXPLICIT ACTS AS
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SURFACE REGULATIVE SIGNALS OF PREDICTION ARE ENCODED IN THE 
PRESENT READER'S CONTINGENT AMALGAMATED ADVANCE LABELLING 
STRUCTURE? The signalled act [to consider theoretical data in ...] for the [V1] 
member, and the act [to specify the importance of systematic errors in ...] for the 
[V2] member. WHAT IS THE TENTATIVE AMALGAMATED ADVANCE 
LABELLING STRUCTURE ARISEN OUT OF THE SUBSTANDARD 2), 
SUPPORTED BY THE TRANSITIONAL NOWM 16), IN WHICH THE PRESENT 
READER EXTRAPOLATIVELY IDENTIFY THE WRITER'S MISSING 
COMMITMENTS? At a guess and at my cost, [We will consider, first, some 
theoretical contributions In teaching methodology, linguistics and psychology, as 
bases for us to specify, secondly, the underlying importance of systematic errors in 
first and second language learning]. This is the first interpretation. I will next 
develop the second, and provide the illustrative text with ad hoc changes.
THE SECOND INTERPRETATION: [VI] ~ [D1]
(REPORTED PROPOSITIONS AND NON-REBUTTAL EVALUATION)
(1:19) - The Significance of Learner's Errors". (...) (V1J (2:19) It is of course true that the 
application of linguistic and psychological theory to the study of language teaming added a new 
dimension to the discussion of errors; (...). (3:19) The major contribution of the linguist to 
language teaching was (...) contrastive study of the systems of the second language and the 
mother tongue of the learner; out of this would come an inventory of the areas of difficulty which 
(...). (...) (4:20) - In the field of methodology there have been two schools of thought in respect of 
learner's errors. (...). (5:20) - Both linguistics and psychology are in (...) 'flux and agitation' (...). 
(...) (6:20) One effect has been (...) the emphasis (...) from (...) teaching towards (...) learning. 
(...) (7:20) This has (...) led to (...) the question whether there are any parallels between (...) 
acquiring the mother tongue and the learning of a second language. (...) (8:21) - (...) the most 
widespread hypothesis about how language are learned, which I have called behaviourist, is 
assumed to apply in both circumstances. (9:21) These hypotheses (...). (10:21) If (...) these 
hypotheses (...) are being questioned (...), it would seem reasonable to see how far they might 
also apply to the learning of a second language. (11:21) - Within this new context the study of 
errors takes on a new importance and will I believe contribute to a verification or rejection of the 
new hypothesis. (12:21) - This hypothesis states that (...). (...) (13:21) - The application of this 
hypothesis to second language (earning is not new and (...). (...) (14:22) - The principal feature 
that then differentiates the two operations is the presence or absence of motivation. (...) (15:22) 
- 1 propose therefore as a working hypothesis that (...).
(...) [D1] (16:22) - We can now return to the consideration of errors made by learners. (...) 
(17:23) - (...) the best evidence that a child possesses construction rules is the occurrence of 
systematic errors (...). (...) (18:23) (...) by reducing the language to a simpler system than it is 
(...). (19:23) - (...) it would be wise to introduce a qualification here about the control of input
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(which (...) we call the syllabus). (...) (20:23) (...) or more properly his intake. (...) (21:24) - (...) 
his built-in sySabus (...). (...) (22:24) - The opposition between systematic and non-systematic 
errors is important. (...) (23:25) The errors of performance will (...) be unsystematic and the 
errors of competence, systematic. (...) (24:25) (...) errors of performance as mistakes, reserving 
(...) error to refer to the systematic errors of the learner from which we are abte to reconstruct 
(...) his transitional competence.
(25:25) - Mistakes are of no significance to the process of language learning. (...) (26:25) - A 
learner’s errors (...). (27:25) (...) are significant in three different ways. (28:25) First to the 
teacher (...). (29:25) Second, (...) to the researcher (...). (30:25) Thirdly (and in a sense this is 
their most important aspect) they are indispensable to the learner himself, because (...).
HOW ABOUT NOW AS A RESULTIVE CONJUNCTIVE ROLE IN THE
SECOND INTERPRETATION? In this lexical inference, the resultive now tends to
cue a 'conclusion' in a result-based [D1] cotext of scientific formulations ranging
from 16) up to 24) as a basis for further inference ranging from 25) to 30). As
such, now taken as a resultive conjunct guided the process of my second reading
and thus of my second tentative interpretation for text framing. Contingently, the
regulative now in 16) can signal the [D1] evaluative member of the [V1] Reporting
structure of prediction framed out of the substandard 2). The [V1] Reporting
structure, which I venture to consider in the second interpretation, is likely to range
from the 3) up to the 15) as labelled in the transcription. The [D1] member can be
the textualization of the secularized discussion of systematic errors given further
down as a positive evaluation. The positive evaluation is elicited by the affirmative
factive verb added prefacing the unspecific complement new dimension in 2). The
verb introduces the foregoing lengthy [V1] theoretical information. The writer traces
the [D1] present evaluative formulations from the past (V1] report. More
specifically, now can play the role of a resultive conjunct to connect the [D1]
present considerations of systematic errors as a positive derivative to the foregoing
section of [V1] methodological, linguistic and psychological contributions. WHAT IS
THE SECOND TENTATIVE PARAPHRASE ARISEN OUT OF THE
SUBSTANDARD 2), CREATED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE
RESULTIVE NOW IN 16) AS THE CONTINGENT STANDARD REPORTING
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STRUCTURE? At a guess and at my cost, [Those who know methodological, 
linguistic and psychological theories assert that they account for the significance of 
the learner's systematic errors to learners, teachers and researchers.] The word 
significance is present In the title. The word systematic referring to errors is central 
to the textual theme of the text in accordance with sentence 25), which attests 
unsystematic errors to be of no significance to the process of language learning.
Text C was apparently built around the pseudo rhetorically organized 
prediction in 2), which produced under-signalling, and around the misleading now in 
16), which evinced mis-signalling. Sentence 2) and now were here considered as 
cut-off interrelated circumstances. The eventual missing of a formed global 
forestructure did not facilitate the reader's prompt integration of formulations 
imparted in the text into a cohesive and coherent whole for text framing. The writer, 
in fact, does not attend to the rhetorical organization of the text by cueing 
ambiguously the reader in what the writer entertained to do In the first part, and in 
how many parts he means to organize his discourse. Thus conceived, I viewed 
sentence 2) as a potential prediction for the rhetorical plan of text C. The under­
signalling and mis-signalling were detrimental to the reading process and text 
frame production.
D(Bolinger 1980:125-137)
The subject-matter treated in Boiinger's chapter is the type of specific 
language required by choice of field typified as jargon. In the three groupings of 
formulations, attention is differently centered on many aspects of jargon, in the first 
grouping, attention is centered on classing jargon as a sociolet, and illustrating its 
styles in science, linguistics, chemical company, educational establishment, etc.; 
in the second, on listing ingredients that define it as pseudo-scientific basic words 
or compounds with syntax, and semantic traits as elevated, ameliorative, and
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euphemistic; in the third, on reporting some of the local and federal recorded 
objections to its use. On the bases of the background Information a positive and 
negative evaluation of jargon and Jargoneers closes the chapter.
Confronted with circumstanced undercues and miscues in textual directions, I 
can say that parts of text D are rhetorically inept, and that the global rhetorical 
scheme of prediction is hidden. As such, the text does not signal unambiguously 
the writer's predictive and predicted commitments. Like the three previous texts, 
text D fails to venture cooperation with the present decoder's prompt 
comprehension of the linguistic events for text framing.
Aiming at interaction with text 0, I tried to translate my expectations into the 
following questions about, and inferences from, the content relations, on the basis 
of the actual resources of tie text partly devoid of standard rhetorical mechanics. 
DOES THE ADDRESSOR USE PREDICTIVE SIGNALS THAT EXPLICITLY 
CONFIRM HIS COMMITMENTS TO THE OCCURRENCE OF SUCCESSIVE 
LINGUISTIC EVENTS IN THE GROUPINGS OF TEXT D? Not for all of his 
seemingly seven commitments in the seemingly three groupings, unless otherwise 
intended. WHY NOT FOR ALL THE SEEMINGLY SEVEN COMMITMENTS IN 
THE SEEMINGLY THREE GROUPINGS? Because, among the following seven 
seeming commitments In the following three different groupings, mis-signalling and 
under-signalling as circumstances are detrimental to most of the commitments in 
the text, and thus to its rhetorical organization.
1st Grouping [V1-V21 ~(D1)~ (D2) [V1] {To class jargon]
(D1) in 6): SOCIOLET
[V2] {To illustrate styles of /argon)
(D2i) in 9): science
(D2ii) in 10): sacred institution
(D2iii) in 11): Bnguistics
(D2iv) in 12): chemical company
(D2v) in 13): radio talk show
(D2\ri) in 14): educational estabBshment, etc.
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2nd Grouping (V3) ~ (D3), (D3iv): [V4J ~ (D4) JV3) from 15) - 17), 25): [To define jargon by 
means of five to&ecBents or Qualities or features]
(D3i) in 18): first, pseudoscientific basic words
(D3ii) in 19): after, compounds
(D3iii) in 20): Third, syntax of phrases
(D3iv): IV4] in 25): SEMANTIC
(D3v) in 30): non impressiveness
(V4) in 25): [To explain the three semantic traits 
of jargon, namely, elevated, ameSorative, and 
euphemistic]
(D4I) in 27): The first, letevatedl
(D4ii) in 27): the second, [ameiiorativel
(D4iii)
3rd Grouping (V5)~(D5):(V6); (V7) (V5) in 31): (Someone recorded federal and local 
objections to jargon and those go back a long 
way]
(D5) (V6) in 40): [Can any good be said of 
jargoni?]
(D6i) in 41): Evaluation: agreement to use or 
disagreement to objections
(D61i) in 44): Evaluation: disagreement to use or 
agreement to objections
(V7) in 40): Having battered jargon for aB these 
pages
The first and second amalgamated commitments, in the first grouping, are
rhetorically under-signalled. The third commitment, in the second grouping, is 
implicitly and explicitly signalled, and introduces mis-signalling under the implicit 
fourth commitment as an embedding patterning. The fifth commitment, in the third 
grouping, is explicitly signalled and supplemented by the sixth commitment, which 
is substandardly signalled and prefaced by a seventh commitment that is mis- 
signalled. The first grouping from the groupings and commitments referred to and 
illustrated above will be treated first, as follows.
THE FIRST GROUPING: [V1-V2] ~ (D1) ~ (D2)
(TO CLASS JARGON AND ILLUSTRATE AREAS, SOCIOLET CLASS,
ILLUSTRATIVE AREAS)
[V1-V2] - (2:125) When the US Department of State appointed a Consumer Affairs Coordinator 
to look after the Department's interests in what has come to be called consumerism, it fell to (...) 
Lawrence Eagleburger, to draw up a description for the job. (...) (3:125) - Next to Why cant 
Johnny read (or write)?, the most-debated question of language today is Why can’t officials use 
plain language? (...) (4:125) - (...) Johnny’s ineptitudes are transformed. (5:125-126) The more 
Johnnies there are (. .)> the more their altered language becomes a badge of their class. (D1i)
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(6:126) Jargon takes on the function of a SOCIOLET. [sic] (...) (7:126) - (...) it is easy to find 
unofficial styles that share the sources of jargon as well as some of its purposes. (8:126) Take 
the language-for-sociability (...) called ’phatic communion'. (...) (D2i) (9:126) - For jargon, 
science is both source and motive. (...) (D2ii) (10:129) - Jargon spares no institution, not even 
the sacred ones (...). (D2iii) (11:129) - (...) linguistics (...). (D2iv) (12:129) (...) a chemical 
company (...). (D2v) (13:129) (...) a radio talk show (...). (D2vi) (...) (14:130) (...) jargon is firmly 
established on both sides of the Atlantic, with roots deep in the educational establishment (...).
HOW UNDER-SIGNALLED ARE THE FIRST AND THE SECOND
COMMITMENTS? The addressor does not seem to advance any explicit local
prediction to organize rhetorically the first grouping of formulations, or an explicit
global prediction to encapsulate the six-and-a-half pages of groupings of
multifarious formulations. Actually, the present addressee processed the
introductory grouping insecurely, that is, without any rhetorical instruction either as
to the pair pattern adopted to organize the first part, ranging from 2) up to 14) as in
the transcription, or as to the relationship intended between a first part and
incoming parts of the chapter. After backtracking over the linguistic object as a
whole, I qualify the first grouping, the [V1-V2] commitments that I had to infer from
(D1) and (D2), as under-signalled and not coherent. IS THE FIRST GROUPING
SIGNALLED IN A NONSTANDARD WAY? Inferential ,^ yes. WHAT
NONSTANDARD WAY? The upper-case lettered word SOCIOLET, in 6), used in
the linguistic context (or content itself) covering jargon as a medium of status in
many areas. WHAT [V1-V2] AMALGAMATED COMMITMENTS DOES THE
PRESENT READER INFER FROM THE NONSTANDARD WAY? The rhetorical
failure of the passage notwithstanding, I infer that ttie encoder purposes [to class
and illustrate jargon], respectively. WHICH TENTATIVE PREDICTION DOES THE
READER IDENTIFY AS SUITABLE TO THE INFERRED [V1-V2] TO ORGANIZE
THE FIRST GROUPING OF TEXT D? At a guess, an amalgamated Advance
Labelling structure of prediction. WHAT [V1] AND [V2] MEMBERS OF ADVANCE
LABELLING STRUCTURE DOES MY COMMON SENSE LEAD ME TO
ANTICIPATE IN FACE OF THE UNDER-SIGNALLED FIRST GROUPING? At a
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guess, the [V1] member is [First and foremost, i will class jargon] amalgamated 
with the [V2] member [and illustrate styles of jargon], WHAT ARE THE (D1) AND 
(D2) SUBSUMED INTO THE AMALGAMATED PREDICTIVE MEMBER? The 
(D1) member in the linear text classes jargon as a SOCIOLET, the (D1i) in 6), and 
the (D2) proceeds [to illustrate its styles in different areas, such as: one, science as 
the (D2i) in 9); two, a sacred institution as the (D2ii) in 10); three, linguistics as the 
(D2iii) in 11); four, a chemical company as the (D2iv) in 12); five, a radio talk show 
as the (D2v) in 13); six, an educational establishment as the (D2vi) in 14), etc.
WHICH SURFACE SIGNALS DOES THE PRESENT ADDRESSEE PUT IN 
THE AMALGAMATED ADVANCE LABELLING STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION 
TO VENTURE CO-OPERATION WITH COMPREHENSION IN THE [V1-V2] ~ 
(D1) ~ (D2) GROUPING? Appropriately, the two predictive discourse acts [class] 
and [illustrate], and the enumerative conjuncts as [one], [two], [three], etc., to 
nurture rhetorically the predicted linear text regarding jargon as a sociolet in many 
areas. WHICH ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE SEEMS TO MARK EXPLICITLY 
THE TERMINATING LINE BETWEEN THE UNSIGNALLED FIRST GROUPING, 
AND THE IMPLICITLY AND EXPLICITLY SIGNALLED SECOND GROUPING, 
OF FORMULATIONS, IN TEXT D? Sentence 15): jargon is complex and hard to 
defim. ON WHAT ACCOUNT DO I IDENTIFY 15) AS THE BOUNDARY LINE? 
The orthographic sentence 15) seems to me to encode an implicit predictive 
discourse act that subsumes an explicit predicted member, namely, [V3] ~ (D3), to 
be referred to below.
THE SECOND GROUPING: [V3] ~ (D3), (D3lv) : [V4] ~ (D4)
(TO DEFINE JARGON, DEFINING INGREDIENTS, TO EXPLAIN
SEMANTIC TRAITS, EXPLANATION)
[V3J (...) (15:130) - (...) jargon is complex and hard to define. (16:130) Pure jargon would have to 
be a condensation of only those ingredients shared by no other style (...). (17:130) - But take 
certain qualities (...), and you get a (...) solid approximation of the undenatured [sicj thing: [sic]
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(D3i) (18:130) - First, basic words - pseudo-scientific (...). (...) (D3ii) (19:130) - After basic 
words come the compounds. (...) (D3iii) (20:130) - Third, the syntax of phrases. (...) (21:131) - 
Verb phrases are like noun phrases except that the lightweight is an empty verb instead of an 
empty noun. (...) (22:131) - Many phrases are hard to classify (...). (...) (23:132) - As for the 
syntax of jargon, it predictably circumnavigates. (...) (24:132) (...) jargon discovers a dozen ways 
of beating around the bush - for whatever reason: self-importance, obfuscation, ineptitude. (...) 
(D3iv) IV4) (25:132) - The most consistent feature of jargon is SEMANTIC, (sic] (26:132) It is 
elevated, ameliorative, euphemistic (...). (...) (D4i) (27:132) The first purpose is served by 
avoiding the unpleasant, (D4II) and the second by sounding weighty. (...) (28:133) - There is 
always some obstacle to penetrating the essential meaning of a piece of jargon. (...) (29:133) 
(...) the conjuring of something out of nothing can be done with (...) woolly abstractions (...). 
(D3v) (30:133) - It lacks the ingredient of impressiveness. (...)
WHICH PREDICTION IS IMPLICITLY SIGNALLED IN THE SECOND 
GROUPING OF PAIR PATTERN? An inferred, contingent commitment, the [V3] 
member, in 15). WHAT [V3] COMMITMENT DOES THE ADDRESSOR 
IMPLICITLY SIGNAL IN 15)? [Deffn{-lng} jargon] coming from jargon is complex 
and hard to define in 15). WHAT IS EXPLICITLY SIGNALLED IN THE PAIR 
PATTERN? The (D3) member, which is the definition of jargon. WHAT 
STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION DOES THE ADDRESSOR TRY TO 
CONSTRUCT FOR THE [V3] MEMBER IN THE SECOND GROUPING? An 
Advance Labelling structure of prediction. WHAT ARE THE IMPLICIT V3, AND 
THE EXPLICIT D3 MEMBERS INTENDED FOR THE SECOND GROUPING? 
Paraphrastically, the [V3] member Is [Thirdly, I will define jargon by means of five 
ingredients (In 16) and 30)) or qualities (in 17)) or feature{-s} (in 25)), as follows:], 
and the (D3) member, in the linear text, comprises the five ingredients, or qualities, 
or feature^s} defining jargon, namely, first, the pseudo-scientific basic words as 
the (D3i) in 18); after, the compounds as the (D3II) in 19); [t]hird, the syntax of 
phrases as the (D3iii) in 20)); fourth, the SEMANTIC [sic] as the (D3iv) in 25), and 
after, the non impressiveness as the (D3v) in 30). HOW DOES THE [V3] ~ (D3) 
PAIR PATTERN INTRODUCE MIS-SIGNALLING IN THE EMBEDDING 
PATTERNING? Through one of its five (D3) members: the (D3iv). The (D3iv) acts 
as the predictive member of a new pair pattern, the Implicit V4 in 25), and the 
explicit D4 that in turn is mis-signalled. Put differently, the (D3) member
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encompasses (D3iv), which is the fourth defining Ingredient of jargon: SEMANTIC, 
25). The (D3iv) ingredient, in turn, introduces the embedding pair pattern [V4] in 
25) - 26): The most consistent feature of jargon is SEMANTIC. It is elevated, 
ameliorative, euphemistic, and (D4) In 27), which only treats elevated and 
ameliorative. Similarly to the structure of the [V3] and (D3) pair pattern, the [V4] ~ 
(D4) embedding pattern belongs Implicitly to an Advance Labelling structure. In the 
[V4] member, the addressor supposedly purposes [to explain the three semantic 
traits of jargon, namely, elevated, ameliorative, and euphemistic], in 26), as (D4I), 
(D4II), and (D411I), respectively. On examination, however, it becomes clear that 
from the three traits, which are purpose{-b\M} as in 27), only the first two are 
Introduced prospectively by such sequencing signals as The first and the second in 
27), and explained accordingly. As regarding the predictive third trait, the 
misleading euphemistic, cataphoric explanation does not seem to be provided in 
the grouping. As such, mis-signalling is a new circumstance present in text D. 
WHAT ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE SEEMS TO MARK THE TERMINATING 
LINE BETWEEN THE SECOND [V3] ~ (D3), (D3iv) : [V4j ~ (D4) GROUPING 
AND THE THIRD FORTHCOMING GROUPING OF FORMULATIONS? Sentence
31), which is recorded objections to Jargon go back a long way. WHY DO I 
IDENTIFY 31) AS THE BOUNDARY LINE? Sentence 31) introduces explicitly the 
prediction V5 for the third grouping as examined below.
THE THIRD GROUPING: (V5) ~ (D5): (V6); (V7)
(V5) (31:133) - No one has compiled a history of Jargon, but recorded objections to it go back a 
long way. (...) (32:134) - Reaction was inevitable, and it has taken two forms: an effort to 
reeducate, and an attack on deliberate unctartty. (33:134) Industry and government are 
concerned about (...). (...) (34:134) President Carter (...) that Federal regulations (...). (...) 
(35:134) - Some local governments too (...). (36:134) - Conspicuous by their absence among 
these experts are the professional linguists. (...) (37:135) - (...) a diplomat (...). (38:135) - Here, 
perhaps, jargon has its place (...). (...) (39:136) - (...) false notions of refinement (...).
(V7) (40:136) - Having battered jargon for all these pages, (D5) (V6) is there any good we can 
say of it? (...) (D6i) (41:136) Perhaps (...) it is part of the exuberance of language (...). (...) 
(42:136) Jargon is an ABUSE [sic] of terms whose main fault Is that some of them tempt us to 
abuse them. (...) (43:136) Old vices are accepted, new ones viewed with horror (...). (...) (D6ii)
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(44:136) - (...) it would neither be good nor possible to ABOLISH [sic] the special ways of talking
and writing that serve (...). (46:137) (...) as a barrier of social class. (...)
HOW EXPLICITLY IS THE THIRD GROUPING SIGNALLED? The (V5) 
member is framed in a way that explicitly signals the addresser's detachment from 
his text. I qualify the (V5) member as a Reporting structure. Ostensibly, the 
addressor purposes 'to report propositions so as to evaluate' them cataphorically, 
in the (D5) member. WHAT IS THE (V5) AND THE (D5) MEMBERS IN THE 
ORGANIZED PAIR PATTERN OF REPORTING? Paraphrastically, the (V5) 
member is [Someone recorded federal and local objections to jargon and those go 
back a long way], In 31), 34) and 35). Inferentially, the (D5) member of evaluation 
turned into the substandard (V6) in 40) covers the prospective passage ranging 
from 40) on. WHICH ARE THE OVERT SIGNALS IN THE (V5) REPORTING 
STRUCTURE? The writer's detachment in attributing the factive act of recording} 
objections to 'someone' (which I deduce from no one (...), but in the matrix clause), 
the phrasal verb go back embedded in the past time adjunct a long way, all in 
sentence 31), the non-rebuttal after the factive verb, and the encoder's prospective 
evaluation in the linear text, which includes his agreement with the reported 
illustrations. WHY DOES (D5) TURN INTO (V6) IN 40)? The (D5) evaluation is 
introduced in a new prediction. The new prediction is the substandard (V6) 
prefaced by the misleading (V7) commitment. In the (D6) cotext, the addressor 
evaluates the recorded objections to jargon from whose use he dissents.
WHAT STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION DOES THE PRESENT 
ADDRESSEE PURSUE IN (V6)? An explicit Question structure of prediction, in 
40). WHICH IS THE QUESTION STRUCTURE 40) AS THE EXPLICIT V6 
COMMITMENT? The (V6) commitment, which is marked by the one only 
interrogative sentence at section level, is: Is there any good we can say of it? 
WHAT IS THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT PROVES (V6) TO BE 
SUBSTANDARDLY SIGNALLED? The so-called ’editorial we'. HOW
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SUBSTANDARDLY IS (V6) SIGNALLED IN THE QUESTION STRUCTURE? The 
addressor tails to detach himself from the situational context by inserting in the 
Question structure the inclusive first person plural we. The pronoun does not seem 
to be the so-called 'rhetorical we' (to Imply collective sense) or the so-called 
'condescending we' (not to claim authority in the situational context) but the so- 
called 'editorial we' (to avoid the egotistical T) (Quirk et at., op. cit.: 350). The 
addressor declares his involvement in the state of knowledge of the use of jargon. 
WHAT TENTATIVE QUESTION STRUCTURE DOES THE ADDRESSEE 
PRODUCE OUT OF THE SUBSTANDARD (V6)? Paraphrastically, [V6] is [Can 
any good be said of jargon?], whereby the writer both detaches from his serious 
discursive writing and predicts evaluation in the adjacent prospective member. 
WHAT IS THE (D6) MEMBER OF THE AMENDED V6 QUESTION 
STRUCTURE? The (V6) is the addresser's evaluative response, which is a mixture 
of agreement as the (D6i), ranging from 41) to 43), and disagreement as the (D6II), 
ranging from 44) to 45).
WHAT IS THE MIS-SIGNALLED (V7) PREFACING THE (V6) MEMBER IN 
THE THIRD GROUPING? Having battered as in the mls-signalled explicit 
prediction Having battered jargon for all these pages, encoded in the introductory 
part of 40). WHY IS THE (V7) MIS-SIGNALLED? Because the labelled act Having 
battered, which the addressor decides tardily to make clear, is not in agreement 
with the hidden rhetorical scheme of all of these foregoing eleven-and-a-half pages 
of the linguistic material. Appropriately, battering jargon implies evaluating jargon in 
violent contrast. However, the battering (or evaluating) of jargon is only 'one' of the 
seemingly six predictive commitments found in the cotexts of text D, namely, [to 
class jargon, to illustrate jargon, to define jargon, to explain its semantic traits, to 
report objections, and to evaluate It]; the battering (or evaluating) of jargon is to be 
derived from the cataphoric groupings of facts as the retrospective bases for the
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prospective battering (or the evaluation); the battering is non predictive due to its 
arbitrary lateness or tardiness in the writing; the battering (or evaluating) alone does 
not confirm the present reader's expectations as to a global rhetorically organized 
prediction, and as such may effect differing interpretations; the battering (or 
evaluating) is a misleading label that does not hint inclusiveness, or better, it does 
not cover the previous acts altogether present in the rhetorical scheme of the text 
as implied. For all that, therefore, the commitment Having battered prefacing (V6) 
is mis-signalled, miscued, conflicting, misleading, that is, ineptly signalled. 
Admittedly, I dismiss Having battered as highly detrimental to the text, and to the 
reconstruction of the hidden rhetorical scheme of text D. It may be left out in the 
rhetorical scheme of text D without further damage. WHY HIDDEN? The scheme 
is hidden because it has to be forcefully inferred by the present addressee as 
shown in the first, second, and third groupings, sketched above. In opposition to the 
actual labelled act Having battered as the global rhetorically organized prediction 
of text D, the addressee infers from the implicit and explicit textual directions that 
text D has an underlying threefold rhetorically organized scheme of prediction 
encompassing six commitments. WHICH IS THE GLOBAL IMPLICIT 
RHETORICALLY ORGANIZED SCHEMA OF PREDICTION TO SUPPORT 
TEXT D? Infererttially, [In this chapter, we purpose to evaluate jargon (as the (V6)) 
after, first classing it (as the [V1]), second illustrating It (as the [V2]), third listing its 
five defining ingredients (as the [V3]), fourth explaining its three semantic traits (as 
the [V4]), and finally reporting some recorded objections to its use (as the (V5))]. 
The rhetorically organized scheme (as inferred above) is in a mismatch with the 
"message" and "metamessage" (Enkvist 1990:15) in the substandard signalling as 
SOCIOLET, SEMANTIC, ABUSE, and ABOLISH, highlighted in the following 
illustrative transcription.
SOCIOLET, SEMANTIC, ABUSE, ABOLISH
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(6:126) Jargon takes on the function of a SOCIOLET. (...) (18:130) - First, basic words - 
pseudo-scientific (...). (...) (23:132) - As for the syntax of jargon (...). (24:132) (...) jargon 
discovers a dozen ways of beating around the bush - for whatever reason: setf-importance, 
obfuscation, ineptitude. (...) (25:132) - The most consistent feature of jargon is SEMANTIC. (...) 
(28:133) - There is always some obstacle to penetrating the essential meaning of a piece of 
jargon. (...) (29:133) (...) the conjuring of something out of nothing can be done with (...) woolly 
abstractions (...). (...) (31:133) - No one has compiled a history of jargon, but recorded 
objections to it go back a long way. (...) (39:136) - (...) false notions of refinement (...). (42:136) - 
Jargon is an ABUSE of terms whose main fault is that some of them tempt us to abuse them. 
(...) (44:136) - (...) it would neither be good nor possible to ABOLISH the special ways of talking 
and writing (...). (...) (45:137) - (...) as a barrier of social class.
ARE THE NONSTANDARD SIGNALS SOCIOLET IN 6), SEMANTIC IN 25), 
ABUSE IN 42), AND ABOLISH IN 44), RHETORICALLY REGULATIVE? Despite 
the semantic content and coherence inherent in the condensation of the four 
capitalized items, among which the addressor inexplicably overlooks syntax in 23), 
as in the present reader's created meaning: [Jargon is a sociolet whose semantic{- 
s} persuades people to abuse it rather than abolish it], they are unnecessary. 
Inferentially, the four items are unnecessarily 'capitalized', that is, unnecessarily put 
in capitals to persuade but sophisticaily. The four items are suasive but misleading. 
They do not lead the present reader into the rhetorical organization of text D. They 
do not support the implicit rhetorical organization, and do not nurture the reader to 
create the linguistic configuration, of text D. Seemingly, SOCIOLET appears in, 
and is meant to characterize, the first grouping of formulations; SEMANTIC, the 
second grouping; ABUSE and ABOLISH together, the third. No capitalized item is 
rhetorically meant to focus the syntax of Jargon, otherwise misplaced. SOCIOLET, 
SEMANTIC, ABUSE and ABOLISH seem to me to be as unnecessary as the 
subtitle is incongruous and contradictory.
THE SUBTITLE
(1:125) - "Another Case in Point: The jargonauts and the not-so-gokten fleece". (...) (6:126) - 
Jargon takes on the function of a SOCIOLET. (...) (18:130) - First, basic words - pseudo­
scientific (...). (...) (23:132) - As for the syntax of jargon (...). (24:132) (...) jargon discovers a 
dozen ways of beating around the bush - for whatever reason: self-importance, obfuscation, 
ineptitude. (...) (25:132) - The most consistent feature of jargon is SEMANTIC. (...) (28:133) - 
There is always some obstacle to penetrating the essential meaning of a piece of jargon. (...) 
(29:133) (...) the conjuring of something out of nothing can be done with (...) wooHy abstractions 
(...). (...) (31:133) - No one has compiled a history of jargon, but recorded objections to it go
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back a long way. (...) (39:136) - (...) false notions of refinement (...). (42:136) - Jargon is an 
ABUSE of terms whose main fault is that some of them tempt us to abuse them. (...) (44:136) - 
(...) it would neither be good nor possible to ABOLISH the special ways of talking and writing 
(..). ( - )  (45:137) - (...) as a barrier of social class.
HOW INCONGRUOUS AND CONTRADICTORY IS THE SUBTITLE AS 
ACTUALLY COINED? Excepting the title introduced by the general ordinal Another 
case in point:, signalling that the writer is going to cover in Chapter 11 (as the 
general heading) the second topic from a list of three special topics in the book, the 
subtitle the jargonauts and the not-so-golden fleece is ostensibly as incongruous 
(not suitable) as contradictory (not compatible) in relation to the scope of the text. 
The actual subtitle seems incongruous with the breadth of concern held in text D 
against jargons. Seemingly, it was built on the basis of the following proportion: 
'Jargonauts* is to 'Argonauts' equals 'not-so-golden fleece' is to 'Golden Fleece*. 
The subtitle signals the reader to process content coherence through the reader's 
memory schemata of, and metaphorical interpretations firom, Greek mythology, 
and lexicology of English neologisms. Extrapolative inferences from the knowledge 
of the fictional old story of Jason's Argonautic expedition, and of the structure of 
English neologisms, establish coherence in the subtitle. Illustratively, indeed, the 
jargoneering compound Jargonauts is coined by the 'blending* of the 'new initial 
part* in 'pragmatic position' {Jargon-} with the 'end-part* of the thematic base' of 
'linguistic form' {-nauf} as from {Argo-}nauts. In consequence of the incongruity, the 
subtitle of the text is contradictory to what is happening around the text. One is not 
compatible with the other. In the formation of the subtitle there is, at least, one 
jargon, a pseudoscientific phrase, in 18), a barrier of social class, in 45), which 
the writer intends to have battered for all these pages, throughout text D. Put 
differently, the subtitle predicts that the writer is going to argue, in the cataphorically 
adjacent part of the text, over jargoneers and over the pursuit of jargon, which is a 
not-so-golden fleece. Indeed, he argues over jargon, thereby dissenting from its 
obfuscation in 24), its woolly abstractions in 29), its false notions of refinement in
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39), its use, to name but a few. The subtitle of text D, thus, contradictorily, is 
framed exactly on counterclaimed bases. CAN THE SUBTITLE IMPLY 
CONGRUENCE AND NONCONTRADICTION? Needless to say, no ostensible 
metalanguage is present in the text to justify the writer's elaboration of the 
jargoneering subtitle and thus eliminate ambiguity. Maybe the subtitle is 'an 
illustration of a jargonistic obstacle' used on purpose in the technical and scientific 
discourse, against which the writer argues by acknowledging that There is always 
some obstacle to penetrating the essential meaning of a piece of jargon in the 
technical and scientific discourse, in 28). Maybe the subtitle is a sort of "daring 
playfulness" (Quirk et al., op. cit.: 1985: 1583) in the technical and scientific 
discourse.
Tackling the data-driven problems, the adventitious circumstances that
i
encouraged the rise of misunderstanding, differing interpretations, and disruption of 
reading in text D, was time-consuming. The linguistic configuration sought to back 
the pedagogical text frame was not created evenly because the text is devoid of 
the suggested rhetorically organized, global or local metatexts that facilitate the 
reader's integration of the multifarious scientific formulations of the groupings into a 
coherent whole. The under-signalling and mis-signalling actually substantiate 
rhetorical ineptness in text D.
E (Widdowson 1979: 7-17)
The difficulties attendant on text E seem to be mainly caused by under­
signalled D members which are not unambiguously subsumed under overtly 
formed V members, and by mis-signalled V members. Coherence is not created 
‘unambiguously due to the absence of cohesive qualities in the predicted pair 
members and to the lack of compatibility with the present receiver's top-down 
predictions and the bottom-up information provided in the textual material. The
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data-driven undercueing qualifies parts of the text as rhetorically inept, and 
conditions conflicting interpretations. Thus, at times, text E does not enhance 
comprehension: the present reader's assumed l(nowledge and interpretative skill 
do not disambiguate the under-signalled D members ambiguously subsumed under 
the first three rhetorical relationships performed by the first three overtly formed 
amalgamations, namely, (V1-V2): I want to bring Into focus a number of problems 
(...) with the teaching of English as a second language (...), In scientific and 
technical education; (V3-V4): to provide some of the means by which they may be 
solved; (V5-V6): Let us begin with some obvious and general observations. In 
addition to under-signalling, miscueing may be found within the text. Two 
interpretations of the rhetorical organization of text E are a consequence of this 
situation.
THE FIRST INTERPRETATION 
(V1-V2) (V3-V4): [V9] ~ [D9], [V11] ~ [D11], [V12] ~ [D12]
(A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS, SOME OF THE MEANS, USAGE-USE, LANGUE-
PAROLE, COMPETENCE-PERFORMANCE)
1st interpretation: (V1-V2) : (V9| ~ (09], (V11] ~ (D11], (V12] ~ 
ID121
(V1) In 2): problems
(V2) in 2): a number of problems
(V9) in 14): the usage 
(grammatical function, 
signification) of language
CV1 1J in 18): tongue
JV12) in 24): notions of 
competence
(D12) in 25): First ofaS
?
(V3-V4) : (V9) « (D9J, (V11] ~ (D11], (V12] ~ 
(D12]
(V3) in 2): means
(V4) in 2): some of the means
(V9] in 14): the use 
(communicative function, value) of 
language
(V1 1 ]in 18): parafe
(V12] in 24): performance
(D12) in 25): First of at
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?
(V5-V6) : (V7) ~ (D7), (V8) ~ [D8], (V13) ~ 
[D13]: IV14} ~ [D14], [V16J ~ [D16]
(V5) in 5): obvious and genera/ 
observations
(V6) in 4): some obvious and 
general observations
(V7) in 5): First, what do we do?
(D7) in 6): developing skMs, 
correct sentences
[V8] In 10): what do we teach?
[D8] in 11): tongue
[V13] In 26): How can w» teach 
Vhe rules of use?
[D13] in 27): rhetoric
[V14] in 29): two ways in the 
rhetorical revival: speech act, 
speech function
(V16] in 31): othertm ways: 
conventions of use, context
(V15) ~ [D15] (V15) in 29): / should now Bke (...) 
to indicate (...) what relevance it 
might have for the preparation and 
presentation of teaching materials
(V15) in 35): Let me now indcate 
what bearing 1 think this has on 
the teaching ofEn&sh
|D15lin36)-38)
(V10) ~ |D10} (V10) in 16): / shaS return to this 
point later
[D10J?
In the first interpretation represented in the above figure, text D was divided 
into four groupings of formulations. Seemingly, the first grouping lists and labels a 
number of problems (...) with the teaching of English as second language in 
scientific and technical education, the second lists and labels some of the means 
by which [the problems] may be solved, and the third lists and deals with some 
obvious and general observations. The fourth grouping seems to be an evaluation.
In the next stretch of analysis, I will refer first to (V1-V2) and (V3-V4) pairs of 
prediction, which subsume [V9] ~ [D9], [V11] [D11], [V12] ~ [D12]. The first 
members, (V1-V2), approach a number o problems with the teaching of English as 
a second language. The second members, (V3-V4), refer to some of the means to 
solve the problems listed in the chapter as in the following illustrative excerpt.
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(V1-V2) (2:7) - (...) i want to bring into focus a number of problems (...) with the teaching of 
English as a second language (...), in scientific and technical education. (...)
(V3-V4) (3:7) (...) to provide some of the means by which they may be solved. (...)
(V9) (14:8) - There is an important distinction to be made, then, between the usage of language 
(...) and the use of language (...). (...) (09) (15:9) - (...) attention (...) to the grammatical rather 
than the communicative properties of the language (...) and the focus is on signification rather 
than value.
(V10) (16:9) I shall return to this point later. (...) (17:9) - 1 have been using the terms tongue and 
parole. (...)
(V11) (18:9) I want to question the validity of the distinction and its relevance to language 
teaching, and to suggest that the distinction (...) is misleading (...). (...) (D11) (19:9) - Lyons 
says (...). (...) (20:9) (...) by Hockett (...). (21:9) Householder provides (...). (22:10) The 
confusion (...). (...) (23:10) - (...) competence and performance.
(V12) (24:10) I want now to have a closer look at these notions (...). (D12) (25:11) - First of all, 
(...).
As a starting point, IN WHAT STRUCTURES OF PREDICTION DOES THE 
WRITER FRAME THE AMALGAMATED PREDICTIVE MEMBERS (V1-V2) AND 
(V3-V4)? Explicitly stated, two Advance Labelling structures (centered on problems 
and means) combined with an Enumeration structure (revealed by a number of, or 
some of the) altogether. WHICH SURFACE REGULATIVE SIGNALS OF 
PREDICTION DOES THE PRESENT RECEIVER IDENTIFY IN THE (V1-V2) 
AND (V3-V4) AS TWO PARTS OF ONE WHOLE? In the (V1) member of 
Advance Labelling: the prospective labelling of discourse act as the writer's explicit 
role, want to bring Into focus, and the sub-technical plural noun in the Enumerables 
class, problems. In the (V2) member of Enumeration: [to list] a number of as an 
inexact numeral qualifying problems, which reduces the writer's responsibility but 
does not dispense him with providing prospective sequencing signals of 
Enumeration as new information to the context. In the (V3): to provide means. In 
the (V4): some of the means. WHAT DO THE (V1-V2) PROBLEMS, [V3-V4) 
MEANS SEEM TO SUBSUME? In the first interpretation, they together seemingly 
subsume [D9], [D11] and [D12] of predictive Advance Labelling structures. 
Infererttially, [D9], [D11] and [D12] cover three problems with ESL teaching in 
scientific and technical education, namely, usage, langue, and competence, and
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three means to unravel the problems, namely, use, parole, and performance. Of 
the three, [D12] causes difficulties for me to construct a text frame because this 
member encompasses two and a half pages on the examination of the notions of 
competence and performance, a first notion only of which, however, Is introduced 
by the sequencing conjunct First of all. Explicitly outlining the remaining notions is 
time-consuming indeed.
In the next stretch of analysis, I will refer to (V5-V6) pair of prediction, which 
subsumes (V7), [V8], and [V13], whose [D13J is realized by [V14] and [V16]. The 
(V5) and (V6) amalgamated members refer to some obvious and general 
observations.
(V5-V6): (V7) ~ (D7), [V8] ~ [D8], [V13] ~ [D13]: [V14J ~ [D14J, [V16] ~ [D16] 
(SOME OBSERVATIONS, WHAT WE DO, WHAT WE TEACH, HOW WE 
TEACH USE, ONE WAY, OTHER WAYS)',
(V5-V6) (4:7) - Let us begin with some obvious and general observations.
(V7) (5:7) First: what do we imagine we are doing when we are teaching a language*? (D7) (6:7) 
We speak of developing skills, of making habitual the ability to compose correct sentences. (7:7) 
At the same time (...). (8:7) We take pains to ensure that language is presented initially in 
situations (...). (9:7-8) (...) to make the language meaningful (...).
(V8) (10:8) What precisely are we teaching? [D8] (11:8) (...) we are teaching the language 
system: tongue. (12:8) (...) realized in (...) parvb in our initial presentation (...). (13:8) (...) to 
exemplify tongue.
[V13] (26:13) - How do we set about teaching the rules of use? (...) [D13] (27:13) Traditionally, 
rhetoric (...) in much the same way as traditional grammar (...). (...) (28:13) (...) developments in 
linguistics (...) are moving towards a rhetorical revival.
(V14-V15) (29:13) I should now like to review one of these developments and to indicate (...) 
what relevance it might have for the preparation and presentation of teaching materials. (D14) 
(30:13) - From social anthropology (...) the speech function; and from linguistic philosophy (...) 
the speech act. (...)
[V16] (31.14) - What other ways are there of indicating what act a sentence counts (...)? (D16] 
(32:14) Certain linguistic features (...), (...) the context of utterance and the conventions of use 
(...). (...) (33:15) Just as one linguistic form may fulfil a variety of rhetorical functions, so one 
rhetorical function may be fulfilled by a variety of linguistic forms. (34:15-16) - There is, then, a 
good deal of progress being made in the description of rules of use and the characterization of 
different rhetorical acts.
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IN WHAT STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION IS THE AMALGAMATION (V5- 
V6) FRAMED? In an Advance Labelling structure amalgamated with an 
Enumeration structure. WHICH SURFACE REGULATIVE SIGNALS OF 
PREDICTION DOES THE PRESENT RECEIVER IDENTIFY IN THE (V5-V6) 
STRUCTURE? The discourse act Let us begin with some observations, which the 
writer values as obvious and general, in the (V5) Advance Labelling structure. Also, 
[to list] implicit in some as an inexact numeral that qualifies the sub-technical noun 
of the Enumerables class: observations, In the (V6) Enumeration structure. 
WHICH ARE THE [D5], [D6] MEMBERS REALIZED BY THE ENSUING LINEAR 
TEXT? The [D5], [D6] members are the under-signalled body of obvious and 
general observations. WHAT DOES THE [D5], [D6] BODY OF OBSERVATIONS 
SUBSUME? I extrapolatively infer that it subsumes three embedding pair patterns 
of Question structure of prediction, namely, (V7) ~ (D7) prefaced by First under 
observations, questioning about what teachers do; [V8] ~ [D8] questioning about 
what to teach; and [V13] ~ [D13] questioning about how to teach the rules of use. 
The [Dt3] member is supplemented by not only [V14] ~ [D14] approaching one 
way to leach the rules of use: rhetorical revival, but also [V16] ~ [D16] providing 
other ways: linguistic features, context, etc. WHY IS THE BODY OF 
OBSERVATIONS EXTRAPOLATIVELY INFERRED? Because the body is in lack 
of explicit cohesive enumerate conjuncts to point straightforwardly to each of the 
contingent three observations (V7), [V8] and [V13] subsumed by the 
amalgamation (V5-V6), the only exception being the First observation, that is, (V7). 
WHAT PROMPTS THE PRESENT ADDRESSEE TO EVALUATE 
INFERENTIALLY THE SUBSTANDARD (V 7), [V8], AND [V13] 
FORESTRUCTURES AS THREE D MEMBERS SUBSUMED UNDER, OR 
EMBEDDED IN, THE (V5-V6) MEMBER OF SOME OBVIOUS AND GENERAL 
OBSERVATIONS? So I evaluate 'inferentially* on account of the following three
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circumstances. The first, tie strong expectation set in my mind by the (V5-V6) 
member as to what obvious and general observations are to be treated 
prospectively, or specified by way of explicit signals. Under-signalled D 
observations, despite their being valued as obvious and general, are not found 
explicitly. Inferences counterbalance D under-signalling and, thus, minimize the 
frustrated expectation. The second, the overt grammatically describable link 
established by the enumerative conjunct First:, which prefaces what do we imagine 
we are doing when we are teaching a language'?, the first Question structure (V7) 
as a D of (V5-V6). The third, the propositional parallelism in which the three 
embedding Question structures of prediction, (V7): what do we imagine we are 
doing when we are teaching a language'?, [V8]: What precisely are we teaching?, 
[V13]: How do we set about teaching the rules of use?, in face of the three 
substandard metatexts, are seemingly arranged to join in the predicted cotext 
under (V5-V6). WHY ARE (V7), [V8] AND [V13] SUBSTANDARD OR FAULTY? 
Because of the writer's participant intervention as coded possibly in the inclusive 
rhetorical we, which is extraneous to the standard Question structure of prediction. 
Inferential, the writer is a language teacher and, thus, part of the teaching group. 
The inclusive we is used In a collective sense of the 'group of teachers' of 
language, of which he is a member. The extraneous interference in (V7), [V8] and 
[V13] cause the three propositions not to predict that the writer will declare his 
deferred state of knowledge. It does not signal authorial detachment as required 
(Tadros, op. crt.: 48 - 52). The three substandard Question structures will be 
covered below, the first of which is (V7).
<V7) ~ (D7)
(WHAT WE DO, CORRECT SENTENCES)
(V7) (5:7) First: what do we imagine we are doing when we are leaching a language'? (07) (6:7)
We speak of developing skills, of making habitual the ability to compose correct sentences. (7:7)
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At the same time (...). (8:7) We take pains to ensure that language is presented initially In 
situations (...). (9:7-8) (...) to make the language meaningful (...).
WHY IS (V7) THE ONLY EXCEPTION? Because (V7) is the only observation
in an embedding pair pattern of Question structure, explicitly introduced by a
cohesive enumeratlve conjunct, namely, First in 5). WHICH IS (V7) AS THE
FIRST OBVIOUS AND GENERAL OBSERVATION IN THE FIRST EMBEDDING
PAIR PATTERN OF QUESTION STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION? The encoder's
substandard prediction what do we imagine we are doing when we are teaching a
language'? in 5). WHICH IS (D7) EMBEDDING IN (V7)? The writer's involvement
in such statement of knowledge as We speak of developing skills, of making
habitual the ability to compose correct sentences, in 6), and of language (...)
presented initially in situations, in 8), to make it meaningful, in 9). [D7] Is followed
by [V8] and [V13] to be shown below.
JV8] ~ [D8], [V13] ~ [D13]
(WHAT WE TEACH, LANGUE, HOW TO TEACH USE, WAYS)[V8] (10:8) What precisely are we teaching? [D8] (11:8) (...) we are teaching the language 
system: tongue. (12:8) (...) realized in (...) parole in our initial presentation (...). (13:8) (...) to 
exemplify tongue.[V13] (26:13) - How do we set about teaching the rules of use? (...) [D13] (27:13) Traditionally, 
rhetoric (...) in much the same way as traditional grammar (...). (...) (28:13) (...) developments in 
linguistics (...) are moving towards a rhetorical revival.
WHICH ARE THE OTHER TWO CONTINGENT EMBEDDING PREDICTIVE 
MEMBERS OF QUESTION INTRODUCING THE REMAINING OBSERVATIONS 
SUBSUMED UNDER THE (V5-V6) AMALGAMATED PAIR? The faulty member 
[V8] is What precisely are we teaching? in 10), and the faulty member [V13J is 
How do we set about teaching the rules of use? in 26). WHAT IS THE 
EMBEDDING [D8] FOLLOWING STRAIGHTAWAY [V8] AS THE SECOND 
OBVIOUS AND GENERAL OBSERVATION? The statement that we are teaching 
the language system: langue (...) realized in (...) parole in our initial presentation 
(...) to exemplify langue, in 11), 12) and 13). HOW ABOUT THE EMBEDDING
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[D13] UNDER THE [V13] MEMBER AS THE THIRD OBVIOUS AND GENERAL 
OBSERVATION? At a guess and at my cost, the embedding [D13] observations 
are provided In [D14]: one way to teach rules o f use, namely, rhetorical revival, 
and In [D16]: other ways to teach rules of use, namely, linguistic features, context, 
etc. [D13] is developed as follows.
[D13]: [V14] ~ [D14], [V16] ~ [D16]
(WAYS, ONE WAY, OTHER WAYS)
[V13] (26:13) - Hew do we set about teaching the rules of use? (...) |D13] (27:13) Traditionally, 
rhetoric (...) in much the same way as traditional grammar (...). (...) (28:13) (...) developments in 
linguistics (...) are moving towards a rhetorical revival.
(V14) (29:13) I should now tike to review one of these developments and [-V15] to indicate (...) 
what relevance it might have for the preparation and presentation of teaching materiais. [D14] 
(30:13) - From social anthropology (...) the speech function; and from linguistic philosophy (...) 
the speech act. (...)
(V16) (31:14) - What other ways are there of indicating what act a sentence counts (...)? [D16] 
(32:14) Certain linguistic features (...), (...) the context of utterance and the conventions of use 
(...). (...) (33:15) Just as one linguistic form may fulfil a variety of rhetorical functions, so one 
rhetorical function may be fulfilled by a variety of linguistic forms. (34:15-16) - There is, then, a 
good deal of progress being made in the description of rules of use and the characterization of 
different rhetorical acts.
(V15) (35:16) - Let me now indicate what bearing I think this has on the teaching of English, and 
in particular on English for science and technology. (...) (D15) (36:16) Teaching rhetorical acts 
(...) involves the teaching of different linguistic elements and vocabulary items, which are taught 
meaningfully because they are given a definite communicative import. (...) 37:16) (...) basing the 
preparation of teaching materials (...) on the rhetorical units of communication (...). (...) (38:16) - 
Scientific discourse can be seen as a set of rhetorical acts (...), but the manner in which these 
acts are related (...) and (...) linguistically realized may be restricted by accepted convention.
WHICH ARE THE [V14] AND [V16] MEMBERS CONTINGENTLY
SUBSUMED UNDER [V13]? The [V14] member in 29) is I should now like to
review one of these developments explicitly amalgamated with the recursive [V15]
in 29), which is to indicate (...) what relevance it [speech act or speech function]
might have for the preparation and presentation of teaching materials (to be
explained later). The [V16] member Is What other ways are there of indicating
what act a sentence counts (...)?, in 31). WHAT PROMPTS THE READER TO
CONSIDER [V13] ~ [D13] LINKED BOTH TO [V14] ~ [D14] AND [V16] ~ [D16]?
Inferentially, the cue other ways appearing in [V16] linked to How appearing in
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[V13], The linking seemingly cues the following prospective content predicted 
relations to the retrospective [V13] member, which looks for the ways, or the How, 
the rules of use are taught. First and foremost, [D13] offers one way. [the first], 
rhetoric. Next, [D14] offers 'possibly* two ways (in the rhetorical revival): [the 
second], speech act), or/and [the third], speech function, and both supplement 
[D16], which offers possibly other two ways: [the fourth], conventions of use (or 
seemingly linguistic features), and [the fifth], context. In brief, the discontinuity 
Question-structured [V16] ~ [D16]: other ways: conventions of use, context, seems 
to be a supplementary information to the overlap Advance-Labelllng-structured 
[V14] ~ [D14]: two ways: speech act, speech function, and the two D members 
together seem to supplement the embedding Question-structured [V13] ~ [013]: 
one way: rhetoric. WHICH ARE [D13], [D14] AND [D16] ALTOGETHER LINKED 
TO, AND SUBSUMED UNDER, [V13] AS THE THIRD OBVIOUS AND 
GENERAL OBSERVATION? Accordingly, [teachers can set about teaching the 
rules of use by means of rhetoric, of speech functions and/or speech acts (which 
the writer names rhetorical function and rhetorical act), of context, of conventions 
of use (or seemingly linguistic features)].
In this first interpretation of text E, I see that the foregoing data on a number of 
problems, some means to counteract them, and general observations, with 
regards to The teaching of rhetoric to students of science and technology, are 
followed by evaluative formulations encoded In (V15) ~ [D15] to be referred to 
below.
(V15) ~ [D15]
(RELEVANCE, EVALUATIVE FORMULATIONS)
{V14] (29:13) I should new like to review one of these developments and {-V15) to indicate (...) 
what relevance it might have for the preparation and presentation of teaching materials. [D14] 
(30:13) - From social anthropology (...) the speech function; and from linguistic philosophy (...) 
the speech act. (...)
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(V15) (35:16) - Let me now indicate what bearing I think this has on the teaching of English, 
and in particular on English for science and technology. (...) (015) (36:16) Teaching rhetorical 
acts (...) involves the teaching of different linguistic elements and vocabulary items, which are 
taught meaningfully because they are given a definite communicative import. (...) 37:16) (...) 
basing the preparation of teaching materials (...) on the rhetorical units of communication (...). 
(...) (38:16) - Scientific discourse can be seen as a set of rhetorical acts (...), but the manner in 
which these acts are related (...) and (...) linguistically realized may be restricted by accepted 
convention.
HOW ABOUT THE EVALUATIVE (V15) PREDICTION? (V15) is explicitly 
amalgamated with [V14], and both are an overlap. IN WHAT STRUCTURE OF 
PREDICTION IS THE OVERLAP (V15) MEMBER FRAMED BY THE WRITER? 
Advance Labelling. WHICH IS THE (V15) MEMBER OF THE OVERLAP 
ADVANCE LABELLING-STRUCTURED PATTERN? In feet, (V15) is a recurrent 
Advance Labelling structure because it is introduced, first, as I should now like (...) 
to indicate (...) what relevance it might have for the preparation and presentation 
of teaching materials, In 29), and secondly reframed as Let me now indicate what 
bearing I think this has on the teaching of English (...) in 35). WHICH SURFACE 
REGULATIVE SIGNALS OF PREDICTION DOES THE RECEIVER IDENTIFY IN 
THE RECURRENT (V15) ADVANCE LABELLING STRUCTURE? The writer's 
prospective roles In the verb phrases should (...) like to indicate, in 29), and Let me 
now indicate, in 35). Moreover, the nouns of (V15): relevance in 29), and bearing, 
in 35). Also, the authorial involvement coded twice in the pronouns I in 29), and me 
in 35). WHAT IS THE OVERLAP [D15] MEMBER? The grouping of evaluative 
formulations ranging from 36) to 38) in the above excerpt.
In closing the first interpretation, I have to refer to the (V10) prediction. In fact, 
(V10) is an illustration of mis-signalling in text E, as follows.
(V10) ~ [D10]
(TO RETURN TO THIS POINT, UNDER-SIGNALLING)
(V1Q) (16:9) I shall return to this point later.
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HOW ABOUT THE (V10) PREDICTION? The explicit (V10) member is an 
overlap in the Advance Labelling structure of fulfilled prediction. It predicts that the 
writer will return to refer to the usage (grammar and signification) and the use 
(communication, value) of language. HOW ABOUT [D10]? [D10] is under­
signalled: not arranged according to a rhetorically organized scheme. [D10] 
scatters and dlfHises without rhetorical conventions to tailor the course of this point 
in 16) to fit the reader's need for plausibility.
THE SECOND INTERPRETATION 
(V1-V2) (V5-V6): (V7) ~ (D7), [V8] ~ [D8], [V9] ~ [D9], [V11]~ [D11], [V12] ~
[D12];
(PROBLEMS AS OBVIOUS AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS, 
SKILLS/CORRECT SENTENCES, LANGUE, USAGE, RECURRENTLY
LANGUE, COMPETENCE)
In the second interpretation, text D was divided into three groupings of 
formulations. Seemingly, the first grouping lists and labels a number of problems 
with, or more specifically, a number of what I inferred from sentences 2) and 5) as 
being problem{-atlc} observations regarding, the teaching of English as a second 
language (...), in scientific and technical education', the second grouping lists and 
deals with some of the means by which the problems, or problem^atlc} 
observations, were unravelled. The third grouping seems to be an evaluation. The 
second interpretation can be represented in the following figure as from the 
following quoted portions of text:
2st interpretation: (V1-V2) (V5-V6) : (V7) ~ (D7), (V8J ~ {08], IV9) ~ |D9], [V11] - [D11}, JV12J ~ [D12] (V1-V5) In 2), 5): problems as obvious and general observations(V2-V6) in 2), 5): a number of 
problems or some obvious and 
general observations(V7) in 5): First, what do we do?(07) in 6): deveiopmg skits, 
correct sentences
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|V8] in 10): what do we teach?JD8]in 11): tongue|D9] in 15): the usage 
{grammatical function, 
signification) of languageID11] in 19): tongue[V12] in 24): notions of 
competence!D12lin251: First of a l(V3-V4): [V9] ~ |D9), JV11) ~ (D11), JV12) -  [012], [V13] ~ [D13], JV14] - [D14], [V16] - 1016]
(V3) in 2): means
(V4) in 2): some of the means[V9] in 14): the use 
(communicative function, value) of language[V11) in 18): parofe(V12) In 24): performance(D12) in 25): Frst of at
?[V13] in 26): How can we teach the rules of use?[D13] in 27): rhetoric
[V14] in 29): two ways in the 
rhetorical revival[D14] in 30): speech act, speech 
function(V16] in 31): othertwo ways:
[D16] in 32): conventions of use, 
context(V15)~ JD15) (V15) in 29): 1 should now Ske (...) 
to indcate (...) what relevance it 
might have for the preparation and 
presentation of teaching materials(V15) in 35): Let me nowbdcate 
what bearing 1 think this has on 
the teaching of English(015) in 36)-38)(V10) ~ [D10] (V10) in 16): / shat return to this 
point later
ID101 ?
(V1-V2) (2:7) - (...) I want to bring into focus a number of problems (...) with the teaching of 
English as a second language (...), in scientific and technical education. (...)
(V3-V4) (3:7) (...) to provide some of the means by which they may be solved. (...)
(V5-V6) (4:7) - Let us begin with some obvious and general observations.
(V7) (5:7) First: what do we imagine we are doing when we are teaching a tanguage7 (D7) (6:7) 
We speak of developing skills, of making habitual the ability to compose correct sentences. (7:7) 
At the same time (...). (8:7) We take pair» to ensure that language is presented initially in 
situations (...). (9:7-8) (...) to make the language meaningful (...).
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(V8) (10:8) What precisely are we teaching? [D8] (11:8) (...) we are teaching the language 
system: tongue. (12:8) (...) realized in (...) parole in our initial presentation (...). (13:8) (...) to 
exemplify langue.
(V9) (14:8) - There is an important distinction to be made, then, between the usage of language 
(...) and the use of language (...). (...) [D9J (15:9) - (...) attention (...) to the grammatical rather 
than the communicative properties of the language (...) and the focus Is on signification rather 
than value.
(17:9) - 1 have been using the terms langue and parofe. (...) [V11) (18:9) I want to question the 
validity of the distinction and its relevance to language teaching, and to suggest that the 
distinction (...) is misleading (...). (...) [D11] (19:9) - Lyons says (...). (...) (20:9) (...) by Hockett 
(...). (21:9) Householder provides (...). (22:10) The confusion (...). (...) (23:10) - (...) competence 
and performance.
[V12] (24:10) I want new to have a closer look at these notions (...). (D12) (25:11) - First of all, 
(-.)•
[V13] (28:13) - How do we set about teaching the rules of use? (...) (D13] (27:13) Traditionally, 
rhetoric (...) in much the same way as traditional grammar (...). (...) (28:13) (...) developments in 
linguistics (...) are moving towards a rhetorical revival.
To pursue this interpretation is to anticipate either that (V5-V6) is a mis- 
signalled and unfulfilled prediction, not belonging into the text, or that the (V1-V2) 
problems and the (V5-V6) obvious and general observations as [problematic 
observations] are matching items, probably sharing the same (V) member of the 
same prediction, being the latter a lexical repetition of the former and conversely. 
However, the unsignalied predicted problems or the unsignalied predicted 
[problematic observations] alike might be general, but might not be obvious in text 
E as far as the connotation of "readily perceived (...), immediately apparent [sic], 
unmistakably true" (The Cassell Thesaurus 1991) is concerned. The absence of 
the metalanguage in text E to specify clear-cut connotationai relations between the 
lexical item obvious, which Is very general, with a wide range of uses" (ibid.), and 
the sub-technical nouns observations, or problems, causes (V5-V6) to be mis- 
signalled and misleading to the reader.
WHICH ARE THE (V1-V2) PROBLEMS AS (V5-V6) OBVIOUS AND 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE SECOND INTERPRETATION? 
Inferentially, or implicitly, the problems are likely to be hidden in the embedding 
(D7): teachers speak of developing skills, correct sentences, and [D8]: teachers
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teach langue, and in parts of the unsignailed discontinuities [D9]: teachers focus 
the usage of language, [D11]: teachers speak of langue, and [012]: teachers 
highlight competence. ARE THERE MEANS TO UNRAVEL THE PROBLEMS? 
Inferentially, yes, as follows.
(V3-V4): [V9] ~ [D9], [V11] ~ [D11], [V12] ~ [D12], [V13] ~ [D13], [V14] ~ [014], 
(MEANS, USE, PAROLE, PERFORMANCE, RULES OF USE THROUGH 
RHETORIC, RHETORICAL ACTS-FUNCTIONS, CONVENTIONS OF USE-
CONTEXT)
At a second reading of text E illustrated under (V1-V2) (V3-V4) section above, 
WHICH ARE THE (V3-V4) MEANS POSSIBLE TO UNRAVEL THE PROBLEMS 
AS OBSERVATIONS? (V3-V4) means may be in parts of the unsignalled 
discontinuities [D9]: teachers were to focus the use of language, [D11]: teachers 
were to practice parole, and [D12]: teachers were to concentrate on performance, 
in the unsignalled discontinuity [D13]: teachers should teach the rules of use 
through rhetoric, that Is supplemented by the unsignalled overlap [D14]: teachers 
were to teach the rules of use through rhetorical acts and rhetorical functions, and 
the unsignalled discontinuity [D16]: teachers were to teach the rules of use through 
conventions of use, context, etc., which effect under-signalling in the predicted 
members of text E. The relevance and evaluation regarding the data above seem 
to be encoded in (V15) ~ [D15],
(V15) ~ [D15]
(RELEVANCE, EVALUATIVE FORMULATIONS)
(V14-V15) (29:13) I should now tike to review one of these developments and to indicate (...) 
what relevance it might have for the preparation and presentation of teaching materials. [D14] 
(30:13) - From social anthropology (...) the speech function; and from linguistic philosophy (...) 
the speech act. (...)
(V16) (31:14) - What other ways are there of indicating what act a sentence counts (...)? [016] 
(32:14) Certain linguistic features (...), (...) the context of utterance and the conventions of use 
(...)■ (...) (33:15) Just as one linguistic form may fulfil a variety of rhetorical functions, so one 
rhetorical function may be fulfilled by a variety of linguistic forms. (34:15-16) • There is, then, a
no
good deal of progress being made in the description of rules of use and the characterization of 
different rhetorical acts.[V15] (35:16) - Let me now indicate what bearing I think this has on the teaching of English, ami 
in particular on English for science and technology. (...) [D15] (36:16) Teaching rhetorical acts 
(...) involves the teaching of different linguistic elements and vocabulary items, which are taught 
meaningfully because they are given a definfte communicative import. (...) 37:16) (...) basing the 
preparation of teaching materials (...) on the rhetorical units of communication (...). (...) (38:16) - 
Scientific discourse can be seen as a set of rhetorical ads (...), but the manner in which these 
acts are related (...) and (...) linguistically realized may be restricted by accepted convention.
HOW ABOUT (V15) ~ [D15]? Similarly to (V15) ~ [D15] in the first 
interpretation, the (V15) ~ (D15) pair pattern in the second interpretation is an 
evaluative prediction. Similarly to (V10) ~ [D10] in the first interpretation, the (V10) 
~ [D10] pair pattern of prediction in the second interpretation is under-signalled, as 
follows.
(V10) ~ [D10J
(TO RETURN TO THIS POINT, UNDER-SIGNALLING)(V10) (16:9) I shall return to this point later. (...)
HOW ABOUT (V10) ~ [D10]? Similarly to (V10) ~ [D10] in the first 
interpretation, the (V10) ~ [D10] pair pattern in the second interpretation is a 
predictive member whose predicted cotext is under-signalled.
I tend to admit that I do not know definitely, explicitly, which and how many the 
problems with, and the observations on, ESL teaching in science and technology 
were in text E, as well as which and how many the workable means to unravel 
such problems were purported to be. Text E falls short of its predictions because it 
is short on rhetorical conventions to support explicitly the predicted members of 
prediction-based pair patterns. The rhetorical ineptness caused the reader to waver 
among problems, means, observations and organized pairs of (V) ~ (D) members. 
At the end of the reading process, the reader abounded in doubts ostensive in at 
least the two interpretations developed above. Accordingly, the foregoing rhetorical 
difficulty, or resultant confusion, hardly needs commenting upon further than the 
following point to be the last: text E was mainly an under-signalled and not
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coherent tricky maze of implicit rhetorical information, or better, of concealed 
rhetorical relationships between under-signalled predicted members and signalled 
or mis-signalled predictive members of simple and complex pair pattemlngs of 
prediction. Rhetorical ineptness in text E effected the above state-of-affairs.
F (Gregory and Carroll 1978: 75 - 85)
The matter under consideration in Gregory and Carroll's chapter to be 
analyzed is individual language variation at the cultural level. Language variation is 
explained to be an effect of language selection that is determined by, and reflects, 
individual social factors. The explanation for such formulations are given through 
the report of the theory of social development, and the theory of code. 
Conclusively, code is considered the connective concept between social system 
and language variation.
Text F seemed to me to be another representative of rhetorical information 
implicitly imparted in the scientific discourse of linguistics. A positive signalled 
orthographic prediction as a main micro pattern of cohesive rhetorical organization 
for content coherence Is not graphically imparted. Instead, the writers provide 
predictions explicit but peripheral to a main rhetorical metatext of organized 
prediction unsignally fulfilled. They provide also a train of recurred objectives that 
seem to have supported past researches into the cultural and linguistic aspects of 
language variation. Still, they provide a mis-signalled prediction, and mis-signalled 
pro-form-antecedent relations. Inferentially, the circumstances minimize textual 
plausibility', are detrimental to the reader's prompt comprehension of global 
content relations, and do not promote the prompt production of a global 
cohesive/coherent text frame. However, the first structure of prediction, (V1) ~ 
0/2), is local and overt, as follows:
(V1) ~ (D1)
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(1.75) "Code". (V1) (2:75) - We have emphasized in Chapter one the importance of looking at 
language as a soda! phenomenon (...). (...) (01) (3:75) We can regard It as behaviour relating 
the participants (...) to their environment, to each other and to the medium of communication 
itself. (...) (4:75-76) Meaning (...) as part of a larger system of meaning to which members of the 
community have access. (5:76) This system of potential meaning is the culture itself. (...) (6:76) 
(...) these meanings will be encoded in grammatical and lexical options. (7:76) - Examination of 
individual utterances reveals extensive variation (...). (8:76) Language seems to be characterized 
by such variability (...).
WHICH ARE THE FIRST TWO OVERT STRUCTURES OF PREDICTION IN 
TEXT F? (V1) Is a Recapitulation structure, and (V2) - below - a pseudo- 
Hypotheticality structure. WHERE DOES THE (V1) RECAPITULATION 
STRUCTURE OCCUR? Right at the beginning of the Chapter. IN WHICH 
ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE DOES (V1) OCCUR? In 2). WHICH IS THE (V1) 
PREDICTION? The predictive ’abstract1 and 'anchorage' We have emphasized in 
Chapter one the importance of looking at language as a social phenomenon. 
WHICH ARE THE EXPLICIT RECALL SIGNALS IN THE PREDICTIVE 2)? The 
writer's participant status in We, the place reference item in Chapter one, and the 
inflectional bound morpheme {-ed} for the regular past participle verb in the finite 
declarative clause We have emphasized (...). WHICH IS THE PREDICTED 
MEMBER OF THE (V1) ANCHORAGE? The (D1) member is the 'new 
information' added to the context of language as a social phenomenon, ranging 
from sentence 3) up to sentence 8). In the linguistic stretch, the non-floating new 
information are about language as behaviour in 3), potential meaning in 5), culture 
in 5), options in 6), and variability in the 8) as the terminating orthographic line.
(V2)
(...) (V2) (9:76) If it is true that language reflects society then it should be possible to determine 
the specific ways in which this reflection occurs by showing how individual social factors 
determine the selection of individual linguistic features.
IN WHICH ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE DOES THE V2 PSEUDO-
HYPOTHETICALITY STRUCTURE OCCUR? In 9). WHICH IS THE V2
PSEUDO-STRUCTURE? The dependent if-clause If it is true that language
reflects society, and the adjoined free clause it should be possible to determine
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the specific ways in which this reflection occurs (...), prefaced by the correlating 
inferential conjunctive then. WHY IS THE (V2) PREDICTION A PSEUDO- 
HYPOTHETICALITY STRUCTURE? Although sentence 9) has the simple 
conditional subordinator If unparaphrasable by 'whenever' and the tense 
requirements for the proposition, sentence 9) falls to fit in with the fifth structural 
representation of Hypotheticality. The circumstance is the two clausal 
extrapositions: as it is... that (inserted in the conditional clause) and it should be ... 
to (fronting the matrix clause), and their two focal elements of information true and 
possible. As such, inferentially, sentence 9) is ineffective as a standard rhetorically 
organized prediction to encapsulate the forthcoming [D2] part, which is Inept as I 
will show below. Sentence 9), thus, demands editing. WHAT EDITING? Actually, 
the If introduces a direct 'condition', whose consequence to determine the specific 
ways in which this reflection occurs has a straightforward relation to the condition 
language reflects society. Tentatively, the pseudo-hypothetical data in 9) were to 
be inscribed in the following positive Hypotheticality structure: [If language fri/{-ly} 
reflects society, the specific ways in which this reflection occurs should be 
certainly determin{-ed}]. The (V2) simplification of the hypothetical structure 
paraphrastically brought about conformity to the fifth structural representation of 
Hypotheticality foresees a [D2] 'generalization of acts' in the factual world of ways 
that were to be clearly mapped and aptly signalled by means of sequencing 
adjuncts. The forthcoming [D2] part, however, seems to be inept. WHY IS THE 
FORTHCOMING [D2] PART, AFTER 9) ON, INEPT? Leaving the pseudo- 
Hypotheticality aside, the threads of the part ranging from 9) on, transcribed below, 
which is in difficulty for coherence, are devoid of a positive contractual prediction to 
encapsulate rhetorically the ensuing principles and viewpoints there covered. CAN 1 
SEQUENCE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN DIFFICULTY FOR COHERENCE
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ATTENDANT ON [D2] PART FROM 9) ON? I can sequence three main mind- 
bending circumstances in [D2],
THE FIRST CIRCUMSTANCE IN [D2](...) (V2) (9:76) If it is true that language reflects society then it should be possible to determine 
the specific ways in which this reflection occurs by showing how individual social factors 
determine the selection of individual linguistic features. (...) [D2] (10:77) - (...) variation of 
language use must be related to something other than the linguistic system. (11:77) Variation 
must be linked to an independent theory of social development and change. (12:77) The 
concept 'social dialect' is a useful (...); however, to describe variability at the cultural level a 
different kind of abstraction is required. (13:77) - To do so we must think of culture and the 
social structural system as a system of meanings. (14:77) - The culture of a society 
incorporates all possible meaningful behaviour (...). (15:77) (...) the social structure, or the 
organization of roles and potential relationships among members of the society. (...) (16:77) - 
The context of culture is (...) actualized in a context of situation. (...) (17:78) Situation-type (...) 
implies context of culture (...). (18:78) - The social system is (...) a system of behavioural 
patterns which language interprets and realizes. (19:78) Meaning is (...) to be found at all levels 
of analysis. (20:78) - To determine how this occurs requires that we examine how language 
'means', (...) the various meaningful functions that language performs. (...) (21:78) The ways in 
which the meaning potentials of the social system are actually organized into semantic 
categories have yet to be explained. (22:78) To do this we must step beyond the linguistic 
system (...) to try to relate the social system to the linguistic system. (23:78) In this manner we 
can determine how the meaning potential present in the social system determines the 
organization of meaning and therefore influences the selection of formal linguistic Items. (24:78) 
We need an intermediary concept linking language to culture.
WHAT IS THE FIRST MIND-BENDING CIRCUMSTANCE? The first is the 
bunch of Advance Labelling predictions from 10) to 24) transcribed above. They 
are pseudo-predictions in the chapter since they are not coined to support the 
rhetorical structure neither of text F as a whole nor of a part of the text. They are 
misleading on account of the fact that they seem to be promises that frustrate the 
reader's expectations of fulfillment. The pseudo-predictions are not the writer's 
commitments to text F. Sentence 24): We need an intermediary concept linking 
language to culture, for instance, which seems to encode one commitment yet to 
be fulfilled by the writer has already been fulfilled by other researchers as the writer 
himself acknowledged tardily by This intermediary concept has been provided (...) 
by the work of(...) Bernstein and his colleagues, in 25).
THE SECOND CIRCUMSTANCE IN [D2]
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WHAT IS THE SECOND CIRCUMSTANCE? The second circumstance is the 
correspondences of "propositional" and "contextual" meaning (Nuttall, op. cit.: 81) 
and "lexical content" (Quirk et al. 1985: 57) inscribed in the pseudo-predictions in 
the inordinately large segment from 9) to 24). A couple of illustrative 
correspondences are, for example, as follows: (a) to determine the specific ways 
in which this reflection occurs is the same as: (b) to show how individual social 
factors determine the selection of individual linguistic features in 9); (c) to relate 
variation of language use to something other than the linguistic system in 10) is 
the same as (d) to link variation to an independent theory of social development 
and change in 11); (e) to try to relate the social system to the linguistic system in
22) is the same as (f) to look for an intermediary concept linking language to 
culture in 24); (g) to think of culture and the social structural system as a system 
of meanings in 13) is the same as (h) to determine how the meaning potential 
present in the social system (...) influences the selection of formal linguistic items 
in 23), which in turn is the same as (i) to show how individual social factors 
determine the selection of individual linguistic features in 9), etc. Connotatively, to 
determine the specific ways in 9) and to show how in 9) and to determine how in
23) mean the same; the anaphoric reference-based this reflection in 9) and the 
relation between individual social factors and the selection of individual linguistic 
features in 9) mean the same; to relate variation (...) to in 10) and to link variation 
to in 11) mean the same; the assertive nonpersonal specific reference in positive 
context something in 10) is specified as an independent theory of social 
development and change in 11), what renders both prompt to mean the same; to 
relate in 22) and linking in 24) mean the same; the social system in 22) and culture 
In 24) are the same; the linguistic system in 22) and language in 24) mean the 
same; the social structural system as a system of meanings in 13) and the 
meaning potential present in the social system in 23) are alike; to determine how
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meaning potentials present in the social system influences the selection of formal 
linguistic items in 23) and to show how individual social factors determine the 
selection of individual linguistic features in 9), wide apart, convey the same 
information.
THE THIRD CIRCUMSTANCE IN [D2]
(...) (V2) (9:76) If it is true that language reflects society then it should be possible to determine 
the specific ways in which this reflection occurs by showing how individual soda) factors 
determine the selection of individual linguistic features. (...) [D2] (10:77) - (...) variation of 
language use must be related to something other than the linguistic system. (11:77) Variation 
must be linked to an independent theory of social development and change. (12:77) The 
concept 'social dialect' is a useful (...); however, to describe variability at the cultural level a 
different kind of abstraction is required. (13:77) - To do so we must think of culture and the 
social structural system as a system of meanings.
(14:77) - The culture of a society incorporates all possible meaningful behaviour (...). (15:77) 
(...) the social structure, or the organization of roles and potential relationships among members 
of the society. (...) (16:77) - The context of culture is (...) actualized in a context of situation. (...) 
(17:78) Situation-type (...) implies context of culture (.--)- (18:78) - The social system is (...) a 
system of behavioural patterns which language interprets and realizes. (19:78) Meaning is (...) 
to be found at ail levels of analysis. (20:78) - To determine how this occurs requires that we 
examine how language 'means', (...) the various meaningful functions that language performs.
(...) (21:78) The ways in which the meaning potentials of the social system are actually 
organized into semantic categories have yet to be explained. (22:78) To do this we must step 
beyond the linguistic system (...) to try to relate the social system to the linguistic system. 
(23:78) In this manner we can determine haw the meaning potential present in the social system 
determines the organization of meaning and therefore influences the selection of formal 
linguistic items. (24:78) We need an intermediary concept linking language to culture.
WHAT IS THE THIRD MIND-BENDING CIRCUMSTANCE? Excepting To do
this in 22) on account of its clearly near sentential antecedent in 21), the third
circumstance is the problematic linkage in pro-form and antecedent relations,
performed by To do so in 13), and this in 20), which invite reanalyses. WHY TO
DO SO? To do so is the complex pro-form used for substitution occurring in the
non-finite form as the to-infinite construction in 13): To do so we must think of
culture and the social structural system as a system of meanings. The nature of
To do so is "problematic [to comprehension] in the sense that it is difficult to
determine (partly because of variation between BrE and AmE) whether do is ...
transitive and intransitive" and "uncertain ... both grammatically and semantically"
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(Quirk et al., op. cit.: 874, 879). To do so has a confounding sentential antecedent 
in [D2], and it seems to range from 9) to 12) above. To avoid further confusion, I 
take the expression To do so to be a unique predication-substitute for the grouping. 
Seen as such, I take the subject eiiipted from many of the pseudo-predictions to be 
the inclusive authorial [We] as used in 13), 20), 22), 23), 24). Also, I take the main 
verb need as used in 24) to follow the subject [We] and to preface the predication 
for which I venture to think that the time-consuming complex pro-form To do so 
substitutes. Thus, the unit to do so, which was to follow [We need] in my 
comprehension, substitutes for the larger anaphoric segment to describe variability 
at the cultural level in 12) or to link variation to an independent theory of social 
development and change in 11) or to relate variation of language use to 
something in 10) or to show how individual social factors determine the selection 
of individual linguistic features in 9) or to determine the specific ways in which this 
reflection occurs in 9). WHY THIS? This is the pro-form used for coreference in 
20): To determine how this occurs requires that we examine how language 
'means',. (...) the various meaningful functions that language performs, has a 
confounding sentential antecedent. The 'near* demonstrative this has a cataphoric 
reference that does not seem to be encoded in the 'near* 19): Meaning is (...) to be 
found at all levels of analysis, because all levels of analysis seem to be outside 
the textual scope. Its reference Is perhaps In the less near 18): The social system 
is (...) a system of behavioural patterns which language interprets and realizes, 
and more probably In the least near 14): The culture of a society incorporates all 
possible meaningful behaviour (...). Stated clearly here, I venture to suppose that 
To determine how this occurs in 20) means primarily [To determine how The 
culture of a society incorporates all possible meaningful behaviour, the social 
structure, or the organization of roles and potential relationships among members 
of the society, To determine how The context of culture is (...) actualized in a
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context of situation, The social system is (...) a system of behavioural patterns 
which language interprets and realizes], as in 14) -18).
The third overt structure of prediction, (V3) ~ [D3], following [D2], is treated 
and illustrated below:
(V3) ~ [D3J: (V4), (V5)
(V3) (25:78) - This intermediary concept has been provided, in part at least, by the work of (...) 
Bernstein and his colleagues (...). (...) (26:79) Different classes, he found, have different ways 
of using language (...). (27:79) Class structure created different linguistic codes. (28:79) - 
Bernstein found that language (...) was a principal factor in (...) the child’s social identity. (...) 
(29:80) - (...) from a configuration of roles (...). (30:80) (...) created by the social system. (31:80) 
They reflect the culture (...). (32:80) (...) culture determines the role system (...). (...) (33:80) 
Bernstein has developed the concept of code to show how the social system determines and is 
reflected in linguistic differences. (34:80) - Code determines the meaning potential of the 
individual. (...) (35:81) - Bernstein postulates (...). (36:82) - The importance of the code theory in 
education lies in the fact that the school system requires the use of an elaborated code but not 
ail students have access to it. (37:82) The importance of this theory to sociology lies in the fact 
that the differential access to the elaborated code does not occur randomly but rather is 
controlled by the class system. (...) (38:82) - In order to illustrate we shall use two passages (...) 
constructed by (...). (...) (39:83) (...) the following stories. (...) (40:83) - (...) code is not 
synonymous with social dialed. (...) (41:83) Code refers to (...). (...) (42:84) Social dialect, 
however, is (...). (...) (43:84-85) - Code determines (...).(...) (V4) (44:85) The contextual determinants of text have been discussed in preceding 
chapters (in lexical, grammatical and phonological terms) as kinds of (...). (...) (V5) (45:85) Let 
us note here simply that these features (...) can also be linked to social structure and to the 
context of culture. (...) (D5) (46:85) The connective concept is code.
IN WHICH ORTHOGRAPHIC SENTENCE IS THE THIRD OVERT
STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION ENCODED? in sentence 25). WHICH IS THE
(V3) STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION? The propositional content of 25) from
which the writer of text F detaches by signally attributing the concept to Bernstein
and his colleagues prompts me to take it as the (V3) Reporting structure of
prediction. WHICH IS THE REPORTING (V3) STRUCTURE OF PREDICTION IN
25)? This intermediary concept which has been provided (...) by the work of (...)
Bernstein and his colleagues, and which extends in the report stretch from 25) up
to 43). In the stretch, the writer reports the code theory according to which code is
the intermediary or connective concept between the social system (class
structure, class system, different classes, social identity) and the variation of
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language (linguistic differences, different ways of using language). Accordingly, 
social system is reflected in language. WHICH IS THE [D3] MEMBER OF THE 
(V3) REPORTING STRUCTURE? Infererttially, the [D3] member is a ’positive 
evaluation' of code and social theories. The [D3] member is encoded in (V4) and 
(V5). The (V4) member is the embedding Recapitulation structure of prediction: 
The contextual determinants of text have been discussed in preceding chapters 
(in lexical, grammatical and phonological terms) (...), in 44), which can also be 
linked to the social structure and to the context of culture (V5) as imparted in an 
embedding Advance Labelling structure in 46).
TENTATIVE RHETORICAL MICROSTRUCTURE
(V1 ) in 1 ) We have emphasized in Chapter one the importance of looking at language as a 
social phenomenon (...).
(V2) in 9) If it is true that language reflects society then it should be possible to determine 
the specific ways in which this reflection occurs by showing how individual social 
factors determine the selection of individual linguistic features.
(V3) in 25) This intermediary concept has been provided, in part at least, by the work of (...) 
Bernstein and his colleagues.
(V4) in 44) The contextual determinants of text have been discussed in preceding chapters 
(in lexical, grammatical and phonological terms) as kinds of (...).
(V5)in45) Let us note here simply that these features (...) can also be linked to social 
structure and to the context of culture.
DO THE WRITER'S CLEARLY SIGNALLED COMMITMENTS (V1, M2, V3, 
V4, V5 COVERED ABOVE) HELP THE PRESENT READER BUILD 
COHERENCE FOR THE DIAGRAMMATICALLY REPRESENTED 
INFORMATION STRUCTURE OF TEXT F? Such clearly signalled commitments 
as to recapitulate on language as a social phenomenon (V1), to report Bernstein 
and his colleagues’ concept of code (V3), to recapitulate shortly on the lexical, 
grammatical and phonological features (V4) linked to social structure and to 
culture (V5) by way of code do not concur to venture 'the necessary co-operation’ 
on the building of the overall coherence, and on the diagrammatically represented 
information structure, of the text. WHICH NECESSARY CO-OPERATION? The 
tailoring of an explicit rhetorically organized prediction to signal the thread of
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arguments, leading the reader to build the synergic meaning of the text 
unambiguously. WHICH MISSING RHETORICALLY ORGANIZED PREDICTIVE 
MEMBER DOES THE PRESENT READER VENTURE TO INFER FROM, AND 
IN FACE OF THE MINEFIELD OF CIRCUMSTANCES IN TEXT F, TO VENTURE 
THE NECESSARY CO-OPERATION? On recurrently careful Inspection of the 
rhetorical information implicit in text F, I extrapolate that any of the following four 
tentative, positive, contractual predictions might encapsulate the cohesive and 
coherent scope of the text: [In the present chapter, we purpose to explain the 
individual variability of language use by way of the theory of social development 
and change and the theory of code], or [In this chapter, we purpose to explain how 
individual social factors determine individual language selection as a cause of 
variation in language use that reflects the social system, on the grounds of 
research into social development and code], or [Grounded on the results of 
researches into cultural and linguistic systems, we purpose to explain variability of 
language use among individuals of different social class], or [We want to give an 
account of the cultural variation of language use as a result of the social system 
reflected in the language system as shown by the social and code theories], etc. 
Accordingly, the D cotexts to be subsumed under each of the tentative predictive 
metatexts above were to be elaborated in an explicitly signalled way to the reader. 
WHY DO I TENTATIVELY PREDICT TO COVER ON VARIATION OF 
LANGUAGE USE RATHER THAN ON CODE AS IN THE TITLE? I am led to 
extrapolate that text F purposes to report that the theory of social development 
developed from 14) to 19), and the theory of code developed from 26) to 43), can 
explain variation of language use at the cultural level. Inferentially, variation is as an 
effect of the individual language selection determined by, and thus reflecting, 
individual social factors. My extrapolative inference arises from the reading of 
circumstanced segment from 9) to 25), which I take as a problem-solution macro
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pattern. The segment is that made up of the bunch of misleading or pseudo­
predictions already discussed. WHY DO I TAKE THE SEGMENT A PROBLEM- 
SOLUTION MACRO PATTERN? Because the 9) - 25) stretch seems to be an 
embedding pattern of problems and solutions: one problem requires one solution 
that, in turn, becomes a new problem requiring a new solution, which repeatedly 
becomes another problem eliciting another embedded solution, and so repeatedly 
once. The pattern seems to be nurtured by the four ingredients: To do so in 13), 
and this In 20), in 22), in 25). The four ingredients seem to be the boundaries (the 
interfaces or the control centers) between problems and solutions. Illustratively, To 
do so seems to preface the solution we must think of culture (through the theory of 
social structural system of meanings) to the foregoing problem of explaining 
language variation as an effect of language selection determined by social factors 
whose reflection is in language. Such a solution, culture, seems to turn into a new 
problem whose solution, introduced by the first this, is the meaningful functions of 
language, which turns to be a new problem whose solution, imparted by the 
second this, is the relation between social system and the linguistic system. 
Accordingly, the social and linguistic relation summons up as a new problem, the 
solution of which is the ensuing report of an intermediary concept of code as 
bordered by the third this, in 25). Admittedly, linguistic variation, and not Code as 
in the misleading title, is the inferential ad hoc theme targeted in the text and 
explained by way of the code and social theories. Thus, linguistic variation is a part 
of any of the four predictions that I tentatively suggest to encapsulate rhetorically 
the content relations of the chapter.
Text F purposes to fulfil a basic commitment that is not predicted to favour 
promptly the synergic cohesion and coherence. The unrevealed, unexpressed or 
undeveloped prediction as the Important metatext to nurture the content groupings 
of discourse, the mis-signalling, and the recurrence, are the obtrusive causes of
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ineptness in text F. The circumstanced under-signalling and mis-signalling entangle 
the present reader in the reading process fraught with inferences, tentativeness 
and arbitrariness.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In light of Hoeÿs and Tadros' formulations on micro organizational features of 
written discourse, this microstructural descriptive text analysis has revealed that 
there are published texts written by linguists that may be characterized as 
rhetorically inept discourses because either they have a lack of rhetorical signals, 
overtiy signalled content relations, or they have unfulfilled predictions, and 
misleading signals. The foregoing conclusion is supported by such 'condition' as the 
disruption in textual plausibility*, as well as by such 'circumstance' as the under- 
signalied and/or mis-signalled rhetorically organized predictions pervading the 
evidentiary material.
The rhetorical Ineptness in text A Is the mis-signalling found in the unfulfilled 
predicted member of the predictive category of Question: the misleadingly 
signalled title What is Language? at section level, typographically detached, with 
heading status. The rhetorical ineptness in text A is found in the unfulfilling (D1) 
member of the mis-signalled predictive category of Question (V1), following the 
lengthy (V2-V3) discussion intervening. The condition is the frustrated expectation 
experienced by the reader as to the definition of language. The rhetorical ineptness 
in text 6 Is the under-signalling found In the absence of enumerative conjuncts, 
grammatical parallelism and lexical repetition in the [D1] member: ways of using 
language, of the (V1) Enumeration amalgamated with the (V2) Advance Labelling:
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some ways of using human language. The condition is the mismatch between the 
decoder's information structure and the writer's information scheme of ways 
provided tardily in the (V3) Recapitulation.
The rhetorical ineptness in texts C, D, E, and F is the bipartite circumstances: 
under-signalling and mis-signaliing. In C, the under-signalling is in the absence of a 
formed global rhetorically organized forestructure to disambiguate the overall 
content relations seemingly controlled by the mis-signaliing inherent in now. The 
condition is the two interpretations arisen in the reader to uncover the implicit 
rhetorical scheme of the text, namely: (I.) the pseudo-prediction in sentence 2) may 
be the [V1-V2] Advance Labelling structure: [to discuss linguistic and psychological 
theory and to specify dimension], or (ii.) the pseudo-prediction in sentence two may 
be the [V1] Reporting structure: [to report theories, and to make evaluation]. In D, 
the under-signalling is in the absence of a global rhetorically organized prediction to 
pave the way toward global meaning; in the [V1-V2] Advance Labelling: [to class 
jargon, and illustrate jargon]; In the [V3] Advance Labelling: [to define jargon], the 
(D3iv) of which embedded the (V4) Advance Labelling: [to explain semantic]. The 
mis-signalling is in the (D4iii): euphemistic, in the substandard (V6) Question: is 
there any good we can say of it?, and in the misleading Recapitulation prediction 
(V7) prefacing (V6): Having battered jargon for all these pages. In E, under­
signalling and mis-signalling are present in two contingent interpretations. Under­
signalling is in [D] members of the Advance Labelling pairs (V1-V2) problems, (V3- 
V4) means, (V5-V6) observations, and (V10): this point. Mis-signalling may be 
either in the misleading Advance Labelling (V5-V6) observations, or in the 
misleading (V1-V2) problems. In F, the under-signalling is in the absence of a 
global rhetorically organized scheme to ease or smooth the textual threads. The 
mis-signalling is in the pseudo-Hypotheticality (V2): If it is true that (...) it should be 
possible (...), and in the misleading [D2]: the bunch of Advance Labelling pseudo­
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predictions, the correspondences of propositional and contextual meaning and 
lexical content inscribed in the pseudo-predictions, and the problematic linkage in 
pro-form and antecedent relations.
The reader's background knowledge about rhetorical conventions was not 
sufficient to grasp unambiguously the uncued and/or miscued rhetorical 
relationships of (V) -  (D) cotexts, in the six texts; rather, it was sufficient to qualify 
unambiguously the six texts as devoid of clearly signalled relations. In addition, it 
was sufficient to understand unambiguously that implicitly rather than explicitly 
stated rhetorical information in scientific discourse point to a proof either of the 
writer's thoughtlessness of the readers' needs without, of course, appearing to 
realize it before publication, or of the writers' content-bound scientism that causes 
them not so much to slight the rhetorical schema as to neglect it.
Either thoughtlessness or content-bound scientism notwithstanding, the writers 
do not attend to the Sophistical, Socratic, Platonic, Aristotelian, and Hoeyan 
rhetoric, which 'Today (...) is enjoying a critical revival, ... and developing new 
variations in the media explosion of the late twentieth century" (Cockcroft et al. op. 
cit.: 5). I can say that the writers do not persuade denotationaily and 
connotationally, do not make the use of language for cooperative venture with the 
modem decoder's comprehension of written texts as a means to the following end: 
secularized modernization. They do not venture to persuade because they neglect 
the use of rhetorical language for the personal advantage of having their published 
texts being valued as textually plausible, rhetorically organized, and actually co­
operative with modernization. They do not give persuasive care to anaphoric and 
cataphoric signposting. They do not attend to the rhetorical process, the powerful 
tool of the written rhetorical kind of language (1) to venture co-operation with the 
specialist learner living in a developing country, in need of access to scientific 
information; (2) to persuade favorably the reader into sharing the secularized
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modernization of the specialized area of linguistics advances indispensable to the 
specialist learner; (3) to rid the specialist learner of texts that may be qualified as 
rhetorically inept, which hinder persuasion, comprehension, societal 
transformations, efficiency, critical judgment and wisdom. Texts A and B, C, D, E, 
and F are not unambiguous beneficiaries of a secularized society because they 
neglect regulative, global-local, and persuasive-cooperative, rhetorically organized 
binary microstructures (rhetorical ingredients as language for an ordered whole) in 
written discourse.
The exemplificatory five chapters as projections of written language are 
potential for rhetorical aptness. They are potential benefits if restructured on the 
basis of cohesive cotexts, micro metatexts, textual forestructures, the (V) -  (D) 
patterns of global and local rhetorically organized predictions. They are a 
secularization potential and potentially best texts.
This research testifies to the rhetorical language as regulatory behaviour that 
relates one reader to the operational instance of language. It testifies to the 
receptive process experienced by one reader. It offers the window through which 
the present specialist learner viewed the phenomenon of rhetorical ineptness 
pervading five chapters written in the content area of linguistics. This dissertation 
informs against the circumstanced ineptness arisen out of mis-signalling and under­
signalling in such texts. Endeavours are urgent not to allow rhetorical ineptness to 
subsist in scientific discourse among the groupings of binary cotexts. Future text 
analysis researches into the global and local rhetorically organized predictions of 
texts to be submitted- to many readers will be of paramount importance. Future 
cogent arguments in favour of the global and local rhetorical organization of 
discourse will certainly invite or induce writers in general to produce (1) focused 
content relations, (2) fulfilled discourse acts, (3) prompt co-operative venture with 
the audience in general, and (4) persuasion to maximize comprehension, critical
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judgement, wisdom. The rhetorically organized encoding scheme in written texts 
helps to produce cohesive and coherent diagrammatically represented text frames 
as a pedagogical potential, to maximize the synergism between the top-down- 
predictions-bottom-up-input and the secularized modernization of knowledge, 
science and technology.
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text A
Circumstance:
Unfulfilled [D1] member of the mis-signalled predictive 
Question (V1): "What is Language?”
Deferment in [D], conflicting rhetorical ingredient in (V): 
mis-signalling
(V1 ) mWhat is Language?m
(V2-V3) (...) it is perhaps possible to begn by looking at 
the various uses people make of language.
ID2), JD3J
ID1] But the question What is Language?' stW 
remains unanswered.
<V4) In order to attempt an answer, it wtt be 
necessary to chop language up in rather 
arbitrary ways (...).
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text B
Circumstance:
Unsignalled predicted [D1] member in the absence of 
enumerative conjuncts, grammatical parallelism and lexical 
repetition: under-signalling
(V1-V2) Let us examine some ways of using human language.
ID1IMD20 the 'phaSc' 'way
ID1ii], ID2IQ the 'ceremonial' way (ritual, action, order)
IDIiiQ, [D2iii] the factual way (history, technology, science)
(D1iv), [D2iv] the emotive way
[D1v], ID2v] the se/f-expressfon-related way (Sterature, poetry)
ID1vH,ID2vlJ the tf?ouflM-related way
IDIvii]. ID2viQ the perception-related way
<V3) In Oils chapter 1 have tred (sic) to look at language as a whole by 
lookktg at some of the uses it is used by people.
Language is used for.
(9 phatic communion (le . as a social regulatory);
(a) for ceremonial purposes;
(S) as an Instrument of action;
(iv) to keep records;
(v) to convey orders and information;
(vi) to infbence people;
(vS) to enable self-expression;
(vS) to embody or enable thou&t.
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text C
1st interpretation
Circumstance:
No explicit, standard, global prediction
Unsignalled, global Advance Labelling prediction as
amalgamation: under-signalling
The misleading, ambiguous now in a discoursal-transitional 
conjunctive role: mis-signalling
It is of course true that the appBcation of linguistics and 
psychologcal theory to the study of language learning 
added a new dimension to the discussion of errors.
ID1] (...) Bnguistic and psychological theory
The major contribution of(...)
ID2J We can now return to the consideration of errors made 
by learners.
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text C
2nd interpretation
Circumstance:
No explicit, standard, global prediction 
Unsignalled, global Reporting prediction: under-signalling 
The misleading, ambiguous now in a resultive conjunctive 
role: mis-signalling.
IV1) It is of course true that the application oftinguistic and 
psychofogcal theory to the study of language learning added 
a new dimension to the discussion of errors.
ID1J We can now return to the consideration of errors made by 
learners.
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text D
Circumstance:
Uncued, explicit, standard, global, rhetorically organized 
prediction; uncued, local, rhetorically organized predictions: 
under-signalling
Miscued (D4iii), (V6) Question, (V7) Recapitulation: mis- 
signalling
IV1-
V2]
[First and foremost, I will class jargon, 
and second Illustrate styles of jargon.]
(D1) SOaOLET
(D2i) [one] science
(D2il) [two] sacred institution
(D2iii) [three] fnguistics
(D2iv) [four] chemical company
(D2v) [five] a radio talk show
(D2vi) [six] educational estabBshment, etc.
IV3J Jargon is complex and hard to define. 
[Thirdly, I will define jargon by means of 
five ingredients/qualrties/features, as 
follows:]
m first, pseudo-sdentific basic words
(D3ii) after, compounds
m m Third, syntax of phrases
(D3iv) IV4J [fourth] SEMANTIC [To explain the three 
semantic traits of jargon: elevated, 
ameliorative, and euphemistic.]
(D3v) [after] non impressiveness
(D40 The fast, elevated
(D4il) the second, ameliorative
[D4iii] 7
(V5) No one has compBed a history of jargon 
but recorded objections to H go back a 
long way. [Someone recorded federal 
and local objections to jargon and those 
go back a long way.]
(V7) Having battered jargon for aB these 
pages,
<D5) m (...) is there any good we can say of k?
(D61) ABUSE
ABOLISH
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text E
1st Interpretation
Circumstance:
Uncued D members under the Advance Labelling (V1-V2), 
(V3-V4), (V5-V6), and (V10): under-signalling
(V1-V2) 1 want to bring into focus a number of 
problems (...) with the teaching of 
EngBsh as a second language in 
scientific and technical education.
1 t 1
I
the usage (grammatical function, 
signification) of language
IV111-ID111 tongue
IV12] ~ (D121 notions of competence (...) First of s i
?
(V3-V4) (...) to provide some of the means by 
which they may be solved.
(V9) [D9] the use (communicative function, 
value) of language
IV11] ~ ID11] parole
[V12J-JD12] notions of(...) performance (...) First 
of all
?
(V5-V8) Let us begin with some obvious and 
general observations.
ii Ftst, what do we imagine we are
doing when we are teaching a
Ianguage7
(...) developing skiBs
(...) correct sentences
IV8]~[D8] ? What (...) are we teaching? 
(...) language system 
(...) tongue
|V13J -  (D13J ? How do we set about teaching the 
rules of use?
(...) rhetoric
|V14] -  (D14) two ways in the rhetorical revival: 
speech act, speech function
(V16) -  [D16] other two ways: conventions of use, 
context
(V15) 1 should now Ske (...) to incScate (...) 
what relevance it might have for the 
preparation and presentation of 
teactmg materials.
Let me now indicate what bearing 1 
think this has on the teaching of 
EOn&ish.
[D15J
(V10) 1 shaB return to this point later.
ID10] ?
2nd interpretation
(V1-V2-V5-V6) [/ want to bmg into focus a number of 
problems (...) as obvious and general 
observations (...) with the teaching of English 
as a second language (...), in scientific and 
technical education.)
(V7)-(D7) First, what do we imagine we are doing when 
we are leachbg a language!
(...) devebping skills 
(...) correct sentences
(V8) -  (D8) ? What (...) are we teaching? 
(...) language system
IV9J-|D9] the usage (grammatical function, 
significance) of language
IV11J ~ |D11J the vaMty of the misleading distinction 
between iangue and parole
[V12J -  [D12J a closer look at the notions of competence 
and performance 
First of aS,
(V3-V4) (...) to provide some of the means by which 
they may be strived.
KV9)~|D9) the use (communicative function, value) of 
language
IV11I-ID111 parole
rV12)~|D12} performance
JV13J -  (D13] How can we set about teaching the rules of 
use?
(...) rhetoric
IV14) ~ [D14] two ways in the rhetorical revival: 
(...) speech act 
(...) speech function
(V16) ~ (D16) other two ways:
(...) conventions of use 
(...) context
(V15) 1 should now Bke (...) to mcBcate (...) what 
relevance it mkfrt have for the preparation 
and presentation ofteactmg materials.
Let me now ncScate what bearing 1 think this 
has on the teaching ofEngBsh.
(D15)
(V10) 1 shaB return to this point later
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Rhetorical Microstructure of Text F
Circumstance:
Unrevealed, unexpressed and undeveloped global 
metatext: under-signalling
Misleading propositional, contextual and lexical 
correspondences of pseudo-predictions in [D2]: mis- 
signalling
(V1 > We have emphasized h  Chapter one the importance of looking 
at language as a social phenomenon (...).
(D1 ) language as behaviour, potential meaning, culture, options, and 
variability.
<V2) If it is true that language reflects society, (...) it should be 
possible to determine the specific ways in which this reflection 
occurs (...)
(D2) to determine the specific ways in which this reflection occurs
to show how individual social factors determine the selection of 
kiguistic features
to relate variation of language use to something other than the 
linguistic system
to link variation to an independent theory of social development 
and change
to try to relate the social system to the linguistic system
to look for an intermediary concept linking language to culture
to think of culture and the social structural system as a system 
of meanings
to determine how the meaning potential present in the social 
system (...) influences the selection of formal BnguisSc Hems
to show how individual social factors determine the selection of 
individual tnguistic features
to determine the specify ways
to show how
to determine how
etc.
(V3) This intermediary concept has been provided, in part at least, 
by the work of (...) Bernstein and his colleagues.
[D3] m The contextual determinants of text have been discussed in 
preceding chapters (in lexical, grammatical and phonological 
terms)
(V5) (...) can also be linked to social structure and to the context of 
culture.
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